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FINALLY G O T  IT  RIGHT! 

The staff at CONTACT is glad that Hatonn finally did some- 
thing right. We got a very nice letter a couple of days ago that 
suggested we needed more good things reported. No complaint 
about that which we write, but please offer more of what is  
going on that is  good. With the letter came an example and a 
'Why don't you run this sort of thing ...." 

We had run the EXACT SAME MATERIAL so long ago that 
someone had to dig it out of the computer just to check on it. 

We have ongoing connections with the people involved with 
the COMMITTEE OF 50 STATES and are pleased to see that this 
particular material is getting around so widely. The material 
in point is  regarding an 'Ultimatum" or there will be working 
afoot to "Dissolve the Union". It really goes right along with 
refounding and such, so don't despair-just pay attention and 
follow through. Be careful, however, for you are under surveil- 

(Please see TIMELY WARNINGS, p. 55 ) 
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About Those Black Helicopters ... 
Editor's note: A s  always, CONTACT would They are responsible for some of the doz- having created an uproar by flying over Kenner, 

like to thank the SPOTLIGHT for their unre- ens of reports from various parts of the United Louisiana, near New Orleans, in the past sev- 
stncted sharing. To subscribe to SPOTLIGHT, States, as well as eastern Canada, of mysteri- eral days. 
call toll-free: (800)522-6292; price is $38 for ous "black helicoptersn. When one observer lost count about 80 of 
one year, $70 for two years. According to the SPOTLIGHT source, who the helicopters had already passed overhead. 

himself has  had the Tupelo installation under A military analyst told the SPOTLIGHTthat 
surveillance, said that each helicopter is the helicopters could have been moving a full 

Exclusive to the SPOTLIGHT manned by two crewmen, both dressed in brigade of troops. 
by Mike Blair black battle dress uniforms (BDUs), which do Dozens of Army Black Hawk helicopters, 

not appear to have any insignia. based at  Fort Drum, New York, have been 
A special detachment of high-tech surveil- When the source was watching the heli- reported by Canadians to frequently fly across 

lance helicopters, painted black and bearing copters at the base, he and a companion found the border to unknown destinations in Canada. 
no U.S. insignia, have been stationed at  a themselves being also watched, with the heli- Sources have told the SPOTLIGHT that Ca- 
National Guard base in Tupelo in northeast- copters somewhat threateningly hovering nadian troopsare frequently seenat Fort Drum, 
ern Mississippi. about them, the front of the aircraft, display- located in upstate New York near the St. 

Fifteen of the Bell OH-58D(i) Kiowa War- ing rocket pods, facing them. Lawrence River, which separates the United 
rior helicopters, used with great effectiveness The SPOTLIGHT source videotaped the he- States from Canada. They train there with 
by the U.S. Army to pinpoint and/or attack licopters. soldiers of the U.S. 10th Mountain (Light) 
Iraqi installations during Operation Desert 
Storm, were flown to Tupelo by members of C 
Company, 1 st Battalion, 185th Aviation, based i I 

a t  Tupelo, in mid-April from the Bell Helicop- 6 1 r  i 1 r 
ters plant in Fort worth, Texas. A 

(TARC), which will apparently be 

Lt. Col. Dan chisholm, 1st Battalion com- 
mander, said. "We may be the only [Guard] 
unit that will get them." 

Big Brother could be watching 
you-from the skg. But why? Bell OH-58D r e c o n n ~ c e  and surveillance helico~ters photoed at 

* * - - - - -  - -  

Tupelo, Mississippi. 

ENTIRELY BLACK 

Three of the helicopters, which are entirely 
painted flat black, were in the air at the time. 
After a few minutes of watching the two men 
on the ground, the crews of helicopters flew 
off, heading in a northerly direction. 

According to E. A. Karpinski, a spokesman 
for Bell Helicopters, the Bell OH-58D(i)sY "pri- 
mary mission* is to provide "night reconnais- 
sancem. 

The Kiowa War- 
riors can carry up 
to four Stinger air- - 

Bell OH-58D reconnaissance to-air missiles, UP 

helicopter. to four Hellfire 
anti-tank missiles, 
up to two 70-milli- 
meter rocket 

Actually, the OH-58D(i)s are 15 of only 50 launchers and/or 
in existence and are equipped with the very .50 caliber ma- 
latest reconnaissance and surveillance elec- chine guns with 
tronic gear. 

According to a SPOTLIGHT source, the he- 
licopters are equipped with Forward-Looking 
Infra-Red (FLIR) TV-digital tracker-laser range- 
finders and illuminators for surveillance and 
tracking of targets. 

The source, a former U.S. Marine Corps 
forward artillery observer during the Vietnam 
War, told the SPOTLIGHT that the helicopters 
only operate at night, starting at about dusk. 

Division, which is permanently stationed there 
and has an urban warfare training center on 
part of the base. 

Several bases in the eastern Canadian 
maritime provinces, as well as in the Province 
of Quebec, which is  on the verge of seceding 
from the rest of Canada, have been turned 
over to the UN for training purposes and, 
reportedly, for stationing troops. Some Cana- 
dians speculate that this is  to militarily pre- 

vent a Quebec se- 
cession effort. 

500 rounds of am- 
munition. 

The helicopters 
have a cruising 
speed of about 1 15 
miles per hour and 
a top speed of more than 140 miles per hour. 

In another in~ident j~n tze southern United 
States, waves of doze*ls of hk -pa in ted  heli- 
copters were reported to the SPOTLIGHT as 

They also note 
that Fort Drum is  
strategically lo- 
cated to send 
troops to inter- 
vene in Quebec. 

SENT FOR 
TRAXHXPOCZ 

Recently, a full 
brigade of the  
10 t h  Mountain 
was flown to Fort 
Polk, Louisiana, 
reputedly the 

North American training center for the UN, for 
nearly two weeks of intensive "advanced readi- 
ness* training, which, according to reports, 
emphasized urban warfare training, including 
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house-to-house searches for belligerents and trol, dealing wit@ posqible snipers, establish- 
weapons. ing strong points in urban environments, de- 

The exercise was a follow-up to the 10th fending from bomb threats and dealinn with 
being stationed in Somalia during the so- traumatized civilian populations. 
called mercy mission to feed hundreds of thou- Tactics being taught the Marines include 
sands of starving Somalis caught up in a civil how to properly employ sniper teams in low 
war. intensitylurban operations, establishing road- 

The mission was re-directed , 
by the U N  command to an ef- 
fort to disarm militant factions 
under the command of feuding 
Somali warlords and ineluded 
house-to-house raids to seize 
weapons. 

Numerous critics of the so- 
called New World Order con- 
tend that Somalia was a train- 
ing ground for U.S. troops to 
enforce draconian measures to 
be taken in America, including 
the confiscation of firearms, 
currently being pushed by left- 
i s t s  i n  Congress and the  
Clinton Administration. 

In any case, while troopers 
of the Army's elite 10th Moun- 
tain Division were undergoing 
"advanced readiness" training, 
units of the U.S. Marines have 
been utilizing a mock village- 
used for training FBI agents- I Depot for foreign military vehicles. 
at Quantico, Va. I 

The Marines are receiving training in "Op- 
erations Other Than War" at the mock village, 
called "Hogan's Alley," at Quantico. 

According to the June issue of Navy Times, 
the training a t  Hogan's Alley is  being under- 
taken as part of the Marines' effort to train in 
urban patrolling, conducting convoy security, 
counter-ambush techniques, crowdlriot con- 

I 
blocks and security check-points, and urban 
patrolling. 

According to Marine Maj. Gen. Anthony C. 
Zinni, the number of war games, seminars and 
unit-level training for low intensity and urban 
operations is  increasing, the Navy It'mes re- 
ported. 

According to the Times: 

"The new training syllabus differs greatly 
from the traditional military operations and 
urban terrain exercises-MOUT-where Ma-  
rines invade cinder-block 'combat towns' fir- 
ing mortars, rockets, machine guns and more, 
in an all-out urban assault. No, this training 
is  designed for less intense military opera- 
tions-as those in Somalia were originally in- 
tended to be-and is conducted in streets and 
neighborhoods of what many would consider 
Anytown, USA (SPOTLIGHT emphasis)." 

SENT TO IRELAND 

A team of U .S. Marines was recently sent to 
Britain to train with Royal Marines who have 
been involved in urban patrol experiences in 
Northern Ireland, long ravaged by civil war. 

The Times further reported that after the 
Americans were sent to Britain, Hogan's Alley 
was selected for Marine training in urban war- 
fare. 

"Nestled in the woods adjacent to [the 
Marines'] Basic School, Hogan's Alley could 
pass for most small towns in America (SPOT- 
LIGHT emphasis)," a Marine spokesman told 
the military publication. "There is a bank, a 
restaurant, a garage, you name it. There are 
streets and alleys, drugstores and townhouses. 
And today, thanks to more than 40 Marines 
who volunteered to play the parts, there are 
even local 'civilians' to bring the town alive. 
Put it all together and you have a typical urban 
environment where Marines may one day be 
called into action to conduct everything from 
security operations to peacekeeping initia- 
tives." 

Obviously, "Anywhere, USA," doesnot seem 
to depict the type of culture or village to be 
found in a Somalia or Haiti. 

More Hot News From The Militia Of Montana 
Editor's note: CONTACT would like to thank 

those at the Militia of Montana (MOM) forgener- 
ously sharing their INTEL REPORT with us 
again [Intel information was first presented in 
our 6/28/ 94 issue starting on p. 581. If you 
would like to receive MOM'S newsletter TAKI NG 
AIM, send $5 for a two-month trial subscription 
to P. 0. Box 1486, Noxon, MT 59853 (406) 84 7- 
2246. [Or, $1 5 for six months; $25 for a one- 
year subscription.] It is our understanding that 
they will also be making audiotaped updates 
available on a weekly basis for a fee of $5. And 
again, to the people at MOM, thank you for 
sharing. 

INTEL REPORT 
JULY 20. 1994 

MILITIA OF MONTANA (MOM) 
C/O P.O. BOX 1486, NOXON, MT. 59853 

FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH 

I. Reported evening of June 19, 1994. A 
secret program started before 199 1 to send a 
rocket to Jupiter to arrive simultaneously when 
the fragments of the comet would strike. This 
rocket was carrying 49 112 lbs of plutonium 
and equipped with 750 kilo-ton nuclear war 
head (a comparison: Hiroshima was hit with a 
50 kilo-ton bomb). This is an experiment by 
scientists who work for those who run the 
shadow government. This experiment was 

done in order to see if they could ignite the stay next to the eastern most side of your 
planet in such a way that it would send out an shelter. The EMF will last only approximately 
electromagnetic pulse (EMP). This project is one minute. This report was told by a [deleted) 
called "Apple Jack 95". This project is part of who was [deleted) in the [deleted). 
a program to depopulate the Earth (Global Also, we are still working on verification 
2000 program commissioned by former Presi- that Russia has been practicing war drills with 
dent Jimmy Carter-2 billion to be left on the the civilian population in their country. They 
Earth). This EMP i s  to hit the Earth on July 26 are practicing going into bomb shelters, etc. 
in the Eastern Hemisphere. However, it is not Connection with the above? 
clear a t  this time whether this date is  meant 
for the Western Hemisphere or the Eastern MO1Vt'r Thourthts On The Above 
Hemisphere. If it is meant for theEastern, this 
would mean the Western Hemisphere could MOM has received numerous reports 
feel its effects on July 25. Also, it was stated comparable to the above in the past. So why 
that the strength of this EMP could cause the are we putting this one on the network? 
death of over 2 billion people. However, if it 1. This report came from a {deleted) who 
does not hit the Western Hemisphere directly [deleted] on the [deleted). 
the effects would not be as great. We were atso 2. A patriot investigator who has been very 
told that the Western Hemisphere will feel reliable on Intel in the past has  also been 
nothing if it hits the Eastern Hemisphere. working on this and believes this report to be 
However, this is an experiment and nobody credible enough to be taken seriously. 
really knows what may happen. I t  could have 3. We reported in the May issue of Taking 
no afllect, or, 2 billion dead. Nobody knows. Aim that there are four Russian typhoon class 

MOM has been told that the way to detect subs out of Mobile Bay. Each of these subs 
if your area will be affected by the EMP is to can carry 22 intercontinental missiles which 
have your radio tuned into an AM radio sta- have MIRV capability which means that each 
tion. If the signal on your radio is suddenly of these 22 missiles can carry 5-10 multiple 
lost and you hear static, you will have 38 war heads on them. After Eurther investiga- 
minutes to prepare. So what can we do to tion, when exploded at the proper distance 
protect ourselves? We were told that if you these war heads can cause an EMP that will 
have a basement, root cellar or bomb shelter shut down all electronics that are not shielded 
(something under ground) to go into it and properly. We are not sure what kind of damage 
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this can cause to life. 
4. Also, we know that there is  another 

electro-magnetic grid that has  been estab- 
lished by the world-controllers for the pur- 
pose of weather and/or mind-control by send- 
ing EMPs over this grid wherever they wish 
(example: woodpecker signal near Eugene, Or- 
egon during the early 1980s and investigated 
by Bob Beck in  1984-see Thomas Beardan's 
soviet Weather Wars Over America). 

Summary: We, at MOM, believe ifthis takes 
place it will be used as a cover for other 
purposes. What are we going to do? We are 
going to make sure we have a radio tuned to an 
AM station on the days of July 25 and 26 and 
if static comes across we will not put out a 
report on  it until after we are sure that it is  
safe to come above ground once again. 

One more thing. We have been told that by 
putting out reports of this nature we will lose 
our credibility and look like fruitcakes if the 
situation does not come to pass. We would 
like to know if you wish to receive these type. 
of reports and not have the situation occur or 
would rather we not put out the report and 
have it occur. Please let u s  k3- aw. Thank you. 

[Editor's note: Please refer to Commander 
Hatonn's comments beginning on p. 55 for more 
perspective on the above news.] 

11. Reported July 19, 1994. Washington 
insider released information that there is  a 
high probability that President Clinton will be 
gunned down by labor day. They will use an 
AK-47 with blame put on the Christian funda- 
mentalists. 

However, MOM is of the opinion that if this 
is going to take place that it will more than 
likely be during the march on D.C. beginning 
September 19. This will give the Fed the 
credibility tha t  the patriot organizations 
throughout the country will need to be dis- 
banded and disarmed. This could also cause 
the State of National Emergency that many are 
expecting to occur any way because of this 
march. Which would mean: suspension of the 
Constitution; patriot leader round-ups; and of 
course gun round-ups. 

We, at MOM, realize all of the work Linda 
has  been putting into this, however, we can 
not sanction her march (remember the bonus 
march of 1933 on D.C. when many patriots 
never made it home). Neither can we recog- 
nize her as the acting adjutant general of the 
unorganized militia of the United States of 
America (see Militia act of 1792.) No disre- 
spect towards Linda intended. 

Other In te l :  

1. Reported June  20, 1994. Salt Lake City. 
Army reserve depot located next to the inter- 
national airport ha s  tanks dug in, in defensive 
positions with turrets pointed out over the 
runaways, 

Fence around depot has  signs that state 
that no pictures, sketches, etc., may be taken 
of this  facility. 

A 24-hour laser type security sensing sys- 
tem has  been established around this  depot. 

I s  it just a coincidence that the UNISYS 
Corp. i s  located nearby. Remember UNISYS 
was given the  multi-billion dollar contract 
with the Federal Government for providing 
FEMA with the majority of the necessary com- 
puter programming which includes the relo- 
cation of the civilian population during times 
of crises (there was a partial congressional 
investigation into this matter which resulted 
in the disappearance of key witness Air Force 

Lt. Colonel Consuegra): Cofirmed. 
2. Reported July 13, 1994. Noxon, MT. 

Men dressed in black BDUs were doing ma- 
neuvers near Noxon with boats and airplanes 
during the last week-and-a-half of June. These 
men practiced night maneuvers with boats, 
etc. These men also inspected the properties 
of certain people in this area. 

After further investigation MOM has  been 
told that the Office of ~ a G a l  Intelligence was at  
work here. Source is unclear whether they 
were practicing or setting things u p  for future 
use. Also, have been told that this  exercise 
was by Seal Team 6,  dispatched by the O.N.I. 
It h a s  been confirmed through numerous 
sources that this seal team is responsible for 
monitoring and stopping certain factions. Why 
were they in this area? 

Conclusion: MOM-Activitv confirmed. 
Still working on confirmationuas to actual 
agency involved. 

3. Reported July 17, 1994. Teenage couple 
vent hiking in Glacier National Park, north of 
Kalispell, MT in the pole bridge area. Reported 
that these teenagers were accosted by foreign- 
speaking men dressed in black BDUs with 
black ski  masks, had the [deleted] beat out of 
them; transported to the hospital by ambu- 
lance with broken bones. Parents of one of the 
couple were extremely upset and went into the 
area with the children and have not been seen 
since that time. 

After further investigation, the hospital 
does not have any record of these teenagers 
being admitted nor does the local Sheriff's 
Dept. have anything on record. 

A few weeks prior to this incident a woman 
who lives near the park was out with her 
children. They were on the east side of the 
park at a tourist attraction. This woman's 
daughter speaks French. There were a num- 
ber of young men nearby (ranging between 18- 
26 years of age). The daughter started a 
conversation with them. They told her they 
were here working for the United States Fed- 
eral Government and were being paid by the 
Fed. Connection? We do not have documen- 
tation or enough witnesses to proclaim this as 
confirmed; however, we have heard stories 
like this from around the  nation and as far as 
MOM is  concerned we believe this story to be 
factual. 

We at MOM would like to thank all of our 
Intel gatherers for keeping u s  up  to date on a 
regular basis so we can continue providing the 
rest of the nation, including congressional 
and state officers. of what is actually happen- - - -  
ing in America. 

MOM'S policy: We must act as afire depart- 
ment acts, i.e., 'When the bell rings, we have 
no choice but to go.' In the majority of the 
incidents we do not have the luxury of time. 
So, we must ask your forgiveness, if there i s  a 
false alarm and we notify you all. However, we 
hope that you also realize the seriousness of 
the times that  we live in. 

We hate this part of it, but we must ask for 
donations to keep this  Intel Network alive. 
Also, so not forget that MOM publishes a 
newsletter called Taking Aim. Subscription 
policy: $5.001 2 issues;  $15.0016 issues; 
$25.001 12 issues. Again, thank you for all of 
the help!!! 

"We are everywhere!" -- M. 0. M. 

(Editor's note: See - f .0.M. update on next 
page that just am'ved zt our fax machine a s  we 
were going to press.) 

NOW AVAILABLE 
EXPANDED SECOND EDXTION 

654 pages 

~efiaudig America 
by RODNEY STICH 

One of the most explosive baoks on the 
market for understanding the: pattern ofhard- 
core criminal activities implicating high fed- 
eral officials and how it affects the American 
people. It descri'bes and documents epidemic 
corruption by federal officials, and a pattern 
of criminal misuse of federal offices -st 
the American public.The contents are sup- 
ported by a group of former federal investiga- 
tors, covert intelligence agency operatives 
and contract agents, former FBI, police, and 
private investigators, composing a block of 
whis tleblowers. 

Among the corrupt activities described 
in Defrauding Amen'crr are the following: 

Epidemic drug trscking into the United 
States. 
* Role played by the CIA in Savings and ban 
and HUD looting. 

Conversion of Chapter 11 courts into a 
criminal enterprise. 

October Surprise and its criminal coverup. 
The ugly part ofthe Iran-Contra scandal. 

Inslaw, the tip of Justice Department 
criminality. 

Covert CIA financiai institutions dealing in 
drug money laundering. 

Crooked federal judges and Justice Depart- 
ment attorneys. 

Felony ~ersecution of informants by Justice 
Department attorneys arid federal judges. 

Killings and mysterious deaths of infor- 
mants and whistleblowers. 

Schemes to assassinate or remove U.S. 
Presidents and presidential candidates. 

BOOK REVIEW EXCERPTS ON 
DEFRAUDING AMERICA - Dick Gregory, WOL Radio, Washington 8ti 

: Baltimore: *Defrauding America should 
be on top of every Bible." 

Fletcher Prauty, author of Sec& Team and  
JFK--The GX, Crietnam and the Plat to Assas- 
sinate John F: Kennedy; ' myout book is 
gnra*." . . < , .  . . . . - Ho11yyvood promoti~n celebrity, Irwin 
,~ucker: ?A bblockbust;pr.* 

~ d ~ y m o t i ~ i  >~,oiin A U M ~  141s fiatiris:' 
"The most . explosive boa& ctn. the 
market.* 
Israel Book Review: ~~onsiderable inter- 

est bar been expressed in your new publi- 
cation." 

KTAR host FrankBaronowski: "It's a boo* 
you can't put dew*." 
Companion book: Unfiendly Stdes, a his- 
tory of canuption and  tragedies. 

* 

Order by mail or  phone. Credit card phone 
orders to 1-800-247-7389. Mail orders to 
Diablo Western Press, P.O. Box 5, Alamo, CA 
94507; or P.O. Box 10587, Reno, NV 89510. 
Either Defrauding America or Unfriendly 
Skies is $25.00 plus $2.50 shipping. 

' 
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FROM : MOM PHONE NO. : 4068472246 

INTEL REPORT Jul. 25 1994 05:32Afl P01 
JULY 2 2 ,  1994 

MILITIA OF MONTANA (MOM) 
C/O P.O. BOX 1486, NOXON, MT. 59853 

406-847-2246 v/fax 

RE: INTEL. REPORT - JULY 20, 1994: " ~ ~ ~ ~ '  

IN THE LAST REPORT, WE DISCUSSED PROJECT APPLE JACK 9 5 ,  
CONCERNING AN EMP THAT MAY COME FROM JUPITER, WHICH MAY HIT EARTH 
ON JULY 25 OR 26, 
AFTER THIS REPORT WAS PUT OUT WE HAVE RECEIVED WORD THAT SOME 

PEOPLE HAVE GONE: TO THE POINT OF PANIC. LET ME STATE FOR THE 
RECORD. THIS 18 AN EXPERIMENT AND NOBODY KNOWS WHAT MAY HAPPEN. 
AS STATED lN PREVIOUS REPORT, WE AT MOM ALSO STATED: 
"WE, AT MOM, BELIEVE I F  THIS  TAKES PLACE I T  WILL BE USED AS A 

COVER FOR OTHER PURPOSES, " 
WHAT PURPOSES? THERE ARE MANY THINGS THAT THE FED (UN) HAVE 

DEVELOPED THAT CAN CAUSE ALL OF OUR ELECTRONICS NATION-WIDE TO 
CEASE FUNCTIONING. ALSO, THE REPORT6 OF BOB BECK AND THOMAS 
BEARDON PROVE THAT THE FED (UN) HAVE DEVELOPED MEANS TO 
COMPLETELY CONTROL YOUR MIND WHEN EVER AND WHEREVER THEY WISH TO 
DO SO (AGAIN I WILL SITE THE EUGENE, OR. INCIDENT IN THE EARLY 
80'8). ALSO, A FORMER CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIdATOR H A S  TObD US THAT 
HE WAS PERSONALLY PROTESTING THE LAUNCHINU OF THE SATELLITE THAT 
WAS CARRYING THE PLUTONIUM TO JUPITER (ALLEUEDLY), 
AQAIN LET ME STATE THAT THIS WILL ONLY BE A COVER FOR OTHER 

THINGS THE FED (UN) WILL DO - IF IT HAPPENS. ALSO, WE AT MOM DO 
NOT BELIEVE THAT THESE SCIENTISTS CAN DIRECT AN EMF OF THIS 
MAaN ITUDE TO HIT THE EARTH ON A CERTAIN DAY, TO HIT A CERTAIN 
SPOT ON THE EARTH FROM SUCH A DISTANCE AWAY. HOWEVER, LET ME SAY 
IT AGAIN - Y ! C - b C C U R X L & , a - -  
~ ~ S O r J R ( l f i ~ ~ ~ ' s  A ~ u ) ? E W  am- 
P l ? r r a A R  . t3ENERA T U - m I Y U P V O N D N B - .  AB . .. A 
L%TUWLSYL:K_BS. THE ONES. ._ dlQK--Mt- TYEWQNCI,ASS -SUB& 
l W L U S E P  -,-OUT+ IRE DF_MQBWSAY.AL.  

I 

NOW WHY WOULD THEY (UN) WANT THIS TO HAPPEN? 
IN  FORMER GOVERNOR OF CALIFORNIA RONALD REAOAN COMMISSIONED 

A STUDY' ON HOW TO ELIMINATE CITY AND COUNTY QOVERNMENTS AND 
REPLACe THEM WITH REOIONALISM. THE FIRST REPORT WAS CALLED THE 
HAWKINS REPORT WHICH PROVED THAT WHAT REAOAN WANTED WOULD BE 
DETRIMENTAL TO THE GTATE. HE WAS FIRED. REAGAN THEN COMMIB810NED 
ANOTHER REPORT - THIS ONE TITLED THE HOULIHAN REPORT. THIS REPORT 
OUTLINED HOW THEY COULD CREATE THE CLIMATE NEEDED TO MAKE THE 
TPANSITION FROM CITY AND COUNTY UOVERNMENTS TO REdIONALI BM . THE 
REPORT STATES: 
/ " T H I S  STUDY, FOLLOWINQ PREVIOUS C. I: R .  ACTIVIT IES ,  I S  PART OF A 

STATEU IDE UNDERTAX I N 0  TO MODBRNIaE AND IMPROVE CALIFORNIA LOCAL 
QOVIPRNNENT, INCREME I T S  RESPQNBIVBNIMB, EFFICZBNCY AND ECONWY. 

"THIS PARTICULAR REPORT, U S I N 0  DOCUMENTED CAGE MA PER IAL , 
FOCUSES ON THE PROCESS- - - l f ~ ~ ~  ~ 0 1 1 -  - -BY wnrcH POLITICAL AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP 19 mPLOYED TO BRINQ ABOUT REALLOCATION 
AND REORQANIBATION. - 1 - 

FROM : MOM PHaJE NO. : 4868472246 JLJ 1. 25 1994 05 : 33AM P82 

"UNDER THE CONTRACT, THE INVESTIUATORb WERE TO PROVE THE 
NECESSARY "REAL WORLD" IN8IQHTS INTO WHAT HAPPENS TO BRINQ ABOUT 
CHANGE I N LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL STRUCTURE&. " 

"1. THERS MUST BE R CLIMATE FOR CUANGG f N  ORU6K F(3R THE 
RESTRUCTURINU OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT TO OCCUR, WHBTHA'R THIS 
REGTRUCTUR I N 0  INVOL VE8 DRASTIC REFORM, REORQANI&ATJON, 
MODERNIZATION, OR A MINOR ADMINIBTRATIV8 REALIGNMENT* W X I t E  THE 
FOLtOWINO DOES NOT REPREBENT AN EXCt~VSIVE L I S T ,  PXE FACTORS 
MENTIONED HERE ARE THOSE WHICH MOST OFTEN CREATE SUCH A CLIMATE2 

A.  A COLLAPSE OF QOVERNM#NT'S A B I L I T Y  TO PROVIDE NEEDED 
SERVICES; 

B *  A CRISES  OF MAJOR MAGNITUDE: 
C, A CATSTROPHE THAT HAS d PHYSICAL EFFECT ON TWtF C W U N I T Y ;  
D. THE CORRUPTION OF LOCAL OFFICIALS AND 
E .  THE HIGH COST OF QOVERNMENT AND THE DBSIRE FOR A HIGHER , 

LEVEL OF SERVICES, 

2. SOME CHANCE WILL OCCUR, IN  ONE FORM OR ANOTHER, I F  ANY OF TX8 
FIRST FOUR FACTORS (COLLAPSE, C R I S I S ,  CATAdrTROPHE OR CORRUPTION) 
ARE PRESENT, ESPECIALLY WHEN THEY ARE OF MAJOR DIMENSION. " 
THIS IS JUST A SAMPLING OF THIG 195 PAGE REPORT PUT OUT BY JOHN 

C, HOULIHAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, FOR GOVERNOR RONALD REAQAN. NOW 
WE CAN SEE WHY THE FLOODS IN THE MlSSXSSIPPI VALLEY, THE 
EARTHQUAKES IN CALIFORNIA, THE FLOODS IN GEORGIA AND FLORIDA AND 
ON AND ON AND ON, 
BELIEVE ME THESE ARE MAN MADE. DO THE RESEARCH, YOU WILL FIND 

OUT FOR YOURSELVES. 
WE WOULD ALSO LIKE TO REITERATE THAT WE ARE HERE TO BRING YOU 

THE REPORTS AS WE GET THEM. IF OUR CREDIBILITY IS LOST BECAUSE OF 
OUTLANDISH REPORTS AND/OR FALSE ALARM8 - THEN SO BE T ALL 
MILITIA MEN MUST RESPOND LIKE THE FIRE DEPARTMENT. "- 
R-US.T-REsPoNr, - PALE-. THIS IS OUR DUTY. 
THEY (UN) NEED CATASTROPHES IN ORDER TO BRING THE AMERICAN 

PEOPLE TO THEIR KNEEB BEGGING FOR HELP FROM THE ELITISTS. THEY 
(MAJORITY OF AMERICANS) WILL GIVE UP ANYTHZNG TO FEED THEIR 
CHILDRENS STOMACHS. THEY (UN) KNOW THIS. 
DO NOT GIVE IN. WE SHALL PREVAIL. 

ONCE AGAIN, MOM WILL HAVE IT'S RADIO TUNED TO RN AM STATION ON 
JULY 25 AND 26 FOR WE FULLY UNDERSTAND THAT IT IS BETTER TO BE 
PREPARED THAN NOT BE PREPARED. 

LF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO WRITE OR CALL. 
THANK Y O U .  

END INTEL. 

THANK YOU, 
RT . 
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Schemers: Rostow, Fortas, Clifford: Operator's: Katzenbach, McNamara 

More From: THE USURPERS 
Schemers & Operators 

Editor's note: Part 1 of this ongoing series 
began on p. 35 of the 6/28/ 94 CONTACT; Parts 
2 8s 3 began on p.3 of the 7/5/94 issue and 
Parts 4-6 began on p. 24 of the 7/ 12/ 94 issue 
curd Parts 7 LB 8 start on p. 2 of the 7/19/94 
'Sssue. Here we continue with antics about the 
Schemers: Rostow, Fortas, Clifford and Rusk; 
the Operators: Katzenbach and McNamara. 
This i s  a pivotal segment of our nation's modern 
history and downturn to socialism. 

Such a contract could mean prosperity 
for a n  entire state, and the competition 
was intense. 

Nineteen-sixty-two was the year of deci- 
sion. There were two main competitors-se- 
attle-based Boeing, which proposed to build 
the plane at i ts  Wichita, Kansas plant, and 
General Dynamics, which in cooperation with 
Grumman intended to 
produce the Air Force 

7/19/94#1 HATONN version a t  i ts  Convair 
~ l a n t  in Fort Worth. 

To save precious time and still be able to A d  the Navy version a t  
cover lots of information I ask that Dharma Bethpage, New York. 
take u p  with THE USURPERS and let u s  write The states of Washing- 
o n  that subject a bit each day-these are ton, Kansas,Texas, &d 
representative of very important players in the New York were politi- 
fame afoot even if their tenure was "past* in cally interested. The - 
apparent power. These are the tools of the first two are hardly a 
RULERS who often grow to become the RUL- match in  political in- - 

ERS in FACT. fluence for the last two, 
Our last writing on this subject was re- even waiving the fact 

garding McNamara and there shall we take up  that  the Vice President 
again: was from Texas. But 

that  was something no 
THE USURPERS,  Part 9 one was quite willing 

by Medford Evans to waive, particularly in 
view of Johnson's well- 

Western Islands (publishers), Belmont, earned reputation for 
Massachusetts 02178, 1968. arm-twisting in the clinches. Senator Henry 

"Scoop* Jackson of Washington, in years gone 
[QUOTING:] by one of David Lilienthal's backers on the 

Congressional Atomic Committee, and more 
THE OPERATORS recently active with McNamara in the slander- 

THE TFX SCANDAL ing of General Walker, now, awakening to 
(TFX: Tactical Fighter, Experimental) alarm, raised a quite legitimate question with 

the Pentagon. Could i t  be that through 
There is one important event in the disar- Johnson and such, the state of Texas had the 

mament activities of the former Secretary of TFX contract sewed up  and Boeing might as 
Defense which can just as well stand for ev- well forget it? He was assured that there was 
erything else, since in it are manifest all the no bias anywhere, the  contract would be 
personal characteristics of the man, especially awarded fairly. 
hisimplacable refusal to countenance the least On November 24, 1962 General Dynamics 
consideration for American victory on the field got the TFX contract. One wonders how this 
of battle. could have been, considering: 

The event to  which I refer is known as the 
TFX Scandal", which had been the subject of 1) All four services-Army, Navy, Air Force, 
intensive Congressional investigation, was cut Marine Corps-expressed a preference for the 
off just as it was reaching a first crisis by the Boeing plane, technically. 
assassination of John  F. Kennedy. 2) The Boeing plane was $100 million 

T h e  multibillion-dollar TFX warplane con- cheaper than General Dynamics in the experi- 
tract was the  most coveted prize the Pentagon mental phase, and was estimated at more than 
ever dangled before bidders," writes Liberal $400 million cheaper on the total contract. 
journalist Clark Mollenhoff in his book The 3) The Pentagon Source Selection Board, a 
Pentagon: top-level group of generals and admirals, were 

unanimous in preferring Boeing, both for per- 
Government spending, it was esti- formance and economy. 

mated, would exceed $6.5 billion [it 
was to run much higher] the largest In spite of the foregoing facts, Defense 
contract for military planes in the  Secretary McNamara, supported by Deputy 
nation's history. The program was Defense Secretary Roswell Gilpatric, Air Force 
planned to  include more than 1,700 Secretary Eugene ~'uckert: and Navy Secre- 
planes for the Navy and the Air Force. tary Fred Korth ruled that General Dynamics 

should get the contract. Challenged as to 
why, McNamara replied, essentially "Because"! 
The arrogance of this decision was incredible. 
Indeed, the sheer preposterousne.~~ of the 
thing through shock value, seemed to be a 
kind of protection. Nobody could quite be- 
lieve that a n  allegedly logical man like 
McNamara would not only make, but  doggedly 
stick to, a decision of such importance with- 

out  one shred of 
logic what-soever 
to suppor t  him. 
That's what he 
did. Mollenhoff, in 
his 1965 book De- 
spoilers of Democ- 
racy, tells of h i s  
own interview of 
McNamara, who 
received h im 
in friendly fash- 
ion,  leading off 
wi th  f la t ter ing 
references  to 
Mollenhoffs intel- 
lectual  capacity. 
Mollenhot'f does  
have intellectual 
capacity. He knows 
when he i s  getting 

the run-around. He poured pressure on the 
Secretary of Defense: 

"How will you justify discarding the 
low bid on the basis of a rough judg- 
ment and without cost studies?"I asked. 

"I'm a $500,000 a year executive," 
McNamara snapped back. "I was the 
second-highest-paid accountant in the 
United States. 1 was paid for my judg- 
ment on contracts involving millions of 
dollars. " 

"But Mr. Secretary," I said, *assum- 
ing that you can make these judgments 
on multibillion-dollar contracts, do you 
feel it i s  good government operations 
when there are no documented cost 
studies to justify throwing out the low 
bids? ' 

1 know what I 'm doing," he snapped, 
a little angry now. 1 was the second- 
highest-paid accountant in the United 
States. * (pp. 190- 19 1 .) 

That interview was a good day in  the edu- 
cation of Clark Mollenhoff, and he  has since 
done good work in contributing to the educa- 
tion of American voters and taxpayers. [H: Yes 
perhaps-but look who seems t o  keep o n  
paying and paying.] 

Somebody has  done some reading-and 
thinking. World Bank promotion or no World 
Bank promotion, Robert McNamara cannot in  
1968 say as he did in effect in 1962: 'I am Sir 
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Oracle, and when I open my lips let no dog with Air Force-Secretary Zuckert and Robert to operate fromcarriers. But ifin the interests 
bark!" McNamara, the award of the contract to Gen- of "commonality" the Navy was stuck with 

The year 1963 was a turning point in many eral Dynamics. Korth's bank had made a loan various features which the Air Force wanted, 
lives, though in  the case of Robert Strange of $400,000 to General Dynamics, which loan then there was no way to get the weight down 
McNamara the effect was not yet to be con- was outstanding while Korth was deliberating to ausable level for the Navy. Eberhart quotes 
spicuous. Close-up observers in  Washington, the TFX contract. [H: Doesn't  all this s m a c k  Grumman as writing: 
such as reporter Clark Mollenhoff, and a few o f  things TODAY?] 
Congressmen,  began t o  l e a rn  with t h e  The weight savings achievable.. . are 
McClellan Committee Hearings, initiated in The foregoing is the merest suggestion of directly proportional to the permissible 
February 1963, such indigestible facts as what came out during Senator McClellan's reduction in  airframe commonality, 
these: 1963 investigation of the TFX contract. I t  [which Eberhart translates]: 'This air- 

became crystal clear that Robert McNamara, plane is too heavy and it's going to stay 
(1) By all the ordinary rules of contractor- supported by Gilpatric, Zuckert, and Korth, that way as long as the Navy has  to 

selection Boeing won the competition with had arbitrarily, in defiance of every rational worry about the Air Force's design limi- 
General Dynamics hands down; the Boeing indication of the merits in the case, awarded tations." 
plane was better, it was cheaper, it was more the biggest contract in history to a firm threat- 
suitable to defenie needs. 

(2)  Secre ta ry  
McNarnara hardly both- 
ered even to allege rea- 
sons for his  arbitrary se- 
lection of General Dynam- 
ics, except (a) to cite his 
own reputation, and (b) to 
predict long-term savings 
resulting from 'common- 
ality" of parts between the 
Air Force and Navy ver- 
sions of the plane-a con- 
tent ion in par t  purely 
speculative and  in part 
dependent on a degree of 
similarity between the two 
versions which resulted, 

H: How many of you rernern- 
bered the fiasco of Ford Motor 
Company's "Edsel" autamo- 
bile? Did yau remember that 

: it was McNamara's fiasco? No? 
WeCI then, don't continue to 
ask me why WE ARE WRITING 
ALLTHIS OLD INFORMATION- 
IT IS BECAUSE YOU ONES DO 
NOT REMEMBER AND, 
THROUGH FORGETTING-YOU 
LOSE THE PLAYERS! 

ened with bankruptcy, 
having business and fi- 
nancial ties to Gilpatric 
a n d  Korth, and-of 
course-having i t s  
Convair plant  i n  Fort 
Worth in the home state 
of the then Vice Presi- 
dent of the United States. 

President Kennedy 
had said that  h e  saw 
nothing improper in  the 
handling of the TFX con- 
tract award-but a t  the 
same time he made it 
plain enough tha t  the  
White House had  not  
been directly involved, 

Actually, the TFX (Tactical Fighter, Experi- 
mental) turned into three planes for produc- 
tion: the F-11 lA, for the Air Force, the F- 
11 IB, for the Navy; and the FB-111, a strate- 
gic bomber, to replace the B-52, for heaven's 
sake! Don't ask why a plane which is already 
a mess because of attempts to make it serve 
incompatible purposes as (a) a land, and (b) a 
sea  fighter, is now selected to fulfill also the 
radically different purpose of strategic bomb- 
ing. 

Meanwhile, all three versions are a con- 
tinual headache to the military. The Air Force 
version is apparently least objectionable, but  
it too has  'troubles of its ownw, according to 
Eberhart. Its loaded takeoff weight is six tons, 
or 17 per cent, more than what the contractor 
had guaranteed. There is a 'speed brake* 

chiefly because of excess weight, in a n  inferior that the whole deal was handled by the De- which "vibrates enough to cause buffeting of 
Navy plane. The Secretary also implied (c) that  partment of Defense. the aircraft," 'improper location of... the cen- 
General Dynamics' higher bid was more real- Hindsight is easier to acquire than presight. ter of gravity" ha s  made landing hazardous, 
istic than Boeing's lower one! Thus, what In the case of the TFX contract the hindsight and  finally-and inevitably-'production 
might have been thought a Boeing advantage available in 1968 confirms the foresight which schedules have gone completely to pot.' The 
was turned into a liability. The reason began to dawn on Clark Mollenhoff, Senator Navy version i s  a t  present three years behind 
McNamara knew General Dynamics' higher McClellan, and a few others in 1963. For w e  schedule-while the Navy's presence in Viet- 
bid was  actually more economical t han  know now that McNamara's decision was not namese waters is well ahead of schedule. Costs 
Boeing's lower bid was that he  could "just onlyarbitrary and unreasonable. It w a s  wrong. are astronomical. Both Air Force and Navy 
tell". From an abundance of documentation style F- 11 1's were originally to have come to 

(3) General Dynamics desperately needed available, I take from Science News of October $2.9 million apiece (an increase of 2 1 per 
a financial windfall; since 1957, when under 2 1, 1967 an  article entitled, "The Flying Edsel". cent), the Navy version at  a cool $8 million 
the late John  Jay Hopkins the firm had earned [H: How many o f  you remembered the f iasco  each, or an increase in unit cost of 175 per 
$56 million on sales of $1.7 billion; it had, o f  Ford Motor  Company's "Edsel" automo-  cent! [H: Still can't t o p  that o f  the little 
under placid former Army Secretary Frank b i l e ?  D i d  you r e m e m b e r  t h a t  it w a s  s t e a l t h  f ighter a t  we l l  o v e r  h a l f  a BILLION 
Pace, sustained the biggest loss on one project McNamara's fiasco? No? Well then, don't l a s t  year.] 
in American corporate history-aloss of $425 continue to a s k  m e  w h y  WE ARE WRITING There is  a law of diminishing returns in 
million, more than twice as much as Ford ALL THIS OLD INFORMATION-IT I S  BE- pursuing too far a financial and managerial 
Motor Company lost on McNamara's Edsel. CAUSE YOU ONES DO NOT REMEMBER AND, fiasco like the McNamara-TFX-General Dy- 

(4) Involved in awarding the life-saving THROUGH FORGETTING-YOU LOSE THE namics thing, but one more point must be 
multibillion-dollar contract was McNamara's PLAYERSll Writes science reporter Jonathan made: Boeing wanted to equip the TFX with a 
Deputy, Roswell L. Gilpatric, a New York law- Eberhart: "thrust reverser", for reducing speed for land- 
yer friend of Frank Pace. Gilpatric had repre- ings. But Robert McNamara said no-too ad- 
sented General Dynamics. H i s  firm, Cravath, Five years ago, Defense Secretary vanced, too risky. We must have a solid, safe, 
Swaine 81 Moore, still did. He had quit the firm Robert S. McNamara overruled his  approved conventional dive brake such as 
he  said, but  the record showed that  he was source selection board and picked Gen- General Dynamics had come u p  with. 
still carried by the firm's group insurance. eral Dynamics over Boeing to build the Now hear this, from Science News writer 
When, eventually (1964), Gilpatric resigned TFX, a jet superfighter now famous-or Eberhar t  concerning t h e  Navy's ae r ia l  
from the Defense Department he  went right notorious-as the F-111. The plane's monstrosity: 
back to the law firm. big advantage was supposed to be that 

(5) Also involved in awarding the contract both the Air Force and the Navy could The aircraft's speed brake, a panel 
was Fred Korth, a Fort Worth banker whom use it. This, said the Secretary, would that lowers into the air stream from the 
John  Kennedy had named as Secretary of the save a t  least $1 billion. Ithasn't worked fuselage, needs strengthening and re- 
Navy when John  Connally resigned to run for out that  way. design because it vibrates like a loose 
Governor of Texas. Odd facts about Korth: He shutter, and adevice called the adverse 
was, in 1952- 1953, Assistant Secretary of the Eberhart reports how Grumman Aircraft, yaw compensator does such a poor job 
Army under  the  ubiquitous Frank Pace. responsible as a General Dynamics co-con- of controlling the plane's side-to-side 
Though Korth was Kennedy's Secretary of the tractor and subcontractor, objected to the very motion that  it adds to the already con- 
Navy for nearly two years, his  name does not concept of "commonality" of parts between the siderable hazards of night landings on 
appear in  the indexes of Arthur Schlesinger's, Air Force and Navy versions-though 'com- an aircraft carrier, from which the F- 
Ted Sorensen's, or Pierre Salinger's books on monality" was the only understandable piece 1 1 1B's will operate. 
Kennedy. Korth, who plainly knew nothing of rationalization which McNamara had of- 
about naval aviation, overruled his top admi- fered in support of his otherwise patently bad It isn't just a matter of dollars and cents, 
rals' analytically documented preference for judgment. The proljlem was that the Navy though dollars and cents are important. We 
the Boeing plane, so that he  could sign, along needed a lighter plane than the Air Force did- must think of McNamara sitting there insist- 
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ing that young Navy fliers have got to trust was the first of the WN o rwiza t i ons  to be the nation can follow." 
their lives, and the life of every sailor on the established. The Bretton Woods conference Does this mean when the nation can follow 
carrier, to the unmanageable bulk of one of was held two months before the Dumbarton i ts  erstwhile Secretary of Defense into becom- 
these General Dynamics creations. Oaks conference a t  which was planned the ing frankly and fully international? 

General Dynamics could have been helped more pretentious but hardly more influential McNamara's usurpations in the office of 
financially far more simply, and without great organization that we call the United Nations. Secretary of Defense are impressive. His oppor- 
commotion, simply by ( 1) continuing to pro- The UN had been set in motion under the tunity for grander usurpations from this point 
duce B-58 'HustleS bombers a t  the Convair guidance of Communist Alger Hiss at San on will be even more so. 
plant in Fort Worth, (2) continuing to produce Francisco in April of 1945. Hiss was a n  official 
Atlas missiles at the Convair plant in San U.S. delegate and secretary general of the [END OF QUOTING] 
Diego, (3) going ahead with nuclear-powered conference1 The UN was to maintain 'peacea- 
naval vessels, a program in  which General which hardly anbody thinks can really be done. When we again write on THE USURPERS 
Dynamics, builder of the Nautilus, the first The World Bank was to manage the flow of we will take up  a person whose name i s  not so 
nuclear-powered submarine, could logically money in the world-which lots of people think well recognized-perhaps as i n  
have been included. Instead, the B-58 and the is being done very effectively, though not in 'Brzezinskiniski" the effort to learn pronun- 
Atlas were discontinued, and McNamara made the interest of the United States. ciation and spelling is too much for most 
another of his  arbitrary decisions to build a Regarding our current predicament, my people to handle. So, Katzenbach becomes 
non-nuclear aircraft carrier rather than a conviction is that the whole buildup in Viet- the dubbed version and the heinous actions 
nuclear-powered one-once more against all nam h a s  as its purpose the distribution of are lost in the effort to pronounce or spell the 
the  best naval, military, and other technical wealth throughout the world in such a way as name of the traitor later. Remember that  as in 
advice. [H: Does anybody, except me, see  to make that wealth, whether greater or not, the case of Henry Kissinger and Brzezinski- 
TREASOl here?] more manageable. And whether we have war, the names were not originally THESE. The 

Mollenhoff writes, 'With all of the opinions peace o r  negotiations, the buildup goes on. facts are that you the people do not know to 
and  facts against him, Robert S. McNamara Viewed functionally and from the offices of whom you owe your debt of gratitude for the 
made the decision that the  United States the threatened World Government, the Pen- loss ofyour nation, freedom-and ultimately- 
should not go ahead with a nuclear carrier." tagon is subordinate to the World Bank. Our planet. You don't even know who is Shirley 
McNamara's "Flying Edsel" may have been vast military operations are a means of the Maclaine (really), so how are you ever going to 
ordered to please General Dynamics; his 'Float- buildup, exist in order to make the buildup reclaim your property? From whom? Mostly 
ing Edsel" could have pleased no one but  the possible. But such a means, however vast, is you will find that, at the original source, as 
Disarmament Lobby. not to be compared in ultimate importance with the Bolsheviks and beginners of the Com- 

The  chi l l ing s ignif icance of Robert wi ththemanagementof thatbui lduponcei t  munists in Russia-they were all Jewish in 
McNamara i s  this: that a dedicated o ~ ~ o n e n t  of is attained. origin and simply changed their names to fool 
American national defense could forseven uears In the Pentagon, Robert Strange McNamara as many as they could-IT WORKED!! NEVER 
be American Secretam o f  Defense. did the sinister work of so directing the Ameri- FORGET-IT WORKEDll AND, IT IS WORKING 

Admiral Canaris was Hitler's chief of mili- can military effort that a maximum of mate- AGAINIII 
tary Intelligence for nine years, and he  was riel buildup occurred in  Vietnam, while a 
also head of a n  underground plot against minimum of fighting which might really * * 
Hitler. [H: How many of you remember t h e  injure Communists o r  help t h e  American 
name  and person of "CanarisW? Well, now, national image nu allowed t o  t ake  place. 7/19/94 #a HATOMl 
how many of you remember t h e  connection Perhaps his job is virtually complete. The 
wi th  Qunther Russbacher? 80 be it! Per- United States has  unloaded in Vietnam enough THE USURPERS, Part 10. 
haps  you simply can't hear these  same things military personnel and materiel to conquer a by Medford Evans 
repeated often enough?] Most of u s  are not continent, without accomplishing any military 
inclined to think that was morally so bad of purpose whatsoever. What could have more [QUOTING:] 
Admiral Canaris. There are plenty of people highly recommended Robert McNamara to the 
who think it would be fine if a U.S. Secretary ministers of the dreamed-of World Govern- THE OPERATORS 
of Defense, sworn to defend our country, mentl 
should actually think it his duty to help run To aspire to a job formerly held by Eugene NICHOLAS deBel lev i l l e  
the whole World in the interests of "peace," Meyer, John J. McCloy, Eugene Black, and KATZENBACH 
and to that end to use his position as a means even George D. Woods i s  no mean ambition. 
of destroying armed might. Newsweek is quite correct, concerning McNa- Personalities serving to link the Old and 

There are  American intellectuals who mara, in concluding: New Left are not easy to find. If they were, it 
consider t ha t  Amedca is t h e  t h r ea t  t o  what would-in espionage terms-'blow the cover" 
t hey  value in  t h e  world, and t h a t  thev  are As head of the World Bank, he will off the New Left, would reveal it as a stratagem 
doinn thei r  duty  if thev deliberatelv weaken technically be an  international official, of the Establishment. Yet there are such 
America. I s  this why McNamara sought more and likely will remain publicly aloof personalities, and 1 think I know who a few of 
and more power? Should he be in  a position of from the war and the Presidential cam- them are. Perhapsthe most strategically placed 
power-in the U.S. Government, the World paign. But there is no reason to doubt is Nicholas deBelleville Katzenbach, the Un- 
Bank, or anywhere else? that Bob McNamara will some day find 

What McNamaradid for seven years-three himself back in the thick of American 
under Kennedy, four under Johnson-was t o  public life-perhaps with even more 
use  t h e  pretext  of economy for disarming power than he wielded so well at the 
America. Pentagon. 

Newsweek said December 1 1, 1967: "Few 
men have worshiped planning as obsessively There may be reason to think that the head 
as the eighth Secretary of Defense-and few of the World Bank is more powerful than a 
have been relieved of command [Italics added] mere defense secretary of a nation-even "the 
in such a shambles of confusion." In such most powerful nation in the world". 
shambles of confusion totter and topple the Left-leaning writer Emmett John  Hughes 
towers of tyranny! shows signs of distress when he writes: "And 

But to think that McNamara h a s  now been as the din burbles ever higher, a brilliant and 
"put out to pasture" is to fail to understand weary Robert McNamara prepares to depart 
the nature of the fields into which he now from the Pentagon." '[yet] he cannot feel 
has been turned. The World Bank is the pilot sheer anguish as he turns from Defense De- 
institution of the Government. Set u p  a t  partment to World Bank." In fact, concludes 
Bretton Woods in July 1944, the World Bank, Hughes with the wisdom of the heart, "It will 
or "International Bank for Reconstruction and be good for him to be back from the dark land 
Development", along with the companion beyond t he  lookir-g g l l s s , "  a n d  a d d s  

MORE READING 
To orderEustaceMullins' excellent book, 

RAPE OF JUSTICE, please write to: 
Ezra Pound Institute Of Civilization . 

P.O. Bas 1205 
I Staunton, VA 24402. 

($18.00 + $1.80for bookrate shipping) 

- "Dr. John Colernan's"fine book, CON- 
SPIRATORS' HIERARCHY: THE STORY OF 
THE COMMITfEE OF 300, i s  availablefmm: 

Joseph Publishing, % W.I.R. 
2583 B. Carson St. 

Carson City, IV 89706, 
Also available is his new book, DIPLOMACY 
BY DECEPTION; $2000 each book, includ- 
ing shipping & h w t i n g .  F w  orders by 
w d i t  card, please call 1-800-942-4823. 

institution the "International Monetaiy Fund", semicryptically: 'It  will be even better when 
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der Secretary of State. Today, as we have seen, he is  Undersecretary over J a m e s  Meredith a t  Oxford, bo th  
Katzenbach's office is  of vastly more im- of State in spite gf.the fact that at the Justice Katzenbach and Wallace emerged with shin- 

portance than the public is  likely to realize. Department he had been elevated to the top post. ing armor from the entirely bloodless encoun- 
Dean Acheson was Secretary of State when he The job of Deputy Attorney General, how- ter at  Tuscaloosa. Image-wise, Wallace was 
announced that he "would not turn  [his] back ever important it may have been in such the greater winner, since no party or faction 
on Alger Hiss," but he was Under Secretary of circumstances, i s  a logical stepping stone to anywhere ha s  yet promoted Katzenbach as 
State with Communist Hiss. It was also dur- only one other job, which i s  that of Attorney Presidential timber. 
ing his  term as Under Secretary that Acheson General. When Bobby left that job to run for Katzenbach has, however, moved the le- 
promoted the 'Acheson-Lilienthal Report" on the Senate in the Fall of 1964, Katzenbach was vers of power. Navasky quotes 'a prominent 
atomic energy which laid the foundation for made Acting Attorney General, at Bobby's re- Washington attorney" as saying: 'Nicholas 
the later psychological nuclear disarmament quest. Four months later, in January 1965, Katzenbach has  one genius, and only one 
of the United States. Johnson nominated Katzenbach for Attorney genius. He knows how to handle Lyndon 

Dean Rusk and Nicholas deB. Katzenbach General, and the Senate confirmed him. The Johnson." 
think alike on Vietnam; if they seem not to, important thing is the coincidence of Johnson's Katzenbach's wife Lydia seems to encour- 
then one of them i s  fooling the public; they and Kennedy's shared confidence i n  this  vet- age the possibility. 'If Nick were allowed to 
cannot fool each other. eran of the government's campaigns against talk about what he is doing, a lot of our friends 

My own opinion is that it i s  Rusk who is at Mississippi and Alabama. would be heartened." When Victor Navasky 
least trying to fool the public. His tough talk Nicholas deBelleville Katzenbach, born in quotes Katzenbach'swife as making that state- 
about Hanoi and Peking does not disturb Pe- 1922, grew up  with all the advantages of a ment, he indicates in the context that the 
king or Hanoi, for they know that  Dean Rusk well-to-do and reasonably prominent New Jer-  'friends" in question are 'members of the in- 
is, like themselves, incapable of a deep break sey family. Phillips Exeter, Princeton-inter- tellectual community", particularly various 
with Moscow. McNamara used to indulge in rupted by a wartime commission in the Air literary summer residents of Martha's Vine- 
tough talk, too, or had 
such talk attributed to 
him. Now that he i s  
out, his  'dovishness" 
i s  admitted. The es- 
sential point is that 
n e i t h e r  Rusk no r  
McNamara, and cer- 
tainly not Katzenbach, 
ever intended to win 
anything for America 
in  Vietnam. Lyndon 
Johnson doesn't ei- 
ther. The President's 
approval of his Secre- 
tary of S ta te  Dean 
Rusk is as implicit in 
the total situation as 
i s  Rusk's approval of 
Katzenbach.  Also 
unanimous with them 
are those whispered- 
about powers behind Johnson's throne-411s- 
tice Abe Fortas and the new Secretary of De- 
fense Clark Clifford. In his  newly acquired 
cabinet post, Clifford is not altogether behind 
the throne, but  his  total influence i s  undoubt- 
edly greater than any cabinet post alone could 
make it. 

What distinguishes Katzenbach from the 
others in  this  group, which could be enlarged 
to include Rostow and McGeorge Bundy, i s  his  
relative youth, forty-six, and his  compara- 
tively open identification with more respect- 
able edges of the New Left. Writing in  The New 
York Times Magazine, author Victor S. Navasky 
says Katzenbach's image ha s  been that of a 
'courageous egghead, a civil-rights activist, 
an  intellectu al..." He was a 'new Frontiers- 
man and R.F.K. protegi". .Today, ,many who 
once saw that image see instead, says Navasky, 
a 'mindless defender or passive accepter of a 
tarnished Vietnam policy". Navasky admits 
that either image may bear 'little relation to 
his real role". 

What i s  Katzenbach's real role? He had 
appeared to be a link between Bobby Kennedy 
and Lyndon Johnson. 

He ha s  been helped in this role by the 
transfers ofjobs he has  had during the Johnson 
Administration. At the outset, following the 
assassination, when he performed very cru- 
cial services, he was Deputy Attorney Gen- 
eral, a position of great importance at the time 
because of the incapacitating crisis in the 

Force, which in turn  
landed him in POW 
camps in  Italy and 
Germany-then Y ale 
Law School, then, as 
a Rhodes Scholar, 
Oxford. [H: They 
just covered a lot of 
questions in that 
past paragraph, 
didn't they?] He 
taught law a t  Yale 
and at the Univer- 
sity of Chicago. He 
became afull profes- 
sor at Chicago at age 
thirty-four. and with 

yard who had been upset by what they evi- 
dently regarded as Katzenbach's going over to 
the Establishment. Don't worry, Lydia seems 
to be saying, good old Nick i s  either going to 
sabotage those frightful hawkish plans of LBJ 
and Rusk-or else he knows that the plans 
don't really mean what the headlines say any- 
how, and in the long run  the Viet Cong will be 
better off for what we are now doing in Viet- 
nam. So don't worry1 

Maybe the Katzenbach's know how much 
truth there is in what an American construc- 
tion foreman allegedly said a t  Bien Hoa in 
Vietnam not many months ago. One cannot 
imagine that Lydia Katzenbach would not read 
the December 1967 Ramparts, in which there 
is an article on Johnson's construction com- 

a F&d Foundation pany, Brown and Mot,  wha d0,30#,& @63cmY 
grant in 1960 worked struction these days in Vietnam. The con- 
a t  Geneva on a struction foreman, just -drunk anqugb. tq-,Ps 
project in  interna- telling the truth, is  reported to have said: 
tional law. Katzen- 

bach was ready to help the Justice Depart- We're just building all this  for the 
ment, the country, and Mankind by accepting VC anyway. Theyll take it over when 
in 1961, as a New Frontiersman, the post of the time comes. Already we're paying 
Assistant Attorney General in charge of the 'taxes' to the VC to keep our equipment 
Office of Legal Counsel, from which he moved on the road. Half our Vietnamese work 
rather quickly to Deputy Attorney General. force are VC, come to work in the morn- 

I t  was as Deputy Attorney General that ing half-asleep because they've been 
Katzenbach went to Oxford, Mississippi in up  all night shooting mortars, and they 
September 1962 to command the civilian gov- steal u s  blind. But Brown Ck Root don't 
ernment forces which overcame the more ram- care: they'd build bases for the devil 
bunc t ious  Ole M i s s  s tuden ts ,  assor ted  himself if the fee was good. (p. 6 1) 
rednecks, and a handful of agents provoca- 
teurs. It was as Deputy Attorney General that [H: I want to interrupt here long enough 
the next summer he confronted George Wallace to remind you of the highways and other 
at  Tuscaloosa and participated in the charade cute construction projects in which the U.S. 
which integrated the University of Alabama. both participated AND footed the bill. One 
Ironically, while Katzenbach and the Missis- biggie was in Afghanistan with the Soviets- 
sippians alike suffered losses in the melee building a road right to Moscow. Another 

personal life of the Attorney General, Bobby 
Kennedy, whose brother had been the victim. 
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a m o n g  the MANY, w a s  the super-road r ight  said, 'we're flying back. Stand by-I'll need hard to imagine a simpler legal question. Ar- 
to the doorway  o f  K h u n  Sa in Shan (Golden you.' Fortas was at the airport to meet the ticle 11, Section 1, Clause 7 of the Constitution 
Triangle)  o f  Gr i t z  fame .  Yep-right to the plane. He was told to act a s  the private reads: "Before he [any incoming President] 
p a l a c e  doors!  Your e v i l  e m p i r e  h a s  b u i l t  liaison man between the newly sworn Presi- enter on the execution of his office he shall 
airf ie lds ,  h ighways ,  underground c o m p l e x e s  dent and Jacqueline Kennedy. (Italics take the following oath or affirmation:" 
a n d  o t h e r  u n i m a g i n e d  fac i l i t i e s  a l l  o v e r  the added) and the text of the oath follows. Johnson was 
m a p .  A n d  you k n o w  what?  You continue to eager to 'enter on the execution of his office," 
w a i t  f o r  the "Fourth Reich"? You  h a v e  it- Not that there was anything more impor- as one supposes he should have been. Tacti- 
some c a l l  it the "Fourth Reich" o f  the R i c h  tant than that, but Fortas was to do a great cally, he was entirely right in wanting the oath 
a n d  that isn't a bad  label-because no mat- deal besides provide liaison with Jackie. H i s  administered at once. The amazing thing is 
t e r  w h a t  h a p p e n s  w i t h  t h e  "top dogsH-all liaison with Katzenbach was pretty good also. that the intelligentsia of the New Frontier did 
the p l a y e r s  get a little r i c h e r - e x c e p t  f o r  William Manchester, in The Death of a Presi- not seem to know whether he should take it a t  
the s l a v e s  a n d  servants  w h o  just get KILLED!] dent, gives details: once, who should administer it, or what the 

If we Americans were over there reallyfight- wording of it was. 
zng Communism, a s  Dean Rusk says  we are, With the Attorney General out of action Katzenbach came up with the answer about 
(while Katzenbach, disappointingly enough, Nick Katzenbach was, in effect, Acting At- the oath. Over long-distance telephone from 
says nothing) then that tn the eyes of the New torney General, and he was proposing the Washington, he dictated the words from the 
Left would be a frightful thing. But if as a result investigative commission which the Chief Constitution to Marie Fehmer, Johnson's secre- 
of our being there the Viet Cong are going to Just ice later headed. To his  horror, tary, aboard Air Force One, still on the ground 
inherit the great civil engineering works on Katzenbach learned that the new Presi- at  Love Field in Dallas. It was also Katzenbach 
which we seem to be doing so much better, and dent had tentatively decided upon a Texas who told Bobby Kennedy how any one of many 
more successfully than we are infighting, why commission, with all non-Texans, includ- people could administer the oath-"Anybody, 
then things are not so bad after all, and all the ing federal officials, excluded. Katzenbach including a District Court Judge ... imagine.. .* 
men and women of good will who so thoroughly w e n t  s t ra ight  to Abe Fortas ,  the Washing- Katzenbach said, "he'll want Sarah Hughes." 
despise the U. S. Establishment should "be heart- ton attorney closest to Lyndon Johnson. (The Death of a President, p. 27 1 .) And he did. 
ened", as Lydia Katzenbach says. He bluntly labeled Johnson's ideaaghastly The staunch Left-winger for whom Johnson 

Lydia King Phelps Stokes Katzenbach (Mrs. mistake [this is the man whose 'one ge- had wangled a Federal judgeship swore him in 
Nicholas deBelleville Katzenbach) is a woman nius' is knowing 'how to handle Lyndon as President. 
from about as pure an  Establishment-sup- Johnson'?] From Fortas he heard for the But Katzenbach's early activities included 
ported intellectual background as you would first time that the President intended to at  least one pivotal decision more indispens- 
ever want to run  a file check on. Her father, release the forthcoming FBI report on the able to the success of the coup d'etat than 
Harold Phelps Stokes, Groton, Yale 1909 (Phi assassination the moment it was ready. advice about the oath. On Friday afternoon, 
Beta Kappa), was a distinguished newspaper That, too, would be improper, Nick argued, within hours of the fatal six seconds, alawyer 
correspondent and editorial writer who once and heinsisted thatthereport bechanneled in the Dallas District Attorney's office pre- 
served as secretary to Herbert Hoover. His through the Attorney General [Bobby] and pared, Manchester reports, 'to charge Oswald 
older and more famous brother, Anson Phelps hirnselJ (pp. 458-459, emphasis added.) with murdering the President as part of an 
Stokes, was a n  eminent Episcopalian divine, international Communist conspiracy." When 
being Canon of Washington Cathedral for fif- It would be logical that the Deputy Attor- Barefoot Sanders [the real name of the U.S. 
teen years, serving on innumerable boards, ney General should be a key man in a crisis of Attorney in Dallas] heard of it from the FBI he  
writing innumerable educational and theo- law (which was really a crisis of power) at a phoned Katzenbach, who persuaded two mem- 
logical books, and being cited many times in  time when the Attorney General was stricken bers of the Vice President's (Johnson's] Wash- 
Appendix X of the publications of the House with apersonal tragedy. Even so, Katzenbach's ington staff to have their Texas contacts "kill 
Committee on Un-American Activities for his exercise of practical authority seems extraor- it." (p. 287.) [H: G o  read t h a t  again b e c a u s e  
efforts during World War I1  to promote Soviet- dinary. He insisted that the President do thus  I'm s u r e  you m i s s e d  the timing!] 
American friendship. He had lots of distin- and so? Either directly or through Abe Fortas, A shrewd Yale Law School man like 
guished company, including Henry Sloane how could this youngish sub-cabinet officer Katzenbach would see at  once that no charge 
Coffin, father of Reverend William Sloane Cof- do that? Manchester has  a tantalizing foot- must be made of a Communist conspiracy, for 
fin, now Chaplain of Yale-or should I say note to the passage quotedabove: "Katzenbach that might retard the rapproachement with 
NOW Chaplain of Yale. took an  exceptionally strong line on this is- 

Lydia Katzenbach has  from birth known sue, and like Fortas he played an  unknown 
nothing except the best Ivy League, Eastern but vital role in the Commission's investiga- GRIN AND BmR IT / By Fred Wagner 
seaboard, Establishment environment. Yet, tion." There is so muchthat is  unknown about 
she is something of a revolutionary-from-the- the assassination and coup d'etat! [H: No, 
top. that is not so-EVERYTHING ABOUT THE 

Fortas and Katzenbach, who had nothing ASSASSINATION AND COUP D'ETAT IS VERY 
to do with the physical tragedy in Dallas, were WELL KNOWN AND JUST WAITING TO GET 
coordinators of the coup d'etat in  Washington TOLD! MOREOVER IT I S  GOING TO IN- 
which resulted from the assassination. TO CLUDE ABSOLUTELY EVERYBODY WHO 
achieve such coordination obviously required EVEN "THOUGHT ABOUT ITn IF  SOME 
a link with Bobby Kennedy-then Attorney AGREEMENTS AREN'T CONSUMMATED 
General of the United States, and next of kin RIGHT QUICKLY NOW, GOOD COMMITTEE 
to the slain President. Katzenbach was plainly READERS. I AM ABOUT TO THE END O F  
such a link. Fortas, older, wiser (probably), THE MUSICAL CHAIRS AND SOME LAWYERS 
closer to  Johnson (certainly), recognized BETTER GET THEIR ASSETS IN ORDER AND 
Katzenbach's indispensability in  the touchy THEIR PRIORITIES STRAIGHT OR NEW 
days from the coup d'etat of November 22, YORK MAY WELL LOOK LIKE THE POT- 
1963 to the election of November 3, 1964. HOLES O F  JUPITER. ME DO IT? GRACIOUS 
President Lyndon B. Johnson  appointed NO-I DON'T HAVE TO! I SUGGEST OUR 
Katzenbach to a four-man panel to advise him "WATCHERS AND LISTENERSw GET THE 
on the execution of the Commission's recom- WORD ON BACK, LIKE RIGHT NOW. FEET 
mendation. ARE DRAGGING FOR BEST ADVANTAGE AND 

SOON THERE WILL NOT BE DISCUSSION 
Of Abe Fortas,Current Biography says: REGARDING ADVANTAGE FOR OTHER, BIG- 

GER GUNS ALREADY HAVE THE ADVAN- 
On November 22, 1963 ,  after President TAGEll 

John F. Kennedy was assassinated, Fortas There was the matter of the weird commo- ''There isn't a problem in this country 
received a n  urgent telephone call from tion in Dallas over Johnson's taking the Presi- that we can't form a committee to 
Dallas, Texas. The call was from Johnson, dential oath of office. When should he take it, study!'' 
thefirst he made after the tragedy. 'Abe,' he and how should he gob about it? It would be 
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Russia. But the point was even more funda- 
mental than  that. No charge must be made of 
any conspiracy! For it would be only too 
credible that  if there were a conspiracy at all, 
especially one tagged with a Communist-con- 
nected figure like Lee Harvey Oswald, then it 
could be easily presumed to be a Communist 
conspiracy. The Communists within it could 
be presumed to control it. Moreover, the 
Communist Party itself is conspiratorial in 
character, and if any one of i ts  functionaries 
becomes involved in a special plot then he 
involves all Communists. Not just the govern- 
ment of Russia, but also all American Commu- 
nists-Guss Hall, and (more important) Alger 
Hiss and all the undiscovered but  potentially 
discoverable other Alger Hisses in  America. 
The possibility of any conspiracy must be elimi- 
nated! 

Law professor Nicholas deB. Katzenbach 
probably knew as much about the law of 
conspiracies as did Judge I ~ i n g  R. Kaufman, 
whose instructions to the jury in  the trial of 
Julius and  Ethel Rosenberg, (notorious atomic 
spies) constitute for the layman one of the 
clearest expositions on the subject. I think 
extended quotation from Judge Kaufman's 
charge to the Rosenberg jury i s  justified in 
emphasizing how necessary it was in Novem- 
ber 1963-necessary to survivors of the coup 
d'etat-that there be no talk of a conspiracy. 
Judge Kaufman said, in  part: 

For two or more persons to conspire, 
confederate or combine together to commit 
or cause to be committed a breach of the 
criminal law of the United States is a n  
offense of grave character which involves a 
plotting to subvert the law. It is  almost 
always characterized by secrecy, rending 
detection difficult and requiring much time 
for its discovery. Because of this the statute 
has made a conspiracy to commit a cnme a 
distinct offense from the cnme itself. [Italics 
added]. From the point of view of the law 
there i s  danger to the public when two or 
more people conspire to do something that 
is unlawful because by virtue of the aggre- 
gation of numbers the intent assumes a 
more formidable disadvantageous aspect 
to the public. 

What is a conspiracy? A conspiracy 
may be defined as a combination of two or 
more persons, by concerted action, to ac- 
complish a criminal and unlawful purpose, 
or some purpose not in itself unlawful or 
criminal, by criminal or unlawful means. 
The gist of the offense is the unlawful 
combination or agreement to violate the 
law. As Mr. Justice Holmes said many 
years ago: 'A conspiracy is apartnership in 
criminal purposes.' [H: I might  a d d  herea t  
t h a t  all pa r t i e s  to a conspiracy are n o t  
required TO KNOW O F  THE DIRECT IN- 
TENT O F  THE CONSPIRACY--one c a n  be- 
c o m e  pa r t  o f  a conspiracy s imply  by  
defaul t  or presence.] 

However, it is  not necessary in order to 
constitute a conspiracy that two or more 
persons should meet together and enter into 
an  explicit or formal agreement for a n  un- 
lawful scheme, or that they should di- 
rectly, by words or in writing, state what 
the unlawful scheme was to be, and the 
details of the plan or means by which the 
unlawful scheme was to be made effective. 
[Italics added]. This whole passage im- 
plies, among other things, that  a person 
may be part of a Communist conspiracy, or 

of the Communist conspiracy, without ever 
a t  any time being recorded or recognized 
formally as a member of the Communist 
Party.] 

[H: Now for  o u r  own a t torney  "minds": I t  
is obvious t h a t  you  a r e  missing a lot of 
i n t e r e s t i n g  a m m u n i t i o n  i n  y o u r  b a t t l e  
against  Mr. Abbott, et al. (Green Brigade). 
When a n  a t torney  moves i n t o  a case i n  
which h e  is n o t  a par t ic ipant  i n  d i rec t  i n t e -  
grat ion (i.e., Abbotti  Fort)  t h e  responding i n  
legal case filings when t h e  case  was n o t  set 
f o r t h  TOIWITH t h e  pa r t i e s  r ep re sen ted  
(HortonlGreen) t h e n  you  have t h e  PRESUMP- 
TION O F  CONSPIRACY. FURTHER, IN THE 
CIRCUMSTANCE OF MR. TIPS'EFFORTS TO 
GAIN RELEASE O F  COURT-ORDERED VOL- 
UMES TO BE RELEASED TO MR. GREEN, 
EVEN THOUGH TIPS ACTED IN GOOD 

opposi t ion t o  your  "druthers" a r e  bound by  
t h o s e  Iaws whe the r  o r  n o t  it pleases YOU. 
Further ,  it did n o t  e n d  at t h a t  point-there 
w a s  CONSPIRATORIAL e f f o r t  i n  m a s s  
a m o u n t s  t o  keep  Mr. Schroepfer  from be ing  
allowed t o  have vis i ta t ion wi th  anyone-in 
a n  effort  t o  hide ongoing conspiracy efforts. 
There  h a s  been cont inued  CONSPIRACY at- 
t e m p t s  t o  br ing t h e  "Institute" i n t o  receiv- 
e rsh ip  a n d  force bankruptcy-ACCORDING 
TO ALL DOCUMENTS SENT FORTH IN MAS- 
SIVE NUMBERS BY MR. GREEN-NAMING 
ALL O F  YOU NICE PEOPLE IN EVERY MAIL- 
ING. NOW, IN VIEW OF EVENTS ONGOING- 
IT HAS TO BE ASSUMED IT I S  NOW AN 
INTENTIONALLY ENTERED-INTO CON- 

As vou see. the ~ a w .  which often seems to 
FAITH-HE BECAME A PART OF THE CON- go after individual criminals like avery sport- 
SPIRACY WHEN HE ENTERED FILINGS OR ing flycaster, drags with a seine when it fishes 
NEGOTIATIONS IN BEHALF O F  GREEN WHEN for conspirators. To the philosophy expressed 
HE NO LONGER ACTUALLY REPRESENTED by Judge Kaufman above, which makes i t  not 
GREEN! GREEN HAD MADE HIS AGREE- difficult but easy to prove that so-and-so is a 
MENTS AND HAD ARRANGED FOR ANOTHER Communist or any other kind of conspirator 
ATTORNEY-WHO IN TURN, WAS NEVER you want, we must add the fact that evidence 
RELEASED LEGALLY FROM HIS CONFLICT which in other cases would be ruled as hear- 
O F  REPRESENTATION WITH OTHERS say and inadmissible, i s  in conspiracy cases 
NAMED IN THE ORIGINAL SUIT. FURTHER, ADMITTED AS PROBATIVE. 
BE ALLOWING THE JUDGE TO CITE EKKERS Deputy Attorney General Katzenbach real- 
FOR CONTEMPT O F  COURT WHEN ANY ized immediately on learning of the tragedy in  
SALES AND PROCUREMENTS O F  BANNED Dallas that not only must there be NO talk of 
BOOKS WAS ON THE PART O F  FIRST DE- a conspiracy, there must be a n  official finding 
FENDANT, GREEN, CONSTITUTES FURTHER that there was no conspiracy. [H: Back to the 
ASSUMPTION O F  CONSPIRACY WITH old assumption: "Until a t h i n g  is officially 
GREEN. NO, I AM NOT NUTS--I KNOW THE denied, we canno t  be  s u r e  of its truth." 
LAW! TOO BAD THE ATTORNEYS AND LAW- Well, how long have  George a n d  conspira- 
YERS IN ACTION TODAY ARE ONLY tors DENIED involvement? Goodgrief, w h a t  
LEARNED IN WHAT THE BAR ASSOCIATION is t h e  m a t t e r  wi th  your  at torneys? OR, I S  
DEEMS APPROPRIATE IN A CORRUPTED "THAT" WHAT IS  THE MATTER WITH YOUR 
ADMIRALTY COURT.] ATTORNEYS? DO THEY THINK WILL 

NEVER KNOW THE TRUTH? OR THE LAW??] 
It is sufficient if two or more persons, in If a conspiracy were posited in a n  affair of such 

any manner, or through any contrivance, tremendous public importance as the assassi- 
impliedly or tacitly, come to a mutual un- nation of a President, when would the work of 
derstanding to accomplish a common and prosecution ever end? And who, among those 
unlawful design, knowing i ts  object, and who might have been in any way involved or 
that one or more of them commit an  overt suspected of having been involved, could ever 
act in furtherance of the conspiracy. In again rest easy? As Judge Kaufman said, a 
other words, where an unlawful end is conspiracy is 'characterized by secrecy, ren- 
sought to be effected and two or more per- dering detection difficult and requiring much 
sons, actuated by the common purpose of time for i ts  discovery." [H: S o r t  of l ike  bury- 
accomplishing that end, knowingly work to- i n g  t h e  gold i n  t h e  back yard?] The other 
gether in any way in furtherance of the side of that coin is that much time and great 
unlawfil scheme, every one of saidpersons effort would be devoted to its discovery. There 
becomes a member of the conspiracy, a1- is no statute of limitations on murder, and 
though his part therein be u subordi- people would never become bored with the 
nute one, or be executed at a remote murder, and the implications of the murder, of 
distance from the other conspirators. President John  F. Kennedy. 
(Printed Transcript of the Rosenberg Trial, Prevention of an indictment in Dallas re- 
pp. 1550- 155 1, Italics added.) ferring to a n  'International Communist 

Conspiracy," which the sensitive William 
[H: I would hope  t h a t  somebody makes  Manchester calls a 'canardw, was for Nicholas 

Mrs. Eleanor Schroepfer and  Leon Fort, along deB. Katzenbach only a preliminary to getting 
wi th  Luke Perry a n d  o t h e r  involved par t ies  the Warren Commission established. There is 
w i t h  Mr. Green--aware t h a t  t h i s  is t h e  very  much that i s  obscure about the birth of this  
bas i s  of  a n y  problems ar is ing from your  Extraordinary Commission-itsparentage, the 
act ivi t ies  regarding t h e  "Institute". You midwives, and so forth-but one thing is cer- 
demanded,  number  one, t h a t  which  was  n o t  tain: Katzenbach was in the obstetric ward 
en te red  i n t o  a s  agreement  by personal  en t i -  when the Warren Commission was delivered. 
ties-but r a the r  th rough corpora te  regula- Little else could have made him so nearly 
tions.  Then,  cont inued to conspi re  to de- indispensable to the Johnson Administration. 
s t r o p  a corporat ion and, i n  fact,  a corpora- New Leftists who do not understand this and 
t i o n  which  was once  jointly headed  by  o n e  who attack the Warren Commission do not 
George Green. THE LAW demands  fiduciary understand very much. 
responsibili ty,  unde r  penal ty of  t h a t  law, to 
a c t  i n  good fa i th  a n d  cause  to defend sa id  [END OF QUOTING] 
corporation. Part ies  who happen  to b e  in 
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Let u s  interrupt here and take up  a t  this and other methods which would have embar- could not be allowed accomplices we have 
same topic point when we.next write on this rassed any appellate court, including the Su- already touched upon. 
subject. Thank you for your attention-I hear preme Court. Katzenbach's fears were well Marina Oswald was well protected. Chief 
you, it i s  'finally" getting interesting! So stay grounded. Justice Warren ruled, after her TV appearance 
tuned. Salu. But what could hardly have been accom- and before her performance at the inquisition, * * *  plished under the adversary system of trying a that there would be no 'defense counsela-no 

case might be, and was, readily concluded by lawyer to represent the interests of the de- 
7120194 12 HATONN a court of inquisition-the Warren Commis- ceased, no adversary for the Commission's 

sion. In the United States, so far, an  inquisi- Counsel, J. Lee Rankin, who had fourteen 
THE USURPERS,  Part 10 torial body can try only dead men. An inqui- lawyers for Assistant Counsel plus a profes- 

(Continued) sition ha s  many advantages over atrail court- sional staff of twelve. Later in the procedures, 
by Medford Evans advantages, that is, in reaching a predeter- after Marina Oswald's dramatic first appear- 

mined, and thus  unfair, conclusion. They are ance, Walter E. Craig, president of the Ameri- 
[H: Who is Medford Evans? He is a Ph.D. not advantages from the point of view of the can Bar Association, was asked to keep an  eye 

(Yale 1933). was Chief of Security Training accused. An inquisition may admit whatever on proceedings to insure that they "conformed 
for the United States Atomic Energy Corn- evidence it chooses-hearsay, testimony of a to the basic principles of American justice". 
mission in 1951-52. He is also the author of spouse, expressions of opinion from any He was a very tame adversary, if adversary he 
THE SECRET WAR FOR THE A-BOMB. Sorry source. was, for he did so little and his  name does not 
to be so late in offering this information.] The most damaging testimony against Lee even appear in the Index of the Warren Report. 

Harvey Oswald was that of his wife Marina, Even so, he was not admitted as umpire, ref- 
T H E  OPERATORS who could not have testified at all if her hus- eree, or whatever, until Marina Oswald had 

KATZENBACH band had been alive, but who, since he was set the stage for the inevitable denouement. 
dead, was the first witness called by the War- 'The most striking element in the encoun- 

[QUOTING:] ren Commission. Marina Oswald testified to ter of the Russian widow and the U.S. Chief 
the effect that Lee Oswald shot Kennedy, some- Justice was Warren's solicitude regarding her," 

Katzenbach understood. He was quick to thing she  could not have really known, but she writes Leo Sauvage, who also reminds u s  that 
see that  Lee Harvey Oswald, before Jack Ruby was protected by the Warren Commission from until Mrs. Oswald was adequately prepared 
made his  contribution to history, probably cross-examination. Before she went before for her public appearances she remained in 
could not get a trial which would stand up  on the Commission, she appeared on television, the custody of Deputy Attorney General Nicho- 
appeal in any court in the country. For the to say, among other things: "I don't want to las deB. Katzenbach. 
nation had seen and heard so much on TV believe, but  I have to watch facts, and facts tell It should not be forgotten that  the Justice 
during those forty-eight hours in which Oswald me that  Lee shot Kennedy." After that, the Department ofwhich Katzenbach was the oper- 
survived Kennedy that no impartial jury could conclusion of the Warren Commission was ating chief in 1964, was in substantial control 
have been found. Manchester reports that by inevitable as to Oswald's guilt; the reasons he of the Warren Commission's activities, though 
Fridav evening, within hours of Oswald's ar- 
rest, katzenbaih "began to entertain serious 
doubts that any conviction of the suspect 
could survive appeal." Katzenbach saw that. 
It was Jack Ruby who did something about it. 

After Ruby's work was done, there was no 
way of bringing Lee Harvey Oswald to trial, fair 
or unfair. Since he died without having been 
convicted, he  must have been, under the Law, 
presumed innocent when he  died. Immedi- 
ately upon his  death, however, there was little 
or no hesitation in speaking of him as the 
'murderer" or as the 'assassin". This was not 
merely journalistic license, taking advantage 
of the  fact that a dead man cannot sue  for libel 
and  his  family are not likely to do so. The 
belief that  Oswald was guilty, and he, solely, 
guilty, became an  essential article of faith for 
those in  the  orbit of the Establishment. [H: 
How are we doing so far, Ronn Jackson?] 

A trial in  the Anglo-American tradition i s  a 
contest of adversaries-prosecution and de- 
fense. The accused is entitled to counsel, his 
counsel ha s  s ta tus  as a n  officer of the court, 
bu t  ha s  no other responsibility than to repre- 
sent  the accused to his greatest available ad- 
vantage. One assumes i t  is not to h is  advan- 
tage to lie to the court, but he  does not have to 
testify against himself. The spouse of the 
accused i s  not admitted to testify either for or 
against him. He has  a right to confront his 
accusers, and to have his  counsel cross-ex- 
amine them. And he is  presumed innocent 
until  proven guilty. In other words, the whole 
original burden of proof i s  on the prosecution. 
There are other restrictions on procedure. The 
system i s  widely regarded as the fairest appli- 
cation of the Law so far developed in the 
history of human society. 

Reviewing the available record at  this time, 
it i s  doubtful in the extreme whether the prose- 
cuting attorney in Dallas could, under this 
adversary system, have convicted Lee Harvey 
Oswald of the murder of John  F. Kennedy, 
except by appeals to the emotions of the jury 
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the State Department, Treasury Department, Rankin reported, says Epstein, "that the Chief Epstein knows it, we may also be reasonably 
and Central Intelligence Agency also had a Justice considered himself to be 'a judge of sure that the Commission knew it. 
hand in  it. These agencies did all the investi- human beings', and he and the other Commis- But if the Commission knew that  Oswald 
gative work. The FBI, which i s  part of the sioners fully believed her testimony." could not have been a lone assassin, and yet 
Justice Department, did most; the Secret Ser- That Marina Oswald be called as the first published the conclusion that he was, then 
vice, which is in  Treasury, did next most. Abe witness was suggested in a memorandum pre- the Commission was aiding the others-who- 
Fortas, at the time alawyer in private practice, pared December 28, 1963 by Howard Willens, ever they were-to escape. [H: low you come 
was  the  key l ink to t h e  White House; vigorous young Yale Law School alumnus as- to a really hard one to swallow, thinkem in 
Katzenbach was the main channel to the bu- signed by Katzenbach the job of liaison be- truth-at the time of the Warren Commis- 
reaucracy. These two, as it appears from tween the Commission and the Department. sion-guess who was not only head of the 
Manchester and others, were in effective work- One psychological effect was to eliminate from Warren Commission but also A-1 of the Com- 
ing relationship with each other. the area of public speculation the possible mittee of 163 I think you'll be real close if 

The Warren Commission, with all the vast involvement of others in the assassination, to you guess, Ear l  Warren1 Are you beginning 
machinery a t  its command, did not want to eliminate, by dwelling on domestic details of to see just how handy it i. to HAVE POWER?? 
know the truth, though it must have known the poor and unhappy Oswald household, the I believe, further, that this also indicates as 
much of it; nor did the White House and the very thought that the assassination was part head of that Commission-that he was also 
great executive departments want the Warren of anything so significant as a coup d'etat. Chief Justice of your highest judicial sys- 
Commission to know the truth. In the main, that thought has  been elimi- tem in supposedly, the world-The SUPREME 

Author Leo Sauvage has  something inter- nated. Critics of the Commission who reject COURT! If all this did not take place at the 
esting to say at this  point. Sauvage, corre- the proposition that the obscure Oswald by same time, which I do not have any desire to 
spondent in  America for the Parisian journal himself killed the President tend to suggest look up-but Jackson can do so  FOR you- 
Le Figaro, once stood high in the esteem of the that several other equally obscure persons then it was damned close! I s  Earl Warren 
polite Left, having written for The Reporter, were involved. I t  is  felt to be inappropriate, really gone? Let's just say that it doesn't 
The New Leader, and Commentary. He i s  a and perhaps risky, to remember that it was not matter-he certainly is HOT forgotten.] And 
talented writer and industrious investigator. any obscure person nor a collection of obscu- this, I believe, is what i s  meant by the term: 
But Sauvage had trouble publishing his book rities, but Brutus and twenty other eminent accessory after the fact. The charge, implicit 
on the assassination because his  views did Romans who killed Caesar. here and in numerous other books, that the 
not coincide with those of the Warren Com- Jackie Kennedy was quite right, at least Warren Commission was lying is so shocking 
mission. H i s  book, The Oswald Affair, was emotionally, in rejecting the thought that her that many good citizens are reluctant to think 
eventually published by World Publishing husband had been killed by some 'silly little about it. Some who do think about it search 
Company. Communista. [H: Well, now Jackie, it beats for plausible defenses of the Commission. I t  

As Sauvage points out, had the Warren having "committed suicide" right there in has been said that the Commission must have 
Commission really wanted to know the truth, public--which it undoubtedly some day will been telling the truth because the investiga- 
the first thing the commission would have publicly be stated.] He wouldn't have been tive resources of the Department of Justice 
done would have been "to reconstruct some killed by a silly little anybody. He MUST were under  t h e  command of t he  dead  
kind of acceptable substitute" for all the docu- have been killed by MAKERS OF HISTORY, President's brother. Bobby Kennedy was At- 
ments that  were not prepared in Dallas the day whoever they were. They could, to be sure, torney General throughout the working life of 
of the murder. For, the most incredible thing have been serious 'big" Communists. For this the Warren Commission. The answer to that  is 
is that  there i s  said to be no transcript of the reason i t  seems very strange that  Jackie that Bobby Kennedy depended at this time on 
police interrogation of Oswald between the Kennedy should, on December 1, 1963, nine Katzenbach t o  r u n  t h e  Depar tment .  
time of h is  arrest, Friday afternoon November days after her husband's death, have written a Katzenbach, as we have seen, was the first 
23, 1963, and the time of his execution by the personal letter to Nikita Khrushchev-aletter government official to propose the Extraordi- 
lone vigilante, Jack Ruby, some forty-five hours of gratitude and respect, a letter referring to, nary Commission which became known as the 
later, on Sunday morning, November 25,1963. among other things, Khrushchev's "kindness.. . Warren Commission. It was set u p  with re- 
To piece out  such alarming gaps of informa- in Vienna". But-although Manchester's The markable speed. The President's Executive 
tion should have been, Sauvage contends, and Death of a President was a best seller, and Order 1 1 130 which created it was issued No- 
it is hard to disagree, "Task Number 1 for the although i t  includes the full text of Jackie's vember 29, 1963, one week to the day after the 
Commission". Instead, letter to Khrushchev-few people seem to know assassination. Even more remarkable was the 

that President Kennedy's widow so promptly speed, and the parallel thinking, of the Commu- 
... it appears that  the Commission's idea communicated with the man who was taken to nist tabloid paper, The Worker, which on Tues- 

of Task Number 1 ... was... to give Marina be her husband's adversary on the other side day, November 26, 1963, published its de- 
Oswald, who could not have been admitted of the Iron Curtain. mand that just such a commission headed by 
legally as a witness before Judge Brown in  Even if history should eventually show none other than Chief Justice Earl Warren be 
Dallas, the opportunity to accuse her hus- that the shooting in Dallas November 22, 1963 appointed by President Johnson. 
band before the Chief Justice of the United was a special kind of urban guerilla warfare, in That Katzenbach was so largely respon- 
States (p. 139). which the  target was not a fireman or police- sible for the creation of the Warren Commis- 

man but  the President of the United States, sion, and the Warren Commission was essen- 
Marina Oswald was not only the first wit- and in which the purpose was not to produce tial to the political security of the Johnson 

ness  to appear before the Commission (Febru- temporary chaos but a permanent new order- Administration, explains as well as anything 
ary 3, 1964), she  was also the last (September even if the essential facts of the coup d'etat could the 'genius" Katzenbach h a s  for know- 
7, 1964). She gave the original impetus and come to be known and accepted, and all the ing 'how to handle Lyndon Johnson." 
direction; she  gave the final clearance. Her falsehoods of the Warren Commission merci- Katzenbach i s  today, of course, the Under 
influence is suggested in a striking passage in  lessly exposed-yet still it will remain true Secretary of State-which means that he  is the 
Edward J a y  Eps te in ' s  Inquest.  The that planning, principally in the Justice De- alter ego of Dean Rusk, LBJ's mentor in for- 
Commission's legal staff, according to Epstein, partment under Deputy Attorney General eign affairs. Considering Katzenbach's former 
felt that  her testimony in February 'contained Katzenbach, delayed speculation about a con- alter egoism for Bobby Kennedy, idol of the 
obvious contradictions and inconsistencies," spiracy long enough to insure Johnson a land- New Left, and implacable foe of LBJ, we have a 
and thought she  ought to be recalled and slide election in November 1964. seeming paradox-unless we recognize 
cross-examined. One of the lawyers, Norman I t  would, of course, be absurd to say that Katzenbach for the link that he is between the 
Redlich, wrote in a memorandum: the Warren Commission participated in the New Left and the old. 

assassination of President Kennedy. Unfortu- 
Marina Oswald h a s  lied to the Secret nately, it i s  not at  all absurd to say that the * t *  

Service, the FBI, and this  Commission Commission, and President Johnson, whose 
repeatedly on matters which are of vital Commission it was, are accessories after the 7120194 I3 HATOlA 
concern to the people of this  country and fact in the murder of John F. Kennedy. The 
the world. reason that shocking statement i s  not absurd THE USURPERS, Part 1 1 

is simply that we now know for a reasonable by Medford Evans, Ph.D. 
But Earl Warren is, in  his own way, a certainty-the-book Six Seconds in Dallas, by 

resolute character. Chief Counsel J. Lee Josiah Thompson knows it, if Edward Jay T H E  SCHEMERS 
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ROSTOW, FORTAS, CLIFFORD was comprised "of American apd Soviet intel- treason, even if he had been observed in overt 
lectuals held at  Dartmouth College ... under acts to further the national suicide which he 

A "schemer" i s  basically not a n  organiza- the sponsorship of the Ford Foundation." says is  "an American interest", or had been 
tion man, though he necessarily works through Apparently, the scientists and intellectuals so observed "adhering to their [the United States'] 
organizations, and sometimes in and for an fear an open society, so need secrecy, that enemies," (as the Constitution provides must 
organization. Essentially, however, he  is  a they find i t  necessary to hold 'closed meet- be done to sustain a treason charge). The 
loner. He thinks of other men as resources, ings" at which a highly elite group of Russians 1960 Moscow meeting of Rostow, Wiesner and 
and the coolness of his calculations breeds in and Americans share sublime thoughts while Kuznetsov was quite evidently not a parley a t  
the others a curious amalgam of respect, ad- 200 million dumb American 'laymen" and a arm's length as i s  proper between hostile pow- 
miration, d is t rus t ,  and  alienation. The greater number of mulish Russian muzhiks ers, and indeed Rostow and Wiesner had no 
Schemer is never a great commander or char- and cynical Russian proletarians are excluded diplomatic credentials to represent the Govern- 
ismatic leader, and he himself i s  aware of this; because they would not understand the tech- ment of the United States. They were giving 
h e  may suggest or control all or nearly all of nicalities and might understand all too well free advice to a high-ranking Soviet diplomat 
the leader's actions, but  he cannot take such the politics involved in the discussions. on how best to deal with diplomatic represen- 
action himself, for he will not be followed. Rostow and Wiesner returned from Mos- tatives of the United States-on how best to 

Since the Schemer lives by his wits, he  has  cow prepared to guide White House policy on achieve Soviet purposes. Only the argument 
wit enough to appreciate the advantages of his  nuclear disarmament, and have pretty well that the Soviet Union was not an enemy-an 
own position, which is  much freer than that  of done so ever since. Rostow told the late argument which makes nonsense of Cold War 
the commander, and this appreciation pre- Marguerite Higgins of the now defunct Herald history and of such organizations as' NATO- 
vents his wasting time being jealous of the Tribune, when she  asked him in July 1960 could seriously trouble a prosecutor who 
nominal superior to whom he furnishes ideas some question about the then Senator and wished to build a case of treason against 
and methods. After all, it i s  rather fun to be a Presidential candidate John F. Kennedy, "Jack Rostow and Wiesner. Famed defectors Bur- 
kingmaker, and to pay for the pleasure by and I hit it off from the start." This brashness gess, McLean, and Philby could not have told 
yielding all the more splendid perquisites to may account for the reservation which Arthur the Russians as much, for they did not know 
the  king is not a bad bargain. Besides, the Schlesinger says Dean Rusk showed toward as much. 
comparative obscurity of the moment may be Rostow when Kennedy was filling key jobs just The defense of Doctor Rostow and Dean 
recompensed in the light of history. Hamilton before the President's inauguration. Wiesner-in practice a n  adequate defense 
i s  nearer to Washington in public esteem now Rusk did not want Rostow in the State against charging them with treason-is that 
than  when both lived; Colonel E. M. House is Department, says Schlesinger (A Thousand they are simply typical of the Liberals whose 
gaining on Woodrow Wilson in fame since their Days, pp. 124- 125.), and Kennedy settled for principles have dominated policy these past 
time. making the OSS-CIA veteran a Deputy Special thirty years not only in  the United States but  

Three men-Walt Rostow, Abe Fortas, and Assistant (deputy to McGeorge Bundy) for throughout the Western world. Edmund Burke 
Clark Clifford-have this in  common: they are national security affairs. Later, Rostow got said, 'I do not know the method of drawing u p  
Schemers. Each has  what Murray Marder of the job of policy planning chairman in the an indictment against a whole people," and 
the Washington Post has  described in  Doctor State Department after all. One wonders why the Liberals are a whole international class of 
Rostow as 'a mind which formulates ideas in Rusk gave in. But, today, under Johnson, people-far along in bringing about the "sui- 
series ofproblems andanswers." Until Clifford Rostow is back in the White House itself, not cide of the West", as James Burnham has  so 
became Secretary of Defense, no Schemer had now as deputy, but in Bundy's place as the lucidly set forth in his book by that title. The 
ever assumed major executive responsibility. Special Assistant to the President for national pity is that, numerous as they are, Liberals are 
Schemers are fmers, they are troubleshooters. security affairs. Bundy went to the Ford Foun- a small minority of the entire population of the 
Heaven knows there is plenty to fm. dation. [H: Keep it all in the Committee!] United States and of the West. Yet by their 

Rostow i s  a n  academic, a Ph.D. from Yale. Dean Rusk's reservations about Rostow power, which i s  largely due to the prestige of 
Fortas and Clifford are lawyers. Fortas has  a n  might very well stem from considerations of their supposed intellectual attainments, the 
LL.B. from Yale Law School. These men are all style. Rusk himself, while strategically auda- Liberals are taking the majority down with 
gifted with keen analytical intelligence. cious,issuave-deceptivelydeferential,even- them. 
Rostow, being apparently more a theorist than in hismanner; he wouldn't have called Kennedy Doctor Rostow is, of course, an economic 
the  other two, may have developed more bias Jack, he certainly doesn't call Johnson Lyndon, determinist which i s  to say he is some kind of 
for his  own theories, but  on the whole all three he  probably doesn't even call Rostow Walt. Marxist. A Communist is some kind of Marx- 
seem to have the ability to examine with cool But the two of them would not be basically a t  ist, too. What is said to be his most influential 
detachment a situation into which, with proper odds. They are in it all the way together-with 
inducement, they are ready to throw them- Johnson, with Fortas, with Clifford-in the 
selves with great force and determination. project in Socialist reconstruction in Vietnam. 
They are professionals. Rostow would not compare with Clifford or 

Fortas as a Schemer in the area of domestic 
WALT WHITMAN ROSTOW politics-he does not begin to understand or- 

dinary Americans as they do. On the other 
Walt Rostow has  a n  academic cover-he is hand, he has  more knowledge of Europe (prob- 

an old hand at undercover intelligence work- ably also of Asia) than Fortas and Clifford do, 
OSS during World War 11, a big CIA assignment and he is part of the "intellectual community" 
while ostensibly teaching at MIT in the 1950s. in  a way that they can never be. 
Together with MIT colleague, engineer Fortas and Clifford may well be more intel- 
Jerome B. Wiesner, Rostow went to t he  ligent, in  every meaningful sense of that term, 
'Pugwash" conference in  Moscow in November than  Rostow, but belonging to the 'intellec- 
1960, where he  talked with V.V. Kuznetsov of tual  community" sometimes has  surprisingly 
the  Soviet Foreign Office. little to do with intelligence. In one of Rostow's 

The Pugwash conferences are get-togethers books, The United States in the World Arena, he 
for Russian and American nuclear scientists, has written: 
paid for by the self-professed admirer of Com- 
munists, financier Cyrus Eaton. Originally I t  is a legitimate American national 
the conferences were held at Eaton's posh objective to see removed from all nations- 
s u m m e r  e s t a t e  at Pugwash,  o n  including the United States-the right to 
Northumberland Strai t ,  in  Nova Scotia, use substantial force to pursue their own 
Canada. By the sixthconference inNovember interests ... it is, therefore, an American 
1960 the spirit of international fraternity interest to see an  end of nationhood as it 
among the scientists was strong enough to ha s  been historically defined (p. 549). 
result in a Moscow meeting. I t  had been 
immediately preceded by another conclave This clearly threatens the continued exist- 
which Doctor Rostow attended also-'a series ence of the United St2tes. Yet it i s  doubtful 
of closed meetings". Current Biography says it whether Doctor Rostow could be convicted of 
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book, The Stages of Economic Growth, extrapo- mature societies live, without 'nationhood", troduction into Asia of the most advanced 
lates from Marx the curve of social develop- in h is  euphorik fifth ktage of high mass con- methods of socialistic reconstruction and de- 
ment. Rostow postulates five 'stages" in the sumption. But Doctor Rostow i s  no tactical velopment, coupled with an  absolute veto of 
life of any continuing society: (1) the tradi- pacifist. Arthur Schlesinger J r .  writes that the most advanced methods of waging a victo- 
tional society, (2) the preconditionsfor takeoff Rostow's 'combination of the spacious his- rious war. 
(this term may be his  chief addition to Marx, torical review with a passion for counter-gue- In the tug-of-war between United States 
who died before the airplane was invented), (3) rilla warfare caused much joking about his officers who would like to win in the field in 
the takeoff, (4) the drive to maturity, (5) the being 'Chester Bowles with machine guns', all Vietnam and Schemers in Washington, such 
age of high mass consumption. In the fifth of which he  took with gentle tolerance." ( A  as Rostow, who want to stay in the field but  
stage, where there is enough of the world's Thousand Days, p. 353.) By 1967 many Llberals avoid victory, there ha s  developed the fantas- 
goods to satisfy all, the state, if it does not were no longer joking about the matter, and a tic use of the helicopter. Ask yourself, for you 
wither away, can at least be transformed into somewhat shook-up Mary McCarthy was re- don't have to be a military expert to know the 
a management staff, concerned with produc- ferring to "the sinister W a l t  Rostow, and now answer, how long a helicopter would last in a 
tion 'from each according to his  ability" and to be closest to the cupped Presidential ear." war against a well-equipped enemy. The fact 
with distribution to each according to his need. (Vietnam, p. 62.) that, prior to the North Vietnamese February 
Such a state will be nonaggressive. In the I gather that Mary McCarthy thinks Walt attack with Soviet tanks, helicopters had been 
United States, we are approximately in the Rostow h a s  sold out to the military-industrial the outstanding success of our operations in 
fifth stage. The Soviet Union can be expected complex-or somebody who wants to make Vietnam, shows as clearly as anything could 
confidently to enter the same stage at  any money and get increased power out of the that the enemy was not well-equipped. In any 
historical moment now. It would then, this  Vietnamese War. I suspect  tha t  Mary case, it must take managerial skill of the 
Schemer seems to say, be desirable for the McCarthy, subtle writer though she is, has  not highest order in the White House and the 
United States and the Soviet Union to merge. penetrated to the reaches of thought where Pentagon to keep our military from win- 
In the meantime, according to Rostow, our W a l t  Rostow has  concluded that a large-scale ning in Vietnam! 
proper stance i s  indeed one of readiness to military operation in Vietnam-provided it is The helicopter i s  a police weapon. It i s  
prevent the Soviet Union from hurting us, or equipped with a governing device toprevent the perfect in situations where massive firepower 
at least to minimize such hurt, but above all military from seeking a 'military solution"-i.e., cannot be directed against you; it i s  a hovering 
one of vigilance to prevent reactionary ele- victory-can contribute enormously to the eco- duck against such firepower. A helicopter 
ments in our own society from-say through nomic growth of Southeast Asia and eventu- military attack on an armed city would be 
reckless use of nuclear weapons-destroying ally of China, advancing the day when high suicide forthe attackers. Incontrast, helicop- 
the rapidly maturing Soviet society. Indeed, mass consumption will replace the incidental ters over a city in peace are a n  admirable 
we must do everything possible to help the and almost random killing which we must means of intimidating and controlling motor- 
Soviet Union-and, of course, all other societ- expect for a while from both the Viet Cong and ists or other civilians who have no anti-air- 
ies as well, particularly those of 'underdevel- our own troops. craft weapons. This i s  perhaps a minor illus- 
oped countries." As part oftheir development, Walt Rostow i s  an action-type intellectual. t r a t i on  of t h e  fact  t h a t  t h e  whole 
part as i t  were of their 'national adolescence," In this he bears comparison with the New Left. counterinsurgency program and method of 
t he  underdeveloped countr ies  have no t  Unlike them, however, he is not interested in fighting in Vietnam condition our troops to 
reached the stage where they should do away theatricals, and more completely than Katzen- control civilian populations. Moreover: 8 
with nationhood. These societies may break bach he chooses to work within, and through, should be remembered that if we have not 
out into a kind of collective juvenile delin- the bureaucracy rather than against it. He subdued the Viet Conn, we have certadnly 
quency, which we are to contain and tolerate influences official policy all he can, but is subdued all the South Vietnamese except 
as well as possible, while continuing to give evidently determined to identify himself with the Viet Conu! 
them every fundamental kind of assistance. it, whatever it is. And how else could he stay The American presence in Vietnam i s  one 
We are to be Big Brother to the world-until in the White House? He has  been identified part stimulus to economic growth of all East 
one day the world is one, with policies planned with official policy, both under Kennedy and Asia, one part counter-guerilla warfare, and 
by the Rostows of the future-who, if geriat- under Johnson-conspicuously so-since he one part internal police for the area. All three 
rics is successful, may even be the Rostows of was sent with General Maxwell Taylor in Octo- of these are special interests of the brilliant 
the present! Let's consider another way of ber 1961 to survey the Vietnamese situation theoretician, Walt Whitman Rostow. 
looking a t  the Schemer's apparent line of rea- and make a report to Washington. I t  was in [H: I really don't think the major reason 
soning. pursuance of that report that the American for the war k lost on this author--but I 

A Big Brother (USA) who i s  attacked by his buildup in Vietnam began. surely don't want it lost on YOU. The war 
Little Brother (USSR) takes measures to de- Rostow's-and Taylor's-influence ha s  was a MAJOR TESTING OF THE MIND-CON- 
fend himself, and may even give the kid a never ceased to be felt in the type of fighting TROL TRAINING AND PROGRAMMING-AND 
thorough workout, a pretty fair working over. we do in Vietnam. It may be remembered that THE PROTECTION AND STRUCTURING OF 
But Big Brother fighting Little Brother always the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) in World FURTHER BUSINESS IN ARMS AND ESPE- 
to some extent pulls h is  punches. Big Brother War I1 was a paramilitary outfit, and Walt CIALLY IN DRUGS! Another major item in 
does not seek victory. Big Brother wants to see Whitman Rostow attained the rank of major in this little experience was to see how far 
Little Brother grow up  to be a s  much of a man the OSS. As a logical consequence of that ordinary soldiers would go to follow orders 
as he is himself. When that time comes, the experience, 'guerrillas were", as Arthur and/or simply kill innocent civilians- 
two will surely be friends as well as brothers. Schlesinger puts it, 'an old preoccupation of women and children. I think the results 
Meanwhile, though boys lose their tempers Walt Rostow's". A s  a special case of Maxwell proved that they would do anything for 
with men, men do not lose their tempers with Taylor's 'Doctrine of Flexible Response", which anybody without much hesitation if trig- 
boys. Teach the kid a lesson, but take it easy, among other things means don't use nuclear gered by authority to do so. This insures 
don't really hurt  him. weapons unless the other side uses themflrst, total willingness to control the populations 

What consummate conceit! No wonder Rostow urged upon Kennedy a new emphasis at home. However, the intent would be to 
Russian and especially Asiatic Communists 
do not return the love which American and 
West European 'Liberals" proffer! There is in 
the Western attitude a n  arrogant presumption 
of superiority (imagine a Chinese trying to 
digest the thought that the United States i s  a 
more mature country than China!) which must 
be far more infuriating than any flat declara- 
tion of hostility could be. 

Unfortunately, some such presumption 
underlies our whole operation in Vietnam of 
which Doctor Rostowis one of the chief Schem- 
ers. 

Doctor Rostow i s  a strategic pacifist, since 
he  envisions a disarmed world where fully 

o n  'couiterinsurgency"~ Special - 

Forces, and  'unconventional war- 
fare"-phrases which mean a willing- 
ness to cut  throats at  night and build 
bridges in the daytime, just like the 
Viet Cong. Schlesinger says that in 
t he  wake of recommendations by 
Rostow, Taylor, and others, and after 
reading Mao Tse-tung and Che Guevara 
for himself, President Kennedy 'in- 
s isted t ha t  the Special Forces be 
schooled i n  sanitat ion,  teaching, 
bridge-building, medical care and the 
need for economic progress." 

The whole policy amounts to: in- 
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have "aliens" provide police action against 
any given population-i.e., foreign troops 
patrolling, say, Los Angeles where there is 
no personal involvement emotionally. It is 
not a pretty world, readers, and this is what 
the "schemers" come up with and had car- 
ried out by the mind-control programmers.] 

Rostow's role in the so-called disarmament 
program has  been crucial. The great result of 
h is  and Doctor Wiesner's trip to Moscow in 
November 1960 was the forwarding of negotia- 
tions eventually leading to the Test Ban Treaty 
of August 1963, and to the later "Nonprolifera- 
tion Treaty". Much more promptly, the unau- 
thorized Rostow-Wiesner nenotiations of 1960 

ment intellectuals have tome ta accusations 
against Moscow. (Adlai Stevenson himself 
spoke harshly on television to Ambassador 
Zorin.) Paul Nitze (today's Deputy Secretary 
of Defense) told reporter Elie Abel: 

The greatest danger of war as we saw it 
then was  that  we would sink a Russian 
ship trying to run the blockade. If that 
happened, it seemed highly doubtful that 
Khrushchev would hold still without fur- 
ther action. (The Missile Crisis, p. 153, 
Italics added.) 

The then Secretary of Defense, Robert 

the ones which the United States must NOT to such special intellectuals a s ~ a l t  Rostow 
assume, we are told, for they are unreason- who promote the war in Vietnam may well be 
able. At the same time we must not dwell that no RUSSIAN interest is at  stake there. 
upon their unreasonableness when they are We Americans have nothing to fear so much 
assumed by the Soviet Union! Even in the as our own military power-goes the theory- 
midst of the theatrical "Cuban Missile Crisis and Vietnam i s  like a roped-off arena where 
of 1962", which i s  the nearest that Establish- we can go work some of it out of our system 

led to the formation in sept;mber 196 1 of the McNamara, had a knock-down-and-drag-out 
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and encounter about this with the then Chief of 
the  adoption by the United States of aprogram Naval Operations, Admiral George W. Ander- and Myths 
of General and Complete Disarmament (State son. Unfortunately, Admiral Anderson was 
Department Publication 7277), according to the first of the two to be dragged out-and 
which the world would not be disarmed a t  all, sent  to Lisbon as Ambassador to Portugal, 
but  all weapons suitable for war between na- five years before McNamara moved to the 
tions would be transferred to a United Nations World Bank. The Admiral did not like the 
Peace Force, while the nations would retain sea-hobbles that were put on him when 
only such weapons as are suitable for in- McNamara explained, as related by Abel, that 
ternal-police purposes, including, no doubt, the purpose of the celebrated eyeball-to-eye- 
helicopters; and, of course, rifles, tear-gas gre- ball confrontation "was not to shoot Rus- 
nudes, pistols, and some anti-personnel tanks. s ians but  to communicate a political mes- 
Individual citizens, for their part, would not sage to Chairman Khrushchev. The Presi- 
have any weapons at  all. That would be the dent wanted to avoid pushing Khrushchev to 
rea l  disarmament.  Thus,  the  so-called extremes. The blockade must be so con- 
disarmament is really a concentration of arms ducted as to avoid humiliating the Rus- 
in the hands of the managers of the World sians; otherwise Khrushchev might react in 
Government. a nuclear spasmn (p. 155, Italics added). 

Like so many of his fellow intellectuals, Increasingly for twenty years now, the 
Rostow's great fears seem to center not on attitude of the intellectuals ha s  been: avoid 
what other nations or peoples may do, but on humiliating the Russians. The United States 
what the United States may do, what the Ameri- must avoid even areasonable act which might 
can people may do. We are the main threat to provoke the Russians to an unreasonable 
the world order which Doctor Rostow seeks. one. At the same time we must continually 
Again, I accuse of him of no special personal approach these unreasonable people. We 
astigmatism here; it is  an  occupational hazard must tame the bear with kindness. But that 
of the ruling intelligentsia, it is almost a re- i snot  really very flattering to the Russians, is  
quirement of entrance to the profession, to it? And if it were a fair description of the 
assume that for Americans to adhere firmly to situation, do bear-tamers really associate 
American interests-at least to American in- with bears on terms of full liberty, equality, 
terests as popularly defined-is a danger to and fraternity? 
world peace. In a way, the exaggerated oppo- Dr. Rostow assures u s  that the bear is  
sition of American intellectuals to what they evolving, and through stages of economic 
might call American chauvinism is itself un- growth will soon be ready for complete frater- 
conscious chauvinism. For it credits the United nity with the human, if somewhat backwoods- 
States of America with a special importance ish, Uncle Sam. Meanwhile, the important 
attributed to no other country. thing i s  Uncle Sam's own self-control. He 

The Soviet Union is  assumed to be also a must under no circumstances shoot the bear1 
superpower, in uneasy equilibrium with which, Well, if the beast starts a direct charge we 
we are expected to maintain a precarious bal- might shoot him in the shoulder, if we can't 
ance of terror through nuclear stalemate. Yet sidestep, but  do not shoot to kill. Above all, 
the attitude i s  implicit in all the literature of do not use  the nuclear rifle-unless the bear 
the politically sophisticated that the mainre- uses his  first. Does the bear have a nuclear 
nance of this  balance is a peculiarly American rifle? Oh, yes, of course. He i s  a very clever 
responsibility1 and well-trained bear. We trained him! 

[H: I hope you understand that the really It seems credible that one of the inciden- 
terrorizing fact involved here is that the tal purposes of the expedition in Vietnam i s  
sophistication has grown and the control that it keeps the American military occupied 
overlapping-this book of obsenatlons was in an  operation which cannot actually hu- 
written a quarter of a century 126 years) miliate the Russians. "As fire drives out fire," 

so a war in Vietnam-limited in scope, limit- 
The Russians, we are informed, may be lessinduration, andofcoursenon-nuclear- 

expected (1) to insist upon rigid respect of the may prevent a war with the Soviet Union. 
sovereignty of the USSR, and (2) to be capable Critics of the war in Vietnam say that no 
on provocation of using nuclear weapons first American interest i s  at  stake there. That is  
if they go to war. These attitudes are precisely not the important thing. The important thing 
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Nevada Corporations 

ADVANTAGES AND USES OF A CORPORATION 
LIABILITY PROTECTION: Corporations as 

business structures provide liability protec- 
tion to everyone involved with their operation. 
From the investor or stockholder to the offic- 
ers, corporate liability stops with the Corpora- 
tion. Any activity that  a Corporation gets into 
that i s  not fraudulent in nature will not ad- 
versely affect the personal life of any of a 
Corporation's participants. 

Unlike a sole proprietorship or even apart-  
nership, a Corporation can accumulate debt 
without ever making i ts  officers, directors or 
stockholders responsible for the repayment of 
that debt. If acorporation gets itself into a law 
suit, the outcome of that  lawsuit can affect the 
Corporation directly, but  it will never be the 
responsibility of its participants. 

Corporations are used in the business world 
today primarily for liability protection. Corpo- 
rations came into existence to limit the direct 
responsibility of all of their participants from 
the responsibility of the faults or debts of a 
Corporation. An investor can invest money 
into a Corporation and that investor's poten- 
tial loss i s  limited only to the amount of money 
invested and no more. 

Because of the obvious advantages to lim- 
iting the  amount of personal liability that one 
takes on by operating through a Corporation, 
many strategies have been developed to pro- 
tect the  assets  of businesses with potential 
law suit risk. In addition, other strategies have 
been developed to protect the assets of individuals 
due to our crazy and litigious society. 

TAX SAVINGS: The myriad of tax benefits 
that  can be achieved by utilizing a Corpora- 
tion outweigh any other business structure. 
Many of the tax benefits available to a Corpo- 
ration can greatly benefit corporate owners. 
Under President Clinton's 1994 personal tax 
increases, Corporations have a lower federal 
tax rate at all levels of income compared to 
individual rates. There has  never been a 
better time to own a Corporation! 

Nevada's popularity i s  based on the fact 
that  the State does not tax its Corporations. 
Unlike most states in this country, Nevada 
h a s  taken a "pro-business" stance. They real- 
ize that  taxing budness  is the wrong approach 
to a healthy state economy. 

RAISING CAPITAL: For the individual 
looking to raise capital for a business or project, 
the corporate structure i s  superior. Corpora- 
tions allow investors an  opportunity to par- 
ticipate in the profitability and growth of a 
business without having to participate in the 
day-to-day dealings. Through the sale of stock 
to investors, a Corporation is able to raise 
capital at all phases of its life cycle. This 
process.can be kept simple by limiting the 
number of investors involved. However, if a 
Corporation i s  planning to raise large amounts 
of capital and solicit many potential investors, 
the rules and regulations can become quite 
stringent. 

individuals and businesses decide to incorpo- 
rate. There are also many secondary reasons 
that just may make all the difference for you. 
some of those reasons include the follo&ng: 

*Control and management of a Corporation 
i s  very structured and clearly understood. 

*Losses by smaller Corporations can be 
deducted personally. 

*Real Estate can be controlled within a 
Corporation for the ultimate in asset protec- 
tion. 

*Corporations never die. They have an 
infinite life. 

*A Corporation can provide you with free 
Health Care. 

*Many of your personal expenses can be 
paid by a Corporation: car, education, legal 
fees, accounting fees, insurance, moving ex- 
penses, seminars, books, meals, entertain- 
ment, travel, computers, office equipment and 
much more. 

*Ownership can be easily transferred be- 
tween generations; without probate, taxes, e t ~ .  

*Corporate Pension Plans can allow you to 
put a lot of tax deferred money away for 
retirement. 

T h e  list goes on and on! 
For a free information pack about the ben- 

efits of Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc., 
call 1-800-398- 1077 or write to P.O. Box 27740, 
L a s  Vegas, NV 89 126. 

It's Tax Free Nevada. 

' 

(The last of the "safe havens") 

ORDER YOUR CORPORATION MANUAL 
TODAY! Send $32.95 to Nevada Corporate 
Headquarters, fnc., P.O. Box 27740, Las 
Vegas, NV 89126 or order by phone a t  1- 
800-398-1077. 

MORE READING 

FOR GENERAL BACKGROUND INFOR- 
MATION A BOUT PRIVACY, THE VALUE 
OF NEVADA CORPORATIONS, THE 
MASSIVE DECEPTION OF THE FED- 
ERAL RESERVE AND ITS IRS EXTOR- 
TION RACKET, AND THE GENERAL 
TRUTH BEHIND OUR MODERN ECO- 
NOMIC MALAISE, SEE THE PHOENIX 
JOURNALS: (#4) SPIRAL T O  ECO- 
NOMIC DISASTER, (# 10) PRIVACY 
IN A FISHBOWL, (#16) YOU CAN - 
SLAY THE DRAGON, AND (#17) THE 
NAKED PHOENIX . See Back Page for 
ordering information. 
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Complete Privacy. 
Nevada \tatutes have developed 

a corporate structure that allows 
owners and Invesrors o f  Nevada 
corporarions to remain completely 
pr~vate Plus. Nevada IS the only 
state that does not have an 
automatic exchange o f  tax forntr 
w ~ t h  the Federal Governnlenr. 

Asset Protection. 
Protect your assets from potentla1 

lawsu~ts and threats. Nevada. the 
"safe haven" state has a corporate 
structure des~gned for pnvacy and 
obscurity. 

p r ~ v ~ l c g e  o f  owning a Nevada 
corporation are only $85 a year. 

It's easy to start 
Si~nply gtve us a call and one ot 

our  knowledgeable corpor;rle 
C O ~ \ L I ~ ~ ~ I I ~ S  w i l l  as\ist you ~n 
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population levels are also "unsustainable". 

Alliance For America The productive development of private prop- 
erty is a n  obstacle to 'sustainable use". They 
mean to control every aspect of human life. 

This will be accomplished through the es- 
tablishment of international laws which will 

Editor's note: The following arrived in the The Biodiversity Treaty violates the Consti- dictate economic stagnation and population 
CONTACT office via fax on July 20, 1994. We tution in the following ways: reduction. The U.S. would revert, under this 
have decided to run it; even though the plea 1) The Senate will not ratify a finished treaty, to a colonial form of government with 
may be pas t  being timely the information for document, but  merely a statement of prin- less freedom than we had before the American 
documenting history is still very much needed ciples. The actual protocols (mandates) of the Revolution. 
by all of us. Thank you, again, to our American treaty will be decided at a United Nations 3) The treaty violates the Constitution's 
Patriot Fax Nextwork Friends. 'Conference ofthe Parties", that will take place separation of Church and State. Biodiversity 

in  November of this year. By ratifying the is not a scientific theory, it i s  a religious 
Alliance For America treaty the Senate will be handing a blank dogma which e s p o u s e s  a belief in 

P.O. Box 449 check to the extremist faction of the interna- 'biocentri~rn,~ the view that all species have 
Caroga Lake, NY 12032 tional environmental movement. The United 'equal rights" and that man has  no rights 

States, its Congress and the American People higher than those of animals or insects. I t  will 
Ph(5 18)835-6702 Fax (518)835-2527 will be legally bound to implement any proto- force Americans to worship nature. 

cols adopted by these non-elected agencies. Many of the principles of the treaty have 
July 14, 1994 A supranational body has already been already been adopted by Federal Agencies 

created to enforce the mandates of the con- under the guise of 'Ecosystem Management". 
IMMEDIATE ATTENTION vention. The three environmental organiza- A Department of the Interior Internal working 

NEEDED!!! 
tions which will be drafting the protocols are document mandates Federal Agencies to man- 
the World ResourcesInstitute, the World Wild- age human beings 'as a biological resource". 
life Fund, and the International Union for the If you don't want these environmental ex- 

Unless there is a m a s s  outcry immediately, Conservation of Nature. tremists to seize further control of our Gov- 
within days the Senate will ratify the Conven- 2) The new doctrine of 'sustainable usew ernment, you must make your voice heard. 
tion on Biological Diversity, one of the most demands that human existence shall have no Call your Senators immediately and demand 
dangerous pieces of international legislation more judicial rights than any lesser species. that they vote against the ratification of this 
ever enacted- Also knownas the 'Biodiversity Most present day human activities, including treaty. Demand a full investigation of the 
Treaty", it will xmmdate nation st0 adopt anew farming, logging, fishing, and mining, violate Ecosystem Management revolution which is 
~ h i l o s o ~ h ~  of government m t h  a vas t  system the  tenets  of 'sustainable use". The use of already implementing these doctrines within 
of laws and regulations based on the doctrine fertilizers, pesticides and insecticides, for ex- Federal agencies. 
of 'sustainable use". ample, is an  'unsustainable use" of the land, 

If the Senate ratifies this treaty, the na- according to the fanatics that wrote the treaty. ca l l  the U.S. Capitol Switchboard 202- 
tional sovereignty of the  United States will be Present day consumption patterns and out- 224-3 12 1 and ask for your Senator. 
at stake. This treaty must  be stopped- Call or door recreational activities are also consid- 
write to your Senators immediately. ered 'unsustainable". Present day human Call now, there is no time to lose. 

It is a BIG ~ l a n .  readers. and behind the 
splashingpand*slos'hing of pebbles on Jupi- 
ter-you have a major world series of events 

you realize it. 
Let me assure vou that O.J.'s lawyers have 

had this information on the officer, Furhman, 
since upstart so you can be sure there is' 0 , J , R a c e Ri t positive under way. reasoning behind the maneuver now 

These riots will not be sloppy half-baked 
flings as prior skirmishes have been, my 

71 19/94 41 HATOMA O.J.'s attorneys at this time are JEWISH will friends--this will be 'big time", 'worldcup" 
prove to be another focus as the trial contin- stuff of which WARS are made. 

RACE RIOTS. ETC. ues. I t  looks like the Jews are on the side of What will your 'militia" do then? Indeed, 
jMISHPUCKA1 the b l ackwbu t  this will prove to be OTHER- you had better be considering these things- 

WISE and there will then become a three-way because the 'Crips" and the 'Bloods" are now 
This is a valid term and you had better get uprising. Out of this will be possible the WELL-TRAINED KILLERS. No more are they 

accustomed to using it, seeing it and hearing passage of 'hate-crime" laws because of the just children without a cause-THEY HAVE 
it [Mishpucka meanstheZionist *Jewishwmafia]. so-called "anti-SemiticR elements involved. BEEN TRAINED INTO A 'CAUSEw! 
It is exactly what you are being set u p  for 
having on a massive and national scale. The 
encompassing things will be such as Haiti, -"AGAR 
O.J. Simpson, the new 'Jackson" (Rev.) up- 
heavals and even the [Jocelyn] 'Elders" mat- 
ter with the son who was arrested for 'drugsw 
and thus  and so. 

The Simpson matter is taking front seat in 
publicity bu t  what is happening right now is 
atrocious. A police officer is being set u p  as a 
cause for racial clashes in that case. You can't 
help but follow the case because a necessary 
move on the part of the media to precipitate 
desired results is to offer inflammatory infor- . 
mation on cue to precipitate desired actions 
from otherwise uncaring citizens. At this point 
it will be basically a Black vs. White issue and 
Black vs. police issue. The fact that  all of 
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receiver--it is onlv about information and 
speaker. ALWAYS~] 

First among these was the Ego. The Ego Truth Reveals itself ~ ~ ~ z z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ ~ y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E ~ n ~ i  
she had been strong enough in her own L i n g  
at  that time, she would nothave had to look to 
the outside for validation and confirmation. Even From Garbage receiver [ ~ : ~ h ? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h i ~ ~ ~ ~ & ~ ~ ~ ~ d  question STRENGTH? SIX YEARS 

OF HELL AND THE TOTAL STRIPPING OF 
EVERYTHING AND STILL WE CONTINUE THIS 
SPITTING IN THE WIND-AND WE SPEAK OF 

7/18/94#1 HATONN and the answer given refers to ME when the STRENGTH AND EGO? This foolish observa- 
"authors" i n  point-ARE NOT ME, never were tion, without knowledge or wisdom, embar- 

LET'S HAVE S O M E  INSIGHT and are part of the confrontation in the first rasses me and might well embarrass the 
AND S O M E  FUN place. THESE are the points you look for, entities in point. It reminds me of one who 

glean the t ru th  and discard that which is  false. came t o  visit this place some six years ago 
"DUGGAH" A N D  "HATONN" So, let u s  give the writing a go-over and see and said: "1, by God, am going t o  do God's 

what is there. Why do I take time to do this? work but, by God, I am going t o  do it MY 
'Who in the world are Duggah and Hatonn?" Because I am asked by S.Y. to do so and WAY!" Is "this" the kind of EGO "strength" 

you, I hope, are asking. I don't know either comment and she i s  dear to me. t o  which this writing might refer?] 
but  I shall point out a couple of things to As is typical of such types of writings and From her belief of unworthiness, a separa- 
watch for along the lines of the next writing- writers there i s  no information as to date of tion was created. My energy cannot be fully 
especially that which is between the lines for writing, time ofwriting, author, receiver (other received on your level unless the receiver feels 
it will show u p  right u p  front that neither the than Duggah), etc. This i s  fine for the ones worthy of it. [H: Well, I guess this one in 
person, nor the energy claimed, has  studied who are familiar with all this information but point feels pretty "worthyn-but I guess I 
very much of any of 'our" information-good to comment on something which may have don't so she/he better stay with what is 
or bad. Remember, George Green told the come yesterday or ten years ago is of impor- there because in the  end he/she is going t o  
world (everybody in  earshot or on radio receiv- tance. So, we will have to do some 'assuming" be left flat abandoned! I shall not stoop to  
ing waves, etc.), that  'Hatonn moved with him which is usually a bad idea. However, since it further games on semantics-"he" has been 
and  Desire6 to Nevada* and he, too, was re- does serve George Green so nicely-it must be accepted in the  English language t o  suit 
ceiving. recently written for it refers to the problems either gender in writing-therefore I shall 

Now, comes this  writing from 'Duggah" as present in encounter as well as is being used refer t o  Duggah as "he" with no offense 
PROOF of Green's statements that the one in to foster support for Green's position as re- intended t o  that "ego" involved.] 
Tebachapi is some kind of nerdnick receiving gards US8sP. It does not, however, SEEM TO In the gap formed by the separation [H: 
f r w  an unknown energy form. I a m  going to REFER TO THE GOLD GEORGE THIEVED OR Separation? Separation from what? By the 
point out  to YOU what it is you do when you OTHER SMALL INSTANCES SUCH AS THAT! way, uneducated ones-no physical expres- 
hold such documents. Greens are now send- Therefore, you can deduce up  front that the sion can FULLY RECEIVE ON YOUR LEVEL 
ing this message from someone called Hatonn response does not fit the question in point nor any total e n e w  form of etheric beings from 
to someone called Duggah. Truth and percep- bring in  the  whole of the information of FACTS Creator dimensions. If you THINK other- 
tion in  t ru th  are the SAME from any speaker or relative to the represented response, if it be wise, that is part of your erroneous under- 
receiver-so, I want you to measure that which valid. Indeed I WILL nit-pick along the way standings. That does not mean you are 
is offered against that which is documented because, until you can judge such writings lesser--only that you are not grown in un- 
and KNOWN. And, why would this unknown. and discern purpose of such receivers-you derstanding and insight in your conscious- 
speaker reserve the information FOR THE CANNOT realize that which i s  valid from that ness. I would NEVER ask any "secretary" to  
ONES WHO ARE I N  THE BATTLE? which is not. bear responsibility for FULLY RECEIVING 

How do I know that this  "may" be true? MY ENERGY-what kind of stupidity would 
Because the writing was sent  to here from one [QUOTING:] THAT represent? If I be the  "teacher" would 
in  Florida who has been badgered constantly I do that  t o  my "student"?] a psychological 
to join Green in the pull-down of the Insti- I am Hatonn. I come to YOU in Light and in construct formed that normally could serve as 
tute-and who, by the way, would suffer great service to the One who is All. Thank you, an intermediary for contact between myself 
damage from such doings. Duggah, for allowing me this opportunity to and others from your dimension preserving 

1 ask that you study the questions as- share with you. I am available to all who the integrity of each existence and serving 
sumed asked and the answers given. You do inquire of me for the sharing of information further as an energy transformer. [H: Say 
not  need psychics telling you what is what- and awareness. what? Psychological construct? What in 
YOU ONLY NEED TO KNOW THE GUIDELINES I am asked about the validity of the infor- the world is that? Serve as  an intermedi- 
OFTRUTH I N  INQUIRY AND TRUTH IN INFOR- mation coming from one who claims to receive ary? Is it not your reliance on so-called 
MATION OFFERED-IN OTHER WORDS, FOR from me in  Tehachapi, California. Yes, the intermediaries that has gotten you into this 
WHAT ARE YOU SEARCHING? ARE YOU LOOK- contact was initially a valid one. However, lack of responsibility in the  first place? 
ING FOR PSYCHIC RECEIVERSTO HOLDYOUR when the receiver first opened u p  to receive Why would Dharma need an intermediary? 
HAND AND GODS AND HOSTS TO PAT YOUR my energy, many psychological issues arose She is the  first one to  resign her job every 
PO-PO-OR DO YOU WANT TRUTH ABOUT that she  needed to confront. day of her life--because it ain't so  great, 
YOUR CIRCUMSTANCE AND 'KNOWING" [H: Alright, the question is: "validity of good friends! Now this "party" tells us that 
ABOUT YOUR JOURNEY? the information". WHAT IBFORMATION- an intermediary between me and her 

I s  THIS 'Duggah" good or bad, valid or there are well over 25,000 pages in journals "warped" lack of normalcy would serve as a 
invalid? Who cares?? IF TRUTH ABOUT THAT and another 20,000 pages in CONTACT(sepa- transformer of some kind. Yes, I think so- 
WHICH MAKES YOUR JOURNEY INSIGHTFUL rate) and thousands of pages written before transformers transform-from one thing TO 
COMES FROM SATAN HIMSELF, YOU HAVE A journals-by hand, along with probably 3-4 ANOTHER and that is EXACTLY WHAT HAP- 
MASTER TEACHER. IT IS YOU WHO MUST thousand HOURS of taped material. WHAT PENS ALL THE TIME--TRUTH IS OFFERED 
DISCERN-NOT A 'DUGGAH", 'DORIS*, J.Z. INFORMATION IS REFERRED TO? ALL OF AND IT IS TRANSFORMED!!-TO SUIT THE 
or Dinky Pool THIS HAS BEEN GIVEN BY "US" (NOT JUST NEEDS OF MY ADVERSARY!] If the receiver 

How can you tell if 'Hatonn" is ME? Well, ME) THROUGH THIS RESOURCE IN SOME is clear within his  or her being they would 
that  is easy for 'meQ--but perhaps not for SIX YEARS. WHAT INFORMATION DOES normally pull in my energy behind, SO to speak, 
YOU. The reason? Because I am here and I THIS ONE ATTACK? HOLD ON, IT WILL that of the intermediary. [H: Boy, this one 
have a style of writing and this  does NOT BECOME QUITE EVIDENT, VERY QUICKLY. "Duggah", "Hatonn", and Green would re- 
match either my style ORTHAT WHICH I KNOW. By the  way, this receiver and that receiver ally like that  wouldn't they?? I think it  
How can 1 tell 'right off"? Because the "an- and whichever receiver is VALID-EVERY becomes obvious WHY GREEN didn't send 
swe$' i s  not in response to THE QUESTION TIME! So the point is never about the this directly t o  ME or t o  Dharma! YOU see, 
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you can always further JUDGE situations by exactly what happened on Friday and today. means that no KNOWN LIES ARE PUBLISHED 
how they are handled-don't take it  t o  source What might that indicate? Disaster, frozen AS TRUTH! It is mandatory, further, to NOT use 
but anonymously scatter the gossip. You pr im,  change in currency evaluation, what, the hypothetical blithe- of some bodiless, 
have t o  understand that the information what, what? Well, there a m  lots of possibilities vapor-trailed entity form-when truth of prior 
arrived t o  S.Y. without name but FROM and ifyou are aregularreade-YOU WILLKNOW publication and fact is present! You want NEW 
BOZEMAN, MT-AND ALL OTHER WHAT THEY ARE! THIS HAS NOTHING TO DO REVELATION? THEN W SOMEWHERE ELSE- 
SCRIBBLINGS AND DATA, INCLUDING THE WITH DHARMA, DORIS, DUGGAH, GREEN OR THATISNOTMY JOBNORINTENT! Ipersondly 
ENVELOPE RETURNS, SHOWED IT TO BE PURPLE PEOPLE EATERS!] hope that Mr. Green sends this writing of 
FROM AMERICA WEST SOMETHING OR This ultimately created a distortion in the re- Duggah's off to everyone on every mailing list in 
OTHER. THE ADVERSARY ALWAYS WORKS ception and has limited the knowledge received to the world mailing system--it cpn only HEL? 
WITHOUT IDENTIFICATION! OR IN THE LIE that obtained by the receiver from other sources or OUR CAUSE OF TRUTH!] 
AND SECRECY OF HOPED-FO R SECURITY from the initial contact with myself. [H: Upon what I have the utmost compassion for the receiver, 
OF DARKNESS. The intended meaning in basis of KNOWLEDGE do# this energy or re- but at this point, I can no longer allow her to state 
this  statement above is that the true entity a iver  DARE to foundation such garbage? Re- truly that Ithe material she is receiving is  h m  me. 
would have transformation of information read the above. How wouldeitherthe energy OR [H: Which receiver? No longer allow WHO to 
through that  intermediary! I THINK NOT, the receiver above have any notion as to what state truly that the material she is reaiving is 
READERS-YOU DON'T NEED AN INTERME- happened in the mind of one, Dharma/Dori. from me. M o s t  of the information printed here 
DIARY-YOU ONLY KEEP THEM AROUND TO and m e o t h e r  energy? From what source of with Dharma, L gathered right off your phce- 
ABSOLVE YOU OF YOUR OWN RESPONSI- educated, scientific realization COULD such a I just pick it out and wmment! I guess "I" don't 
BILITY-i.e., "The Priest told me. .. I"] The puty, who knows not either entity--base such sham the totally "unoonditional compassion" 
intermediary is literally a combination of our authoritative information statements-not of that other entity-for I will allow her and it, 
energies and in this  case has  taken on a "life" speculate or "may be"--but Wtimately cre- or him and it, to  write anything they wish-for 
of i ts  own. ated ... "?I they ONLY MAKE MY POINT! I only suggest you 

[H: Perhaps I misunderstand? Perhaps he is That is why the Tehachapi receiver has been get background on dl information and THEN 
saying Dhanna has mated  an intermediary? faced wi th  a lawsuit from an entity known as the make decisions of YOUR OWN. This is obviously 
That couldn't be because he also states that University of Science and Philosophy. [Xi: NO, and NOT worthy of further time wasted.] 
there is "separation" and information is bewm- it h artainly beyond STUPID to infer such a I hope this answers your inquiry satisfactorily. 
ing somehow "transformed". But we will see thing-her energy intermediary or transformer I am Hatonn. I take your leave in the Love and 
later that the only subject in point as to informa- or fat little pickle pluckers are NOT responsible Light of Truth. [H: Well the old boy could have 
tion regards Mr. Green and WHY Dharma has a for the problems with USBP-very earthbound saved a bit of f a a  by taking "his own leave" in 
lawsuit from US&P. The fact that Mr. Green was physically produced STUFF is the reason-d love and light of truth--but "take your leaveA? 
FIRST listed, and still is, on the suit-seems to validity of information OR psychic anything has Ah it is always the little th- that will spring 
be overlooked by both this energy and receiver. NOTHING TO DO WITH IT!] She was given the the trap, readers!] 
Should a "speaker" be so ill informed while choice at the time to recognize that her contact was 
throwing boulders at another?] with the intermediary and not with me. Instead of [END OF QUOTING] 

Unfortunately, the intermediary can grow and facing that responsibility, she chose to blame the 
become "addictedn to physicality. It will tend to publisher of her material. Yes, I could go on about this into volumes--but 
form a secondary personality that becomes stron- [H: If you readers don't see this o n d e n  you are big kids now and must come into your own 
ger and stronger until I a m  unable to be reached blindness is a hopeless handicap ye shall have to adult discernment. We have given you ways of 
unless there is a window of some sort. [H: To you sham. Firotly, the "authors" of the volumes of measuring all things against that which God Cie- 
who know Dharma, this needs no comment!] magazines in dispute WERE NOT "ME" (TRY ator offers as guidelines-but YOU have to shoul- 

In essence, the intermediary is  like a child and "Russell" or "Germain" or...). Secondly, WHO IS der your responsibility of all background work and 
truly is the product of myself and the receiver. [H: RESPONSIBLE FOR PUBLICATIONS AS A PUB- thorough investigation. Anyone basing anything 
This cannot be truth-for I am NOT a child-& LISHER? Thirdly, DHARMA, DORIS OR ANY- on one page of written answer to such narrow and 
sinpular e n e m  OR combined! Dharma may be ONE AROUND HER HAS NEVER RECEIVED ANY- foolish inquiry which has no basis, no names, no 
that which she chooses-in her off-dutv time.] THING FOR THE PUBLICATIONS OF THAT PUB- dates-nothing-is foolish at best. 
In this case, it appears to be me [H. Doesn't appear LISHER. Fourthly: The publisher got permits I am grateful for the opportunity to respond to 
to me to  be Urnen.]; in other cases, it can appear to and information from OTHER authors of mate- your inquiries--you who have received the paper 
be either and/or both myself and the receiver. [H: rial-why suddenly did he fail to  cover USBP? in discussion. I have no further comments if you 
Does this mean there is also total stupid He claimed to  be a good buddy of the President will allow me to go back to our important work. 
chaos on t h e  higher-teacher levels of per- ofthat entity andSAID ITWASOKTO USETHE There are so many things taking place right 
ception? Appear? Other cases? TRUTH IS INFORMATION. This could go on and on--but now as to boggle the system and they must be 
C 0 N S I S T E N T A N D I N F I NIT E-T R U T H still does not take up the theft of the gold by attended, watched, and more background on play- 
STANDS AND THE FALSE WILL GIVE AWAY Greens nor the other criminal activities worked ers and the game, poured in. 
ITS FALSENESS-IT NEEDS NO ARGUMENT out with such as Andemn, et al., OR address Nowwhat do you want in my comments about 
NOR DEBATE. TO MAKE ACCUSATIONS the real h u e s  in point of his AGREEMENTS Green? His actions, too, speak louder than ANY- 
AND ESPECIALLY PERCEPTIVE ACCUSA- with US&P SEPARATE AND APART from the THING I couldpossibly say. John Schroepfer and 
TIONS IN ABSENCE OF ALL FACTS SHOWS other "minor" named defendants in theodginal others who have Wown the whistle" on Green [see 
THAT STUPIDITY QUITE CLEARLY. DO YOU suit. It does not address how he made claims dl p. 44 of the 7/ 12/94 issue of CONTACT, "One 
WANT YOUR TEACHERS AND LEADERS TO about the globe that he had the boob released Man's Journey To Fredom-Greedy Conspiracy 
BE STUPID. ERRATIC. CHANGING IN THE TO HIM from the wurt and even got the poor Exposeda; p. 15 8559 of the 7/ 19/94 issue, #U@ate 
WIND AND MORALLY CORRUPT? Do you see attorney into trouble. It doesn't wver the other on %end John Schroepfd and "Notes Of Thanks7 
that  we are already a long way off the sub- 95 volumes of writings-nor the ones through andathe Plan" to bury John-speak louder than 
ject of the question in point: Is INFORMATION the first 50-some-odd in which HE SHOWS any words could ever say on the matter of 
GIVEN through Dharma VALID? NOW, let me AMERICA WEST COPYRIGHTS! integrity and TRUTH! If people will do THIS 
present youwithanotherthought: "IfDharma's Do these documentations abounding-RE- ATROCIOUS AND BITTER ACTION against a 
information was invalid, which it is not, regard- ALLY indicate that Doris has no possible reason literal brother-what think you they would do 
ing Green, US&P, etc., why would the proof in to suspect that perhaps Mr. and Mrs. Green to retain gold and secrecy of their actions? 
documentation PROVE that Dharma is not the might just have done something rather un- Yes, it IS bad-but it has  been agonizing and 
one who is invalid?" Further, will Dharma's suitable? Dharma WRITES and sometimes HELL for John  Schroepfer, locked away in 
opinion of one George Green, US&P or Hatonn- SPEAKS-FOR ME AND SOME OF MY COMPA- WORSE THAN A PRISON-to preserve George's 
make any difference in the  TRUTH OF TRIOTS--so does Mrs. Green (orclaims to do so) and Eleanor's and associates' assets and plans. 
INFORMATION WHICH FLOWS FROM HERE and so did Mr. Green indicate nationally that I think you can stop worrying about this 
AS REGARDS THE MISSION TO YOUR PLACE "Hatonn speaks to and through me and came speaker or that  speaker or this entity or that 
AND SPECIES? with Desire6 and me to Nevada!" entity-those in point will give you the answer 

For instana, if I tell you that the drcuits to The writings here are turned into published in EVERY INSTANCE as TRUTH "OUTS"! AND, 
one of the largest metals dealers in the world formONLY asmagazineperiodioakmdnewspa- TRUTH SHALL ULTIMATELY ALWAYS 'OUT"! 
were locked on Friday and today-is that an pe~-validly Jian.ad and operating under the Can we please turn back to our work in 
opinion or a fact? Check it and -hat is rules and regulations of news reporting-which progress? Thank you. 
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of LaRouche's secretaries got something like 

CONTACT Must Walk 68 years in prison for simply being there. 
JUSTICE is not in point here. THERE IS NO 
JUSTICE, so stov dwelling and time-wasting 
suggesting that :his or tgat i s  not just-OF 
COURSE IT IS NOT JUST1 YOU WILL WORK 

A Careful Line WITH "LAW" AND WITHIN "LAWS" OR YOU 
WILL BE INCARCERATED OR SHOT, OR 
BOTH1 

EXAMPLE 
71 19/94 11 HATOAI WILL BE STOPPED. Anarmed militiaIS WITHIN 

THE LAWS OF YOUR CONSTITUTION AS A There is now afoot a n  attempt to "get the 
This little message is probably worthy of NATION. DO WITH THAT WHAT YOU WILL CONTACT" because of the letter of Ronn Jack- 

hot line as we want everyone to PAY ATTEN- BUT DO NOT GO FORTH AND SAY THAT ANY son to Linda Thompson regarding 'insurrec- 
TION! Thank you. AT CONTACTADVOCATE WAR OR ARMED RE- tion" [which appeared on p. 2 in our 7/5/94 

BELLION. issue]. No thank you, good friends. CONTACT, 
WILLIAM DUDLEY PELLEY If articles or writings are printed in the perhaps unwisely, printed Mr. Jackson's let- 

paper regarding such activities, it is for infor- ter-along with a n  editorial disclaiming any 
I am so often asked about such as the mation only and will be presented with dis- association with anarchy or sedition. A lot of 

Pelley Papers and more often, the GOLDEN claimer EVERY TIME. There ARE ALWAYS time and attention ha s  been given by this 
SCRIPTS. How valid is the information? I LEGAL ways to change a system if you act in paper and MYSELF to the freedom of Mr. Jack- 
think I don't need to respond to THAT particu- reasonable timeliness. Locking the barn door son. This i s  NOT for the purpose of shutting 
lar question other than by offering this pre- and burning down the barn AFTER the horses down the paper, arresting my writer, or for 
sentment: have been taken-is of no value whatsoever gathering a glob of militiamen-armed or un- 

and if it is, in fact, a confiscated barn-you will armed. It was printed because of FREEDOM 
[QUOTING:] be charged and convicted of treason and un- OF THE PRESS in which all voices of the 

lawful behavior. If a barn-tender (guard) is people can be heard and, in  result, wise 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED injured or slain-YOU WILL BE CHARGED, counters and measures can be thought out 

STATES CONVICTEDAND PROBABLY EXECUTED FOR and LAWS APPLIED AS RELATE TO FREEDOM 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDI- MURDER! THROUGH CONSTITUTIOM Ifyou want awar- 

ANA I do want to offer you the EXACT indict- rior leader-it will not be me. I am a different 
INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION ment as it happened because you must see KIND OF WARRIOR-I NEED NO GUNS OR 

May Term, 1942 how dangerous it is to walk on the brink of SWORDS-SAVE THE SWORD OF TRUTH 
such disaster. LaRouche is another prime THROUGH CREATOR/CREATION. Neither do 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA example of unfair indictments and convic- YOU, so the only difference is that I KNOW and 
tions-along with his people. Remember, one YOU APPARENTLY DO NOT YET KNOW! 

VS. 

William Dudley Pelley, 
Lawrence A. Brown, No. 7391 
Cr . 
Agnes Marian Henderson, 

Jupiter & Bogus Boulders 
Fellowship Press, Inc. 7/19/94 12 HATOIN 

-- JUPITER AND BOGUS BOULDERS 

[END OF QUOTING] You continually want to know that which is elusive to you-not that you will prepare and 
do something-but only from curiosity do you seek-and/or-to know FIRST and show all 

I the case in point, here, at sorts of wisdom and insider knowing. I won't do your homework but  I will tell you this much, 
this time- Suffice it say that there was a you had better find out what ones such as [Zecharia] Sitchin have written and along with that, 
Federal Grand Jury and an indict- what Jupiter is  all about! Those are not cattail rocks hitting Jupiter and I can promise you- 
merit for against the as a species civilization on Planet Earth-that if you fail to bring order and balance again to 
named parties and a publication The your globe-there will be a RERUN OF JUPITER. THE DIFFERENCE WILL BE THAT THE FIRST 
Galilean Magazine. "BIG ONE" WILL TAKE OUT THE EARTH POPULATIONS. 

To you to prod and cause What is being witnessed and VERIFIED BY CURIOUS SCIENTISTS AND READINGS OF 
'ONTACTto act more biased than an THESE JUPITER BLASTS IS THAT IT CANNOT BE COMET FRAGMENTS! Watch those next few 
proper newspaper-you are asking that the "biggei" ones they claim to be expecting! If the atmosphere is not turned into a burning gas- 
same be forth against the very re- ball, basically representing a new 'sun~spot it will be interesting. Jupiter has WATER-* 
source of information. then, are there not vapor clouds? I suggest all of you earthbound energies take note-if 

If, in fact, the ever digresses Or, something i s  not changed-YOU ARE NEXT! I DONT CARE WHAT YOU CHOOSE TO CALL IT. 
as some of you prefer, progresses, into sedi- 
t ious ac ts  or insurrection printings, I will be 
considered withdrawn from any association 
with same. In that  instance, I can promise you & Pontius' Puddle that there will be no "Contrct" BEYOID THAT <* 
DATE. 

A Newspaper and Current Information 
Magazines have responsibility to print what is 
brought forth, with credits to the authors of 
said information and if hear-say is present in 
the information IT WILL BE SO STATED! 

We have had ones who tout that  the CON- 
TACT backs THEM in their uprisings and 
urgings to do this or that. NO, we urge you to 
get informed, voice stance and ACT ONLY 
WITHIN RECOGNIZED LAWS! To gather guns  
and go march on something is not acceptable 
to  me OR TO YOUR VERY ENEMY AND YOU 



OF GOD IS GOING TO DEPOPULATE THE 

Buried In Questions PLANET TO SERVE HIS OWN GREEDY, GOD- 
LESS NEEDS AND DESIRES. IF YOU DO NOT 
WISH TO BE I N  THE CATEGORY OF ONE 
AMONG THE NUMBERS-TAKE CARE OF 
YOURSELF, KEEP YOURSELF WELL AND 
COME WITHIN THE SHELTER O F  GOD'S 
LAWS AND INSTRUCTIONS. HE WILL NOT 

BE OF YOUR OWN SOUL EXPRESSION. EZ 
WILL PROVIDE ASSISTANCE AND TOOLS. 
YOU WILL DO THE REST OR IT WILL NOT BE 
DONE--AND CERTAINLY NOT BY A SHIP 

7120194 #1 HATONN Neither can I respond to each of our read- COMMANDER. 
ers  with a n  outlay of YOUR PURPOSE OR Some of you write and pray and give all to 

NOT T H E  LOCAL G U R U  OR NEXT DUTY! I can't, either, set  aside EIGHT me, Hatonn, of self, direction and service. NO, 
MEDICINE MAN years of work on a motion picture already in NO, NO!!!! Do not dump your responsibility off 

PLEASE C H E C K  IT O U T  another's charge-to fit a sudden awakening onto me for I will not accept it! My purpose, my 
of someone elsewhere who would like to now mission and my Command is in the service of 

Dear friends, I have to take u p  another work on Sipapu Odyssey. God and unto you I am commissioned to BRING 
subject before we can get at our work today. I CAN tell some of you who continue to THE WORD. YOU WILL CHOOSE OF YOUR 
No, I am not angry and I do wish I had a plead and prod for personal direction and PATHWAY AND YOUR JOB! 
hookup to every 'personal" ear-but I do not- input, instructions and placement: This is 
THROUGH DHARMA. NOT the answer point-everyone here is bur- MUST STUDY IT ALL 

We sit to our work and she i s  devastated- ied in work and there are NO FUNDS AVAIL- 
absolutely swamped in questions, inquiries ABLE to hire help. Volunteers are NOT THE I know that, especially ifyou have read ALL 
about this or that-and "ask Hatonn ..." NO! ANSWER for I have yet to have more than a of the journals and papers, that you are in- 
Her job is to write for me for 6- 112 BILLION mere few who can ACTUALLY attend them- formed. Let's see. Without looking back, 
people and the evolution of the greatest cycle selves without support from other sources. I name the SIX persons I asked you to look for 
uniting of a planet. She types hours and cannot attend your talents-YOU MUST AT- in the current ongoing writings about the 
hours EVERY DAY and ha s  meetings 'for me" TEND YOUR TALENTS. EXPERTISE COMES usurpers?? Do I make my point? Dharma had 
in between. She has  no life a t  all to call her ONLY WITH EFFORT TOWARD THAT to take this test just now-and even being the 
own, no property and no corner on answers to ACCOMPLISHMENT-IT DOES NOT FALL WRITER for me-could not name them. How 
her own pleading inquiries even as to how UPON YOU LIKE RAIN FROM THE HEAVENS! can you expect to serve as my right-hand if 
much longer can she continue th is  pace and Would you believe me if I tell you that most you cannot even remember the names of play- 
output. ofyou who inquire about sickness and healing e r e a n d  these are but small-fry players. I'm 

There are some 150 letters, sitting to her have the answer in your cupboard? But you sorry-GRACE may shower upon you in an 
right, directedT0 HATONN awaiting responses, have to utilize what is available. I have people instant in glory-training and learning, edu- 
apaper  to write, ajournal  to finish, a meeting over and over say '...well no-I don't use it cation in knowledge DOES NOT1 The heart 
scheduled and a Court appearance tomorrow regularly" or, 'well, it didn't seem to do much and soul may find a burst of insight and un- 
morning. and I used $25.00 worth of it ..." and thus  and derstanding-but the physical tasks at hand 

The letters which have her so upset in so. Then you want some OTHER magic. No, must be attended by the knowledgeable in 
postponement and the inquiries in behalf of, THERE IS NO MAGIC HERE! Ifyou are taking THAT task. To announce you want to be a 
and  personal pleadings for direction and pur- your Gaiandriana and other suggested sup- "cameraman" in the movie or direct the show- 
pose are too much, readers. I can accept them plements along with cleaning your water with when you don't even know the component 
all-SHE CAN NOT! What is painful, however, food-grade hydrogen peroxide [see Next-to-Last parts of A CAMERA-is ludicrous. If you RE- 
are the continual proddings and disappoint- pages] AND if you are having memory loss and ALLY want to be a cameraman-GO LEARN 
ments of: 'I'm not getting any feedback from other signs of aging, some added B- 12 and a B- EVERYTHING THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT IT 
all my inquiries ..." How do you expect the supplement emphasizing Niacin, then I can AND BE BETTER THAN EVERYONE ELSE. 
information to flow in response to your inquir- only suggest one other thing. If this is accom- WALLY GENTLEMAN HEADS OUR MOTION 
ies? Ah Hal  I thought so-THROUGH HER panied by 'arthritis" or 'rheumatism" take PICTURE PROGRAM BECAUSE HE IS THE 
FINGERS??? It cannot longer be that way. some added zinc-hopefully balanced with the BEST AND UNDERSTANDS HIS TASK-IF NOT 
Dharma is still '...and I'm waiting and seeking proper amount of magnesium necessary for EVERYTHING (OR EVEN ANYTHING) ABOUT 
for my purpose ... surely I'm not to just  forever utilization. Then, add a tablespoon of CIDER THE-REST OF THE JOBS. 
be a secretary!" vinegar to a glass of water or Gaialyte three Right now, because some ones have been 

I WILL NOT answer questions regarding times a day. CarbraGaia would make u p  that involved in  various tasks, consider that  they 
health and medical treatment-FOR ANYONE difference but  I understand the producer are now IN CHARGE, either offunds, business 
ON ANY SUBJECT OF TREATMENT WHICH doesn't have any yet. Neither do I know what acquisitions, etc. NO-IFYOUTHINK I WOULD 
CAN I N  ANY WAY BE CONSTRUED TO BE in the world happened to the cartilage supple- HAND OFF RESPONSIBILITY TO ONES WHO 
'PRACTICE OF MEDICINE". I AM NOT I N  THE ment. A whole bunch of innocent sharks are CANT FIND THEIR WAY OUT OF A LOCKED 
BUSINESS; I AM NOT A GURU OR FAITH meeting their doom waiting for you to get CLOSET-DOYOU ACTUALLY THINK1 WOULD 
HEALER, A REFERENCE BOOK, OR AM I GO- going, producers! This should have been avail- TURN OVER THE EVOLVEMENT NEEDS TO 
ING TO TAKE UP A REFERRAL PROGRAM able months ago. I cannot push harder-for THEM? 'WE" only have need of a PORTION of 
WHEN THERE IS A QUESTION OF TREAT- one reason, the products have carried the that which is to be made available and that, 
MENT OF ANYONE ANYWHERE! paper and  allowed for remaining in operation. even, seems to be more than the usurpers 

We will offer whatever we have and can I will ask no more of these people. Distribu- wish to share even with the AGREEMENTS 
share-we CAN DO NO MORE-do you all tors of other products and supplements and already established. I don't care if you ate 
understand? The hazards of even commenting even to make-up these new products (espe- HEAD of the CIA-you are not in CHARGE! I 
on 'treatments" or possibilities-especially cially, I should say) REQUIRE FUNDING UP HAVE BUILT MY FOUNDATION UPON WHICH 
without having more than second-or-third- FRONT-A LONG WAY UP FRONT AND I N  TO- I CAN BUILD OUR NEEDS-I DO NOT APPRE- 
hand inquiries is  ludicrous. If you wish to TALI THERE IS NO SLUSH FUND TO COVER CIATE PARTICIPANTS CONSIDERING ITTHEIR 
confer with other holistic or brothers in the THIS1 DUTY TO TAKE OVER ANY PART OF SAME. IT 
same line of healing-please do so-I AM NOT As to 'cures" for diseases and that  which i s  WILL NOT HAPPEN. 
I N  THE LOOP PLEASE! Thisis NOT an offense, coming down on you-there are NONE! You 
please-we are going to follow regulations can 'feel" better and you can help yourselves- N O  G R O U P  
which honor whatever laws (right or wrong) BUTTHE CURE WILL NOT BE ALLOWED! Does 
are thrust  upon u s  at ALL TIMES. YOUR everybody understand me?! I AM NOT HERE I have to repeat and repeat and repeat-for 
inquiry answered-may well put  Dharma into AS GOD, I AM HERE IN SERVICE UNTO GOD- PROOF SEEMS NOT ENOUGH! THERE IS NO 
prison! AND I REMIND YOU THAT THE ADVERSARY "GROUP" HERE OTHER THAN A GROUP OF 
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FRIENDS. THERE ARE NO STRINGS-NO 
BINDINGS. IFYOU PLAN TO WORK WITH ANY 
ONE OF THE BUSINESSES-IT HELPS TO 
HAVE BELIEF IH GOD AND INTEGRITY I N  
INTENT AND A TOTAL COMMITMENT TO DO- 
ING HONORABLE AND GOOD BUSINESS. 

George Green continues to refer to ones 
here as a CULT-well the nearest there was 
EVER to a cult was when George Green went 
on a circuit pushing UFO connections. Those 
people, and Green, ARE GONE1 

If we have a meeting, which we often do and 
it is other than a mere BUSINESS conference, 
visitors are welcome-no charge, no donation 
and no sign-in sheet. We are continually 
misrepresented by this-but confound it, we 
have friends in you readers who want to come 
to visit-and you shall always be welcome. 
Our enemies usually go forth and cause some 
immediate discomfort but  there is never foun- 
dation upon which to base foolish claims or 
statements. We hide nothing for there is 
nothing to hide. 

However, until you STOP considering the 
immediate workers as some sort of group- 
body then neither will our enemies. Ones of 
you in  New Jersey are every bit as much a part 
of this  GROUP as anyone herel Ju s t  because 
a man works for, or reads, The New Yorker 
magazine, does this make him a member of the 
New Yorker CULT? 

We like everybody-red, yellow, black, 
brown, white and especially do we like purple 
and green people. We even like Baptists and 
Lutherans-although they don't like u s  much 
because I teach GOD'S LAWS. NOT MAN'S 
INTERPRETATION OF GOD'S LAWS-BUT, I 
DONT INSIST YOU FOLLOW THEM1 

INOUIRIES  AND OUESTIONS 
REGARDING SPIRITUAL TRUTH 

Please, do not stop writing with these ques- 
tions or offering input on subjects as such it 
unfolds to you individually or from another. It 
i s  through the sharing that we grow and learn. 

I will answer every question as we can do so- 
or I will tell you why I cannot or will not do so- 
as we share together. I cannot ask my scribe 
to individually respond to each and every per- 
sonal inquiry. If it can be shared openly- 
thank you. We will always protect privacy. I 
even honor the reason and need ofyou to write 
to me through Dharma for it often helps to 
simply put a thought to paper and EXPRESS 
IT. You will usually have answered your own 
PERSONAL question if you will but go back 
and REALLY read your own letter to me. 

YOU are THE CREATOR of your 'futurew 
and your 'pathway-not I. As a friend, I can 
help in understanding-but little more. If 
your desire has  moved from service unto God 
to service unto Hatonn-it is incorrect direc- 
tion and I DO NOT ACCEPT IT! WE ARE IN 
THIS THING TOGETHER! I KNOW THE WAY 
AND I KNOW HOW TO GET THERE-BUT I AM 
NOT DRAGGING ANYONE WITH ME. I MAY BE 
WILLING TO PUSH A BIT-BUT THAT INDI- 
CATES THAT I AM 'BEHINDw YOU! 

King "Bubba" Rains Down 

Clintonistas Strike Again! 
CC 99 A Cozy Dictatorship Forms 

- - r t  . a , , + ,  Right Before Your Eyes 
1/21/94 lil HATOHH under the shelter of "Foreign Policy". policy review has  resulted in a Presidential 

The source of this material we pass on has  Decision Directive (PDD). The Resident signed 
The following presentation is 'hot" enough an information comment also: 'I am told that this Directive, following the completion of 

that  it h a s  been brought to me for consider- the President can issue an executive order, or extensive consultationswith MembersofCon- 
ation as to how to handle it. Well, it is not the PDD (Presidential Decision Directive), or similar gress. This paper summarizes the key ele- 
'heat" of the  document which is in  point but  order-legally. This was tested in the Supreme ments of that directive. [H: Wouldn't you like 
rather the quality of the documents from the Court based on the powers of the Executive to know WHICH members of Congress?] 
FAX machine. office. " As specified in the 'Bottom-Up Review," 

Because I want this type of information the primary mission of the U.S. Armed Forces 
dispersed along with the other usurper infor- [QUOTING:] remains to be prepared to fight and win two 
mation-we need to put everything of this  simultaneous regional conflicts. In this con- 
nature to  computer disc for use now as well as [From intro to fax:] "A President can also text, peacekeeping can be one useful tool to 
later-and of course, for publication. 'delegate' his power and authority, according to help prevent and resolve such conflicts before 

the court. This may soon be challenged." they pose direct threats to our national secu- 
PRESIDENTIAL DECISION It is obvious by Executive Order 129 19 [see rity. Peacekeeping can also serve U.S. inter- 

DIRECTIVE IPDDI-25 p. 39  of the 7 / 1 9 / 9 4  CONTACT]-that the ests  by promoting democracy, regional secu- 
above is true in fact, even if not lawfully. rity, and economic growth. 

This is classified information and therefore These are the things you MUST attend, read- The policy directive (PDD) addresses six 
I think that  until I have clearance from parties ers, as bit by mortal piece is torn away from major issues of reform and improvement: 
involved-I will refrain from using sources for your lives of freedom and Constitutional gov- 
the  information itself. Let us be grateful to ernment. 1. Making disci~lined and coherent choices 
have as much as has  come through. We will about which ~ e a c e  o~era t ions  to s u ~ ~ o r t -  
type exactly as presented to u s  but readers T H E  CLINTON ADMINISTRATION'S both when we vote in the Security Council 
must  understand right u p  front that the last POLICY O N  REFORMING for UN peace operations and when we par- 
sentence or so of EACH FAX page is missing or MULTILATERAL PEACE ticipate in such operations with U.S. troops. 
so inked that it is not legible. In most in- OPERATIONS 
stances it is not important so we will go with MAY 1994 To achieve this goal, the policy directive sets  
what we have and as others get copies perhaps EXECUTIVE SUMMARY forth three increasingly rigorous standards of 
you can fill in the missing portions or incor- review for U.S. support for or participation in 
rect copy, please. This document has  been so L a s t  year, President Clinton ordered a n  peace operations, with the most stringent ap- 
"classifiedw that  even Senators have been un- inter-agency review of our nation's peacekeep- plying to U.S. participation in missions that 
able to obtain a summary of it. We are under ing policies and programs in order to develop may involve combat. The policy directive af- 
the impression that THIS is a summary. Sena- a comprehensive policy, framelpork suited to firms that  peacekeeping can be a useful tool 
tors seeking a summary have been denied the realities of the post-Cold War period. This for advancing U.S. national security interests 
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in some circumstances, but both U.S. and UN information and consultation between the ex- region. UN-imposed sanctions against Iraq, 
involvement in peacekeeping must be selec- ecutive branch and Congress; the President coupled with the peacekeeping operation on 
tive and more effective. believes U.S. support for and participation in the Kuwait border, are constraining Iraq's abil- 

UN peace operations can only succeed over ity to threaten its neighbors. [H: Are you 
2 .  Reducing U.S. costs for U N  peace opera- the long term with the bipartisan support of impressed or  sick? This is pure unadulter- 

tions, both the percentage our nation pays Congress and the American people. - ated lies and garbagel] 
for each operation and the cost of the op- 
erations themselves. KEY ELEMENTS OF THE CLINTON Need for Reform 

ADMINISTRATION'S POLICY While serving U.S. interests, UN peace op- 
To achieve this goal, the policy directive ON REFORMING MULTILATERAL erations continue to require improvement and 

orders that we work to reduce our peacekeep- PEACE OPERATIONS reform. Currently, each operation is created 
ing assessment percentage from the current and managed separately, and economies of 
31.7% to 25% by January 1, 1996, and pro- INTRODUCTION: scale are lost. Likewise, further organiza- 
poses a number of specific steps to reduce the tional changes at  UN Headquarters would im- 
cost of UN peace operations. The Role of Peace Operations in U.S. prove efficiency and effectiveness. A fully 

ForeiPn Policv. (For simplicity, the term peace independent office of Inspector General should 
3. Defining clearly our policy regarding the operations is used in this document to mean be established immediately. The U.S. assess- 

command and control ofAmerican militarv the entire spectrum of activities from tradi- ment rate should be reduced to 25  per cent. 
forces in UN peace operations. tional peacekeeping to peace enforcement Since it is  in our interest at  times to sup- 

aimed at  defusing and resolving international port UN peace operations, it is also in our 
The policy directive underscores the fact conflicts.) interest to seek to strengthen UN peacekeep- 

that the President will never relinquish com- Serious threats to the security ofthe United ing capabilities and to make operations less 
mand of U.S. forces. However, as Commander- States still exist in the post-Cold War era. expensive in our interest to identi@ clearly 
in-chief, the President. has the authority to New threats will emerge. The United States and quickly those peace operations we will 
place U.S. forces under the operational con- remains committed to meeting such threats. support and those we will not. Our policy 
trol of a foreign commander when doing so When our interests dictate, the U.S. must establishes clear guidelines for making such 
serves American security interests, just as be willing and able to fight and win wars, decisions. 
American leaders have done numerous times unilaterally whenever necessary. To do so, we 
since the Revolutionary War, including in must create the required capabilities and Role in U.S. Foreign Policv 
Operation Desert Storm. maintain them ready to use. UN peace opera- UN and other multilateral peace opera- 

The greater the anticipated U.S. militaryrole, tions cannot substitute for this requirement. tions will at  times offer the best way to pre- 
the less likely it will be that the U.S. will agree Circumstances will arise, however, when vent, contain or resolve conflicts that could 
to have a UN commander exercise overall op- multilateral action best serves U.S. interests otherwise be more costly and deadly. In such 
erational control over U.S. forces. Any large in preserving or restoring peace. In such cases, the U.S. benefits from having to bear 
scale participation of U.S. forces in a major cases, the UN can be an important instrument only a share of the burden. We also benefit by 
peace enforcement operation that is likely to for collective action. UN peace operations can being able to invoke the voice of the commu- 
involve combat should ordinarilybe conducted also provide a "force multiplier" in our efforts nity of nations on behalf of a cause we sup- 
under U .S. command and operational control to promote peace and stability. port. Thus, establishment of a capability to 
or through competent regional organizations During the Cold War, the United Nations conduct multilateral peace operations is part 
such as NATO or ad hoc coalitions. could resort to multilateral peace operations of our National Security Strategy and National 

only in the few cases when the interests of the Military Strategy. 
4. Reforming and im~rovinn the UN's capabil- Soviet Union and the West did not conflict. In While the President never relinquishes 

 it^ to manage peace operations. the new strategic environment such opera- command of U.S. force, the participation of 
tions can serve more often as a cost-effective U.S. military personnel in UN operations can, 

The policy recommends 1 1 s teps  to tool to advance American as well as collective in particular circumstances, serve U.S. inter- 
strengthen UN management of peace opera- interests in maintaining peace in key regions ests. First, U.S. military participation may, at 
tions and directs U.S. support for strengthen- and create global burden-sharing for peace. times, be necessary to persuade others to 
ing the UN's planning, logistics, information Territorial disputes, armed ethnic conflicts, participate in operations that serve U.S. inter- 
and command and control capabilities. civil wars (many of which could spill across ests. Second, U.S. participation may be one 

international borders) and the collapse ofgov- way to exercise U.S. influence over an impor- 
5 .  Improvine: the way the U.S. government ernmental authority in some states are among tant UN mission, without unilaterally bearing 

manages and funds peace o~erations. the current threats to peace. While many of the burden. Third, the U.S. may be called 
these conflicts may not directly threaten Ameri- upon and choose to provide unique capabili- 

The policy directive creates a new "shared can interests, their cumulative effect is sig- ties to important operations that other coun- 
responsibility" approach to managing and nificant. The UN has sought to play a con- tries cannot. 
funding UN peace operations within the U.S. structive role in such situations by mediating In improving our capabilities f peace 
Government. Under this approach, the De- disputes and obtaining agreement to cease- operations, we will not discard c ~ e d c e n  
partment of Defense will take lead manage- fires and political settlements. Where such other tools for achieving U.S. obje ives. If 
ment and funding responsibility for those UN agreements have been reached, the interposi- U.S. participation in a peace operation were to 
operations that involve U.S. combat units and tion of neutral forces under UN auspices has, interfere with our basic military strategy, win- 
those that are likely to involve combat, whether in many cases, helped facilitate lasting peace. ning two major regional conflicts nearly si- 
or not U.S. troops are involved. This approach UN peace operations have served impor- multaneously (as established in the Bottom 
will ensure that military expertise is brought tant U.S. national interests. In Cambodia, UN Up Review), we would place our national inter- 
to bear on those operations that have a signifi- efforts led to an election protected by peace- est uppermost. The U.S. will maintain the 
cant military component. keepers, the return of hundreds of thousands capability to act unilaterally or in coalition 

The State Department will retain lead man- of refugees and the end of a destabilizing when our most significant interests and those 
agement and funding responsibility for tradi- regional conflict. In El Salvador, the UN spon- of our friends and allies are at stake. Multilat- 
tional peacekeeping operations that do not sored elections and is helping to end a long eral peace operations must, therefore, be 
involve U.S. combat units. In all cases, the and bitter civil war. The UN's supervision of placed in proper perspective among -the in- 
State Department remains responsible for the Namibia's transition to independence removed struments of U.S. foreign policy. 
conduct of diplomacy and instruction to em- apotentialsource ofconflict instrategic south- The U.S. does not support a standing UN 
bassies and our UN Mission in New York. ern Africa and promoted democracy. The UN army, nor will we earmark specific U.S. mili- 

in Cyprus has prevented the outbreak of war tary units for participation in UN operations. 
6. Creating: better forms of cooperation be- between two NATO allies. Peacekeeping qn We will provide information about U.S. capa- 

tween the Executive, the Conmess and the the Golan Heights has helped prese&e peace bilities for data bases and planning purposes. 
American public on peace operations. between Israel and Syria. In Former Yugosla- It isnot U.S. policy to seek to expand either 

via, the UN has provided badly-needed hu- the number of UN peace operations or U.S. 
The policy directive sets out seven proposals manitarian Assistance and helped prevent the involvement in such operations. Instead, this 

for increasing and regularizing the flow of conflict from spreading to other parts of the policy, which builds upon work begun by pre- 
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vious administrations and is informed by the up for regular renewal by the Security Council Any recommendation to the President will 
concerns ofthe Congress that our use of peace- to assess the value of continuing them. In be based on the cumulative weight of the 
keeping is selective and more effective. Con- appropriate cases, the U.S. will seek voluntary above factors, with no single factor of the 
gress must also be actively involved in the contributions by beneficiary nations or en- above being an absolute determinant. 
continuing implementation of U.S. policy on hanced host nation support to reduce or cover, 
peacekeeping. at  least partially, the costs of certain UN op- 11. The Role of Regional Organizations 

erations. The U.S. will also consider voting In some cases, the appropriate way to per- * * *  against renewal of certain long-standing peace form peace operations will be to involve re- 
operations that are failing to meet established gional organizations. The U.S. will continue to 

I .  Suvvortina the Riaht Peace Operations objectives in order to free military and finan- emphasize the UN as  the primary interna- 
i. Voting New Peace Operations cial resources for more pressing UN missions. tional body with the authority to conduct 
The U.S. will support well-defined peace peacekeeping operations. At the same time, 

operations, generally as a tool to provide finite ii. Participating in UN and Other Peace the U.S. will support efforts to improve re- 
windows of opportunity to allow combatants Operations gional organizations' peacekeeping capabili- 
to resolve their differences and failed societies The Administration will continue to apply ties. 
to reconstitute themselves. Peace operations even stricter standards when it assesses When regional organizations or groupings 
would not be open-ended commitments but whether to recommend to the President that seek to conduct peacekeeping with UNSC [UN 
instead linked to concrete political solutions; U.S. personnel participate in a given peace Security Council] endorsement, U.S. support 
otherwise, they normally should not be under- operation. In addition to the factors listed will be conditioned on adherence to the prin- 
taken. To the greatest extent possible, each above, we will consider the following factors: ciples of the U N  Charter and meeting estab- 
UN peace operation should have a specified [H: Go read that again please. I thought the lished UNSC criteria, including neutrality, 
time frame tied to intermediate or final objec- President IS the Administration???] consent of the conflicting parties, formal UNSC 
tives, an integrated political/military strategy * Participation advances U.S. interests oversight and finite, renewal mandates. 
well-coordinated with humanitarian assistance and both the unique and general risks to With respect to the question of peacekeep- 
efforts, specified troop levels, and a firm bud- American personnel have been weighed and ing in the territory of the former Soviet Union, 
get estimate. The U.S. will continue to urge are considered acceptable. requests for 'traditional" UN blue-helmeted 
the UN Secretariat and Security Council mem- * Personnel, funds and other resources operations will be considered on the same 
bers to engage in rigorous, standard evalua- are available; basis as other requests, using the factors pre- 
tions of all proposed new peace operations. * U.S. participation is  necessary for viously outlined (e.g., a threat to international 

The Administration will consider the fac- operation's success; peace and security, clear objectives, etc.). U.S. 
tors below when deciding whether to vote for a * The role of U.S. forces is tied to clear support for these operationswill, as with other 
proposed new UN peace operation (Chapter VI objectives and an endpoint for U.S. partici- such requests, be conditioned on adherence 
or Chapter VII) or to support a regionally- pation can be identified; to the principles of the UN Charter and estab- 
sponsored peace operation: * Domestic and Congressional support lished UNSC criteria 

exists or can be marshalled; 
* U N  involvement advances U.S. interests, * Command and control arrangements are 111. Reducing Costs 

and there i s  an  international community of acceptable. Although peacekeeping can be a good in- 
interest for dealing with the problem on a vestment for the U.S., it would be better and 
multilateral basis. Additional, even more rigorous factors will more sustainable if it cost less. The Adminis- 

There is  a threat to or breach of interna- be applied when there is the possibility of tration is  committed to reducing the U.S. share 
tional peace and security, often of a regional significant U.S. participation in Chapter VII of peacekeeping costs to 25% by January 1, 
character, defined as  one or a combination of operations that are likely to involve combat: 1996, down from the current rate of 3 1.7%. 
the following: * There exists a determination to commit We will also inform the UN of Congress's likely 

* International aggression, or; sufficient forces to achieve clearly defined refusal to fund U.S. peacekeeping assessments 
* Urgent humanitarian disaster coupled objectives; at  a rate higher than 25% after Fiscal Year 
with violence; * There exists a plan to achieve those 1996. 
* Sudden interruption of established objectives decisively; The Administration remains concerned that 
democracy or gross violation of human * There exists a commitment to reassess the UN has not rectified management ineffi- 
rights coupled with violence, or threat and adjust, as necessary, the size, composi- ciencies that result in excessive costs and, on 
of violence. tion, and disposition of our forces to achieve occasion, fraud and abuse. A s  a matter of 
* There are clear objectives and an our objectives. priority, the U.S. will continue to press for 
understanding of where the mission 
fits on the spectrum between traditional 
peacekeeping and peace enforcement. 

* For traditional (Chapter VI) peacekeeping 
operations, a cease-fire should be in place and 
the consent of the parties obtained before the 
force is deployed. 

* For peace enforcement (Chapter VII) op- 
erations, the threat to international peace and 
security is considered significant. 

* The means to accomplish the mission are 
available, including the forces, financing and 
a mandate appropriate to the mission. 

* The political, economic and humanitarian 
consequences of inaction by the international 
community have been weighed and are con- 
sidered unacceptable. 

The operation's anticipated duration is  
tied to clear objectives and realistic criteria for 
ending the operation. 

These factors are an aid in decision-mak- 
ing; they do not by themselves constitute a 
prescriptive service. Decisions have been and 
will be based on the cumulative whole of the 
factors with no single factor necessarily being 
an absolute determinant. [line missing] - 
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dramatic administrative and management im- riel from parJicipaQng states; * offer to help create and establish a train- 
provements in the UN system. In particular, * Small Public Affairs cell dedicated to ing program, participate in peacekeeping train- 
the U.S. i s  working hard to insure that new supporting on-going peace operations and dis- ing efforts and offer the  use of U.S. facilities 
and on-going peace operations are cost-effec- seminating information within host countries for training purposes. [H: G o  back a n d  read it 
tive and properly managed. Towards this  end, in order to reduce risks to UN personnel and again!] 
the U.S. i s  pursuing a number of finance and increase the potential for mission success; 
budget management reforms, including: * Small Civilian Police Cell to manage V. Command and Control of U.S. Forces 

* immediate establishment of a perma- police missions, plan for the establishment of 
nent, fully independent office ofInspector Gen- police and judicial institutions, and develop A. Our Policv: The President retains and 
eral with oversight responsibility that included standard procedures, doctrine and training. will never relinquish command authority over 
peacekeeping. U.S. forces. On a case by case basis, the 

* unified budget for all peace operations, B. To eliminate lengthy, potentially disas- President will consider placing appropriate 
with a contingency fund, financed by a single trous delays after a mission has  been autho- U.S. forces under the operational control of a 
annual peacekeeping assessment; rized, the UN should establish: competent UN commander for specific UN op- 

* standing cadre of professional budget * a rapidlv deplovable headcluarters team, erations authorized by the Security Council. 
experts from member states, particularly top a composite initial logistics support unit, and The greater the U.S. military role, the less 
contributing countries, to assist the UN in open, pre-negotiated commercial contracts for likely it will be that the  U.S. will agree to have 
developing credible budgets and financial logistics support in new missions; a UN commander exercise overall operational 
plans; * data base of specific, potentially avail- control over U.S. forces. Any large scale par- 

* enlargement of the revolving peacekeep- able forces or capabilities that nations could ticipation of U.S. forces in a major peace en- 
ing reserve fund to $500 million, using vol- provide for the full range of peacekeeping and forcement mission that  is likely to involve 
untary contributions; humanitarian operations; combat should ordinarily be conducted under 

* required s ta tus  of forces/mission agree- trained civilian reserve corps to serve as U.S. command and operational control or 
ments that  provide preferential host nation a ready, external talent pool to assist in the through competent regionalorganizations such 
support to peacekeeping operations; administration, management, and execution as NATO or ad hoc coalition. 

* prohibit UN "borrowing" from peacekeep- of UN peace operations; [H: I w a n t  to interrupt  h e r e  (I actually 
ing funds to finance cash shortfalls in regular * modest airlift capabilitv available through t h i n k  I have c o n t a i n e d  m y s e l f  q u i t e  admirr-  
UN administrative operations; pre-negotiatedcontractswithcommercialf~ms b l y  so far) because  I w a n t  to r e m i n d  you o f  

* revise the  special peacekeeping scale of or member states to support urgent deploy- something-THIS DOCUMENT DOESN'T SAY 
assessments to base it on a 3-year average of ments. ANYTHING AS TO GUIDELINES-REALLY. 
national income and rationalize Group C so ANYTHIlllG C A I  BE INTERPRETED ANY WAY 
that higher income countries pay their regular C. Finally, the UN should establish a ANYONE IN POWER WANTS TO INTERPRET 
budget rate. professional Peace Operations Training: Pro- IT--JUST LIKE YOUR IEWSTATES COISTI- 

for commanders and other military and TUTION. BESIDES, YOU HAD BETTER RE- 
Moreover, the U.S. will use its voice and civilian personnel. MEMBER THE U.N. CHARTER-ANY UN 

vote in the Fifth Committee of the General FORCES ARE GOING TO. BY CHARTER. BE 
Assembly of the United Nations to contain D. Consistent with the global objectives HEADED BY RUSSIAN COMMAND!!!l 
costs of UN peace operations once they are outlined above, the U.S. will actively support There is no th ing  new a b o u t  t h i s  
underway. efforts in the Fifth Committee of the -[line Administration's policy regarding the command 

missing]. and control of U.S. forces. [H: Well, you JUST 
IV. Strengthening the UN * detail appropriate numbers of civilian GOT IT! WITH A STATEMENT LIKE THAT 
If peace operations are to be effective and and military personnel to DPKO in NewYork in YOU KNOW YOU ARE "HADW!l U.S. military 

efficient when the U.S. believes they are nec- advisory or support roles; personnel have participated in UN peace opera- 
essary, the UN must improve the way peace * share information, as appropriate, while tions since 1948. American forces have served 
operations are managed. Our goal is not to ensuring full protection of sources and methods; under the operational control of foreign com- 
create a global high command but  to enable * offer to design a command, control, and manders since the Revolutionary War, includ- 
the UN to manage its existing load more effec- communications systems architecture for the ing in  World War I, World War 11, Operation 
tively. At present each UN operation is cre- Operations Division, using commercially avail- Desert Storm and in NATO since its inception. 
ated and managed separately by a still some- able systems and software; We have done so and will continue to do so 
what understaffed UN Department of Peace- * offer to assist DPKO to establish a n  when the President determines it serves U.S. 
keeping Operations (DPKO). As a result, sup- improved, cost-effective logistics system to national interests. 
port to the field may suffer, economies of scale support UN peacekeeping operations; 
are lost, capabilities, particularly in complex * offer to help design the database of [END OF QUOTING] 
operations, need substantial improvement. military forces or capabilities and to notify 
Structural changes at  UN Headquarters, some DPKO, for inclusion in the database, of spe- This has  been a bitch to do and our scribe 
of which are already underway, would make a cific U.S. capabilities that could be made avail- is now in  a n  incredibly bad moodl Maybe Rick 
positive difference. able for the full spectrum of peacekeeping or can get a phone call through and get 'who- 

humanitarian operations. U.S. notification in ever" to read him off that which I couldn't 
A. The U . S . proposals  include t he  no way implies a commitment to provide those translate or was simply missing-I think I got 

reconfiguration and expansion of the staff for capabilities, if asked by the UN; most all of it correctly decoded elsewise. Thank 
the Department of Peacekeeping Operations * detail public affairs specialists to the UN; you, Dharma, and Salu. 
to create: 

Plans Division to conduct adequate ad- 
vance planning and preparation for new and 
on-going operations; 

Information and Research Division linked 
to field operations to obtain and provide cur- 
rent information [line missing] 

* Overations Division with a modem com- 
mand, control and communications (C3) ar- 
chitecture based on commercial systems; 

* Logistics Division to manage both com- 
petitive commercial contracts (which should , 

be re-bid regularly on the basis of price and 
performance) and a cost-effective logistics com- . 
puter network to link the UN DPKO with logis- 
tics offices in  participating member nations. 
This system would enable the UN to request 
price and availability data and to order mate- 
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The Democratic leadership has  proposed 
hearings within 30 days after Mr. Fiske com- 
pletes the first phase of his investigation. He 
is expected to finish sometime in late July. 

Mr. Gonzalez said the hearings should look 
into contacts between the White House and 
federal regulators in  the Whitewater-Madison 

'7120194 RICK MARTIN miles from Mount Hood in Oregon to Mount affair a n d t h e  handling of Mr. Foster's papers 
Adams in  Washington in 40 seconds, one of after his  suicide. 

SAGAN 8is UFOs two close encounters he  had that summer. He said the panel does not have the exper- 
His wife, Martha, attending the banquet tise to conduct a review into the death of the 

In a n  Associated Press article appearing in  with him, said she also had seen the object. White House deputy counsel and suggested it 
the J u n e  25 edition of the ALBANY DEMO- 'It looked like a mercury-vapor lamp," she be dropped as a hearings topic. 
CRAT-HERALD, [quoting:] said. "I thought I could see windows." *No Congressional committee i s  in any way 

So you believe earth has  been visited by When Ron Johnson, director of the Oregon capable of acting as coroner or homicide in- 
unidentified flying objects and the evidence chapter of the Forest Fire Lookout Associa- vestigator, even if there were some legislative 
has  been suppressed by the government? tion, asked who else had seen similar things purpose to be served in  pursuing this issue," 

That hypnosis or psychotherapy can en- while on lookout duty, a dozen hands went up. the Texas Democrat said. 'I believe the inves- 
able you to recover memories from before you Several lookouts said they had not re- tigative work of federal and local police agen- 
were born? ported the UFOs because they didn't want cies and by [Mr. Fiske] should be sufficient. 

That creatures from outer space regularly their district rangers to think that they had 'I would urge that this subject be deleted, 
abduct humans, subject them to sexual abuse lost their minds. on the ground it lacks legitimate purpose, the 
and use them for breeding experiments with Bill Friday said a large, bluish-white disk Congress is ill-equiped to undertake the task, 
aliens? had awakened him one night in the summer of and any congressional review would inevita- 

Well, you have plenty of company, and that  1974 when he was serving on Illahee Rock bly be criticized rightfully as inexpert," he 
makes you a part of one of the biggest prob- Lookout on Southern Oregon's Umpqua River. said. 
lems in the world of science, astronomer Carl It was so bright, he said, that he could still see "The issue here is properly a police ques- 
Sagan and other debunkers of pseudoscientific it when he pulled his sleeping bag over his tion, not a legislative issue," he said. 'An 
misconceptions said Friday. head. investigation of the handling of papers neces- 

"It's not that  we're grumpy about lost con- "I was in a cold sweat, and the hair stood sarily opens the issue of the contents of the 
tinents or UFOs," Sagan said-it's that the u p  on my neck," he said. "It was very real." papers-matters that Mr. Fiske has  asked that 
world can ill afford such scientific illiteracy. we not address." 

Surveys indicate 25 percent to 50 percent RUMORS OF PEACE 
of adult U.S. citizens 'don't know the earth NEW BLOOD SUBSTITUTES 
goes around the sun  once ayear," Sagan said. In a n  article appearing in the July 19 edi- 

"Almost every newspaper in the United tion of THE LOS ANGELES TIMES, written by 
States ha s  an astrology column, and none ha s  Robin Wright, JERUSALEM-[quoting:] New blood 
a daily science column. Some have a weekly On the first day of his sixth Mideast shuttle, 
science column. Why i s  that?" he asked. Secretary of State Warren Christopher talked Why blood substitutes 
'When i s  the last time you heard an intelligent with Israeli leaders Monday and predicted that were developed 
remark on science from a president of the the peace process i s  close to realizing i t s  goal. .Creates a virus-free blood SUDD~V 
United States?" [Oh?] 

[I would like to take an opportunity, right "The Abrab-Israeli conflict, one of the most 
here and now, to invite Carl Sagan to contact me longstanding and most intractable conflicts of 
for an  interview a t  (800) 800-5565. A s  a mem- this entire century, i s  drawing to an end," he 
ber of MJ-12, I'm sure Dr. Sagan could dispel said after meeting with Israeli Prime Minister 
many of the myths, inaccuracies, and flat lies Yitzhak Rabin. 'There will be difficulties on 
that have been circulating about ourspace broth- the path ahead. But, nonetheless, we're pro- 
ers for years and years. He might even helpfill ceeding to assist the parties and they are 
in some of the gaps about what their real pur- proceeding with great determination." 
poses a re  for being here. The question is, will Christopher called his weeklong trip be- 
he? The CONTACT, a s  anyone who has read fore next Monday's planned summit between 
my interviews will attest, will publish word for Rabin and Jordan's King Hussein in Washing- 
word what is shared. It just might be an excel- ton "these historic seven days." 
lent opportunity, Carl, to reach some people you But there was little tangible progress to 
may not normally be able to reach. Just a back u p  his  optimism. While Israeli officials 
thought; nevertheless, l a m  open to hear from are encouraged by the momentum created 
you and would welcome the opportunity for with the latest breakthrough on the Jordanian 
some friendly and frank discussion on these negotiating front, they said Monday they did 
and related matters.] not share U.S. optimism about progress with 

Syria. 
FOREST SERVICE UFO 

SIGHTIHGS GONZALEZ OPPOSES 
FOSTER PROBE- 

In an  article from the June  27 edition of the 
STATESMAN JOURNAL, OAKRIDGE, (OR) [quot- In a n  article from the June 27 edition of the 

'ing: ] NATIONAL WEEKLY EDITION of THE WASH- 
It took a gathering of Forest Service veter- INGTON TIMES, written by Jerry Seper, [quot- 

an s  posted a t  lonely lookouts during their ing:] 
careers to bring out some experiences none of House Banking Committee Chairman Henry 
them wanted to admit-UFO sightings. B. Gonzalez has  told the Democratic leader- 

J u s t  as conference participants were sit- ship he does not want Vincent W. Foster Jr. 's 
ting down' to dinner at a restaurant near suicide [murder] to be part of Whitewater- 
Oakridge recently, J im Doerter announced Madison hearings and opposes a timetable for 
that he  had seen ared and white spinning disk the hearings. 
perhaps 1,000 feet across during his  service In a letter to House Speaker Thomas S. 
a t  Flat Top Lookout near Mouqt St. Helens in Foley, Washington Democrat,, Mr. Gonzalez 
1959. said, "I look forward to meeting with the lead- 

Doerter said he saw the UFO travel the 50 ership soon to discuss hearings." 

. ,  , 
.NO blood type limitations 
L o n g e r  shelf life than real blood: 
a year compared with 5 weeks 

Could prevent blood shortages 

Sources of blood substitute 
Human blood 

.Animal blood, typically from 
cows or pigs 
.Genetically attared bacteria 

Problems with-substitutes 
Some tests with animal and 

bacteria-based blood substitutes 
caused kidney problems or fevers 

Passes out of the system more 
quickly than red Mood 

TOM VALENTINE 

In an  article from the July 11 edition of 
SPOTLIGHT, [quoting:] 

There's good news for those of you who own 
satellite dishes. Sun Radio has  announced 
that SPOTLIGHT'S Radio Free America, hosted 
by Tom Valentine, has  moved to one of the best 
satellites available. Previously, many people 
have had trouble receiving Tom"s popular 
show. 

You can find him on Satcom 1,137 degrees 
West, Transponder 15,7.56 audio. The visual 
signal that accompanies the audio broadcast 
i s  scrambled, and will not distract from your 
enjoyment of the show. 
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HEW MICROSCOPE RUSSIAN TANKS IN U.S.A. and weathered. 
Both tanks were fully equipped with exter- 

In an article from the July 10 edition of the In a n  article from the July 11 edition of nal gear, including fuel drums. The mounts 
S A  N FRANCISCO EXAMINER, [quoting:] SPOTLIGHT, Mike Blair writes, [quoting:] for the tanks" turret-mounted 12.7 millimeter 

Researchers a t  a foundation in Kawasaki, Two Russian heavy tanks have been spot- machine guns were attached, although the 
near Tokyo, have developed amicroscope that  ted along an  interstate highway in western guns were not in the mounts and it was be- 
can analyze consecutive cross sections of Texas. lieved they were probably inside the tanks, 
minute organisms and duplicate them as 3-D Two flatbed trucks carrying one each Rus- where they are usually placed while being 
images. sian T-72 main heavy battle tank were first transported. 

A team working under Toshiro Higuchi, a spotted heading west at the Highway 10 258- The tank with the fresh paint bore the 
professor in the engineering faculty a t  Tokyo mile marker and exited a t  marker 257 to turn markings 'A30" on the side ... 
University who heads the research division at into the truck stop. It i s  believed that the haulers continued to 
the Kanagawa Academy of Science and Tech- Numerous witnesses spotted the tanks travel west after leaving the truck stop. 
nology in Kawasaki, developed the microscope. while their truck carriers were parked in the A similar sighting of what appeared to be 

fareasternareaofthe Russian jeep-type vehicles was reported to 
truck parking lot, fac- SPOTLIGHT to have taken place on May 9 in 
ing northwest. Riggins, Idaho. 

Witnesses  re -  The vehicles-both painted flat white in- 
ported that the trac- side and out, the usual paint scheme of UN 
tors hauling the huge vehicles-were aboard an  18-wheel flatbed 
trai lers  a n d  t anks  truck headed north and parked in front of the 
were allwhite andthe Riggins Post Office. The truck bore a sign 
doors bore decals, indicating it belonged to Mega Trucking of 
"Trism Specialty Car- Nevada, truck number 13 18, and bore the 
riers." There was no license number M 3263. 
address or other de- Meanwhile, reports of activity a t  the truck 
tails on the doors. depotjust south of Saucier, Mississippi, about 

The plate on the 45 miles north of Biloxi along Mississippi High- 
grille of one of the way 49, continue. 
t r ucks  bore Okla- 
homalicense number CRIMINALS EXILED 
ID095723 and it was 
also marked with a In a n  article from the July 15 edition of 
company number ,  THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, EVERETT, Wash.- 
24824. [quoting:] 

One of the Rus- The crime: another violent, small-change 
sian tanks appeared urban robbery. The criminals: Two rural teen- 
'like new", with fresh age AlaskaTlingits. The punishment: Banish- 
da rk  g reen lgray-  ment for one year on uninhabited islands with 
green paint .  The only hand tools and a little food. 
other had a multi- And for the victim: a new dwelling. 
color camouflage An experiment in cross-cultural jurispru- 
paint scheme-light dence was set in motion in a Washington state 
and dark green and courtroom when a judge agreed to go along 
tan-and looked older with old-fashioned tribal justice, 

Company Global 500 rank Sales $ millions U.S. crop acres harvested 1993: the top 10,- . . : Acres 
I.= Boeing #47 - Crop *o .; i on husands) 

Levi Strauss #253 - 
Beverages - PepsiCo #48 

Building materials, glass I I Saint-Gobain #I 07 

Chemicals 

Computer, office equip. . IBM 

Food 

Forest and paper products 
lndustrlal and farm equlp. ' 

Jewelry, sihremare 
Metal products 

( Mining, crude4I production RuhrLohle $14,155 1 
CROP LOOK: More acres of U.S. farmland are given over to 1 Hotw vehicles and prts  General Motors #I $133,622 1 growing corn than to any other crop. Wheat and hay, No. 2 and 

-- No. 3 respect~vely, aren't far behind. 
APIWm. J Castello. Steve Sakson 
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According to Washington law, Alaskans smile" from Miller. asking financial institutions for their coopera- 
Adrian J. Guthrie and Simon P. Roberts, both Miller presented a sd-ries of "taboo-flaunt- tion in detecting, investigation and prosecut- 
17 and Tlingit natives of southeast Alaska, ing vignettes and fantasies" including stories ing financial crimes. 
faced from three to 5 1 /2 years in prison after of his homosexual teenage years, when he  Morris is the first to head the new alliance 
pleading guilty to the robbery of a pizza deliv- remembers "sleeping with another boy in the between FinCEN and Treasury's Office of Fi- 
ery man in Everett last summer. The victim bed I was born in-the bed in which I would be nancial Enforcement, apartnership announced 
was severely beaten with a baseball bat; his  born once again." May 18. The merger creates what could be- 
hearing ha s  been affected. On stage.he strips naked and sits in the lap come one of Treasury's most powerful depart- 

In such violent crimes, Washington law of a front row patron to "conduct a short ments combining FinCEN's analytical and in- 
specifically calls for punishment, not rehabili- discourse on the nervous-making aspects of telligence responsibilities with OFE's regula- 
tation. And the chance of restitution in such what he's doing." tory and oversight capabilities. 
cases i s  remote. He stands nude on stage for 20 minutes. 

But Wednesday, Superior Court Judge At one point he offers a "lengthy, explicit MALARIA STATESIDE 
James Allendoerfer listened sympathetically description of homosexual lovemaking." A 
and gave the go-ahead to a different approach, POST review said the show concluded with In an article from the July 7 edition of THE 
the Tlingit way. He agreed to release the Miller attempting to will himself to erection. DENVER POST, [quoting:] 
teenagers to custody of a tribal court for impo- Miller, a self described 'loud, obnoxious For the first time in more than four de- 
sition of the sentence of one year's banish- fag," came to the nation's attention as one of cades, residents of metropolitan New York 
ment and restitution to the victim. the 'NEA Four," who sued the NEA when his have contracted malaria from local mosqui- 

Prosecutors objected to the experiment, funding was withdrawn several years ago. He toes, federal health officials said yesterday. 
arguing that it would open the door to all sorts continues to receive NEA grants, as does the Three of the cases occurred last July in the 
of cultural exceptions and challenges to state Woolly Mammoth Theatre. New York City borough of Queens, startling 
law. city health officials who this year, for the first 

"A balancing of the books," explained pub- TREASURY time in recent memory, are regularly trapping 
lic defender A1 Kitching. 'Without that, these theinsects and testing them for the disease. 
young men will never be accepted back in the In a n  article from the June 20 edition of Two other cases, reported today in the NEW 
tribe." INSURANCE ACCOUNTANT, [quoting:] ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE, were seen 

Stanley E. Morris, a former adjuster for in New Jersey in 199 1. 
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT Continental Insurance in New York, has been 

FOR THE ARTS named to head the Department of Treasury's LAWRENCE LIVERMORE 
Financial Crimes Enforcement Network and i s  HACKERS 

In an article from the June  27-Julv3 edi- 
tion of the NATIONAL WEEKLY EDITI~N, Rob 
Dreher of THE WASHINGTON TIMES writes, 
[quoting:] 

J ane  Alexander, chairman of the National 
Endowment for the Arts, responded to criti- 
cism of a bloody, NEA-funded stage act by a n  
HIV-positive performer in  part by decrying 
media 'exaggerations ". 

The March 5 event, witnessed by an audi- 
Ence of 100, featured Ron Athey, who i s  in- 
fected with the virus that  causes AIDS, pierc- 
ing his  body with needles, carving designs 
into the bare back of a n  assistant, daubing the 
resulting blood with paper towels and sending 
the towels over the heads of the audience. 

I t  drew immediate criticism from Sen. Rob- 
ert C. Byrd, West Virginia Democrat and chair- 
man of the Senate Appropriations Committee, 
and Sen. Don Nickles, Oklahoma Republican. 
They wrote M i s s  Alexander asking her to ex- 
plain how the performance passed 'the test of 
artistic excellence and artistic merit, by which 
applications for NEA funding are to be judged.' 

'With respect to the Athey performance 
itself, his  work i s  a study exploring modern- 
day martyrdom as it relates to AIDS," M i s s  
Alexander said in  her letter to Mr. Byrd. "It i s  
a very disturbing but important contemporary 
subject." 

[It's disturbing .alright-it's disturbing that 
the NEA continues to fund such events with 
m r  tax dollarsl] 

In a n  article from the July edition of AFA, 
[quoting:] 

This is what your taxes, through the Na-  
tional Endowment for the Arts, recently sup- 
ported a t  the Woolly MammothTheatre, Wash- 
ington, D.C., according to THE WASHINGTON, 
D.C. CITY PAPER (418194) AND THE WASH- 
INGTON POST (41 1/94). 

In a review of a performance titled My 
Queer Body, the CITY PAPER said homosexual 
performance artist Tim Miller asks  audience 
members to identify body parts as he  does an 
impromptu illustrative dance. "Ankle," 'tibia," 
'chest." and "forehead" are  named. The 

I n  a n  art icle 
from the July 12 
edi t ion of THE 
MODEST0 BEE, 
[quoting:] 

Dramatically il- 
lustrating the se- 
cur i ty  problems 
posed by the rapid 
growth of t he  
Internet computer 
network, one ofthe 
na t ion ' s  th ree  
nuclear weapons 
l ab s  confirmed 
Monday that com- 
puter hackers were 
using i ts  comput- 
e r s  to store and 
dis t r ibute  ha rd-  
core pornography. 

E m b a r r a s s e d  
officials at 
L a w r e n c e  
Livermore National 
Laboratory, which 
conducts a great 
deal of classified 
research and has  
highly sophis t i -  
cated security pro- 
cedures, said the 
inc iden t  w a s  
among t he  most 
serious breaches of 
computer security 
ever at the lab. 

The offending 
computer, which 
was shut  down af- 
ter a LOS ANGELES 
TIMES reporter in- 
v e s t i g a t i n g  
Internet  hackinn 

I ' aler ted  l ab  offiz 
Knight-Ridder Triine/JEFF DlONlSE a@ JUDY TREBLE cials, co *taine d 

identification of 'anus" prompts an "exultant more than  1,000 
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pornographic images. It was believed to be the 
largest cache of illegal hard-core pornography 
ever found on a computer network. 

BANANAS 

In an article from the July 9 edition of THE 
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL, written by Richard 
Cole, [quoting:] 

In the beginning, science created the ge- 
netically altered tomato, and the government 
looked upon it, and saw that it was good. 

Now it's time for tbe banana, say two biotech 
companies who've signed an agreement to 
develop a slow-ripening fruit that tastes bet- 
ter and has a longer shelf-life. 

Oakland-based DNA Plant Technology and 
Zeneca Plant Science of Wilmington, Del. also 
hope to introduce some exotic varieties of the 
banana, the U.S.'s second most popular h i t  
after the apple. 

It could be three to five years before the 
new product reaches store shelves ... 

CARROTS 

c) The Mormon Church with its nearly 9 Not only is  TRUTH and MORALITY taking 
million membership does not allow active op- a beating all over the world but even more so 
position to the church, its programs and its the darkness of ignorance enshrouds the in- 
doctrines. telligence of human kind. 

d) Not to be outdone by the race, color, sex, 
ethnicity, age and disability opposition to ha- EUROPEAN DIVISION 
rassment, the opponents of Religious harass- 
ment in the workplace are becoming vocal and In an article from the July 4 edition of the 
active. Johnson City Press,Vienna,-{quoting]: Rus- 

e) Gallup Poll reports big decline in the sian nationalist Vladimir Zhirinovsky, in 
nation's morality. Vienna for a meeting of European parfiamen- 

f )  U.S. politicians have no understanding tarians, predicted Sunday that Europe would 
of the importance of religion in some foreign again divide into two halves, East and West, 
countries' policies. because Easterners felt let down by the lack of 

Throughout the U.S. a Religion Page is  action taken on Western promises after the 
printed in the Saturday edition of most news- end of Communism. 
papers. The page is filled with 1) commercial 
ads and, 2) drivel such as appears above. THE FLIGHT FROM 

The entire six-column spread about the ORGANIZED RELIQXOr98 
Pope's book deals with the money and market- 
ing aspects. A two-liner states "The book is  a In an article from the July 2 edition of the 
discussion of Roman Catholicism and how it Johnson City Press--[quoting]: Beginning when 
relates to the modern eraR If I know anything their children reach their teens, older baby 
about papal writings (and I do) it will be as boomers are showing signs of going to church 
incomprehensible and dull as have been all less often. When the kidsleave home, the first 
the papal writings since Leo XI11 published empty nest boomers are showing an  even more 
Rerum Novamm in 1893. Yet Pope J.P. 11 will dramatic decline in church attendance, ac- 
get 7 million while Colin Powell only got about cording to new research by sociologist David 
6.5 million and Schwarzkopf is reported to get Roozen of Hartford Seminary. 
a mere 5 million for his effort. No generation may have had more of an 

You really have to read for yourself what impact on American religion than the baby 
this religious moron with all the radio stations boomers, born between 1946 and 1965. The 
[Camping] is  saying. Here are excerpts from heights of membership and church attendance 
the story by David Briggs: were achieved in the 1950s and early '60s 

"In two books and a nightly national radio when baby boomers were children. 
talk show, Camping has convinced thousands But they left churches in large numbers in 
that on one day in September, the 'saved' will the late '60s and 1970s-a time when institu- 
be raised up, and the 'unsaved' living and tions were under attack and many viewed 
dead will be condemned to everlasting damna- organized religion as irrelevant, Mainline Prot- 
tion. estant churches were the hardest hit, lasing 

"The iudgement throne is  coming. In a few millions of members all the way through the 

Souped-up veggies 
When is an apple not an apple? When it's a 
carrot that tastes like an apple. Confused? 
Researchers at Texas A&MYs new Vegetable 
Improvement Center are breeding veggies for 
much more than better taste or longer shelf life, 
like the famous DNA-doctored tomato. They're 
packing foods with more of the compounds 
that help prevent heart disease or cancer. Cre- 
ations include those apple-flavored carrots, 
grapefruit-sized onions and, due next spring, 
maroon-tinted carrots with added beta carotene. 
(Yes, maroon is one of the college's colors.) 

days it \;ill be here,' Camping said-in a tele- 1980s. 
- 

phone interview from his office in Oakland. Just  37 percent of baby boomers born be- 
"According to Camping's dateline, the pe- tween 1946 and 1955 with children no longer 

riod of tribulation forecast in biblical books as at  home reported attending church regularly 
leading up to the end began in May 1988, in 1990. 
13,000 years after the world was created in And the downward trend is noticeable even 
11,013 B.C. I t  was in 1988 that Satan was before they have an empty nest. Forty-five 
turned loose on the Earth and churches have percent of older baby boomers with teenage 
been teaching what he calls 'false gospels' children reported being regular church 
that ignore the concepts of hell and damna- attenders in 1990. 
tion. [E.C.-This church avoidance is but an- 

"Working from the May 1988 date, he ar- other sign of the end of a cycle.] 
rived at September 1994 as  the date of the end 
of the world by taking literally a reference in DEMOCRACY. CRIMINALS 
the eighth chapter of the Book of Daniel to a AND RUSSIA 
vision of a sanctuary being rebuilt 2,300 days 
after it was desecrated." From the seed of "DemocracyR an evil off- 

I rest my case. spring has been birthed in Russia after a short 
7120194 Ed Clearp About the vote on the nation's declining gestation period and gives great promise of 

morality the recent Gallup Poll states that leeching the lifeblood from its father, mother 
GOLD PRICE O N  62% thinks society is  getting worse. " I t  was and the entire family. 

SAT. JULY 23. 1994 48% in 1984. Newsweek, early on in '94, The evil is spreading into neighboring 
N.Y. COMEX: $385.00/oz. polled this questions: "Do you think the U.S. peoples and communities and is beginning to 

is in a moral and spiritual decline?". Of those affect countries across the Great Waters. 
L.A. RELIGION polled 76% said yes. The following excerpts from the July 25 

After this, Jada Gallagher, the Californian issue of Newsweekwritten by Melinda Liv and 
Commentary on the Religion section of the staff writer, took her own poll. Polled were the Betsy McKay illustrate this activity and pro- 

L.A. Daily News and the Bakersfield Califor- rabbi, the conservatives, the congressman, voke remembrance of an historical era in the 
nian appearing Saturday, July 16, 1994. the Baptist, the Methodist, the Catholic, the U.S. when Capone and Chicago were the head- 

The headline articles include: Muslim, and guess what? They all agreed 100% lines. Then as now, Eliot Ness (Freeh) and the 
a) The Pope is  publishing a book Crossing on the decline. FBI rise to the challenge. The result will 

The Threshold of Hope in the fall and Random The Presbyterian fellow voted for-a spiri- probably be the same. Gangsters will change 
House is  shelling out 7 million up front to get tual rebirth is on. And get this one. That great into the costumes of bankers and business- 
the rights. expert and authority on morality, Senator Pete man. The show will go on. 

b) Harold Camping, owner of 40 radio sta- Domenici, R-New Mexico, is going to fix it all "Gen. MikhailYegorov wanted the cookout 
tions under Family Radio label with annual withhis CHARACTERCOUNTS WEEK, aschool to be an occasion his guest of honor would 
income of 12 million predicts the end of the program to pro"mote respect, responsibility and remember, however hazily. When FBI chief 
world in September '94. honesty. Louis Freeh arrived at the remote country 
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dacha, the Russian first d e ~ u t v  interior min- 
ister welcomed him with s$rliGg Gypsy danc- 
ers, roast suckling pig and plenty of liquid 
refreshment. 

"They had reason to celebrate. The obiect The Constitutional 
of Freeh's trip was to promote cooperatioA in 
both countries' fight against the increasinn 
global reach of ~uss ia ' s racketeers .  The cen- 
terpiece of Freeh's Moscow visit was the for- 
mal launching of an  FBI liaison office there, 
scheduled to open in October. By Yegorov's 
own estimate, his country has  5,700 gangs, 
totaling 100,000 members; other estimates 
run far higher. In this  year's first quarter, 
Russia averaged 84 murders a day, many of 

Prejudice 
them contract  killings tied to extortion From Universal Press Syndicate [printed were granting the federal government only 
schemes. The mobsters' activities are corrod- verbatim from fax] those powers mentioned in the Constitution, 
ing Russia's fragile legal system and creating For Immediate Release and no others. 
an  international network to make Russia 'the You can see this point more clearly by 
superpower of crime'. Taken from the Jospeh Sobran Column by contrasting the 1OthAmendment with its com- 

'Law-enforcement officials across Europe Joseph Sobran. Dist, by UNIVERSAL PRESS panion, the Ninth Amendment: "The enu- 
fear the expanding influence of Russian crimi- SYNDICATE. Reprinted with permission. All meration in the Constitution of certain rights 
nals. The ugliest danger i s  that the mobsters' rights reserved. shall not be construed to deny or disparage 
greed might help make the threat of nuclear others retained by the people." Put otherwise, 
terrorism a fact. In Berlin, German officials WASHINGTON-Gosh1 My one-man cam- the Constitution does not attempt to list all the 
told Freeh they'd stumbled onto a cache of paign to revive the 10th Amendment seems to people's rights, but it does list all the federal 
weapons-grade plutonium in May. Investiga- be paying offl All over the nation, Americans government's powers. There i s  thus  a consti- 
tors think it was smuggled out of a nuclear- are discovering the part oftheir constitutional tutional prejudice in favor of rights retained 
research institute near Moscow. heritage liberals hoped they wouldn't find out by the people, but against any new power 

"Even without the nuclear risk, the gang- about. claimed by the federal government. 
sters' unchecked activities could produce di- Nancy Roman reports in the Washington Today, the operative prejudice i s  just the 
saster: they could sabotage Russia's efforts to Times that the forgotten 10th is now being reverse. We think we don't have a right unless 
reform itself. Hopes for democracy's survival invoked all over the place. It's being cited by it's listed in the Constitution, but we assume 
depend on getting the national economy u p  States rejecting federal orders (known as, 'un- that the federal government can claim just 
and running; the mob, meanwhile, stifles corn- founded mandates") to clean u p  their water about any unlisted power it wants to. If the 
petition, encourages official corruption and and air, hire more police, jail illegal aliens- framers found out about this state of affairs, 
deters foreign investment. According to aU.S. and to bear the costs themselves; by law en- they'd reach for the smelling salts. 
Embassy official in Moscow, at  least 80 per- forcement officers who refuse to do background How did the central principle of the Consti- 
cent of all Russian businessmen are believed checks on gun purchasers, as demanded by tution get stood on it's head? The chief villain 
to have links with organized crime. the (unconstitutional) Brady Bill; by various was Franklin Roosevelt. H i s  New Deal didn't 

"Thugs' demands: Now foreign companies champions of both states' and individuals' just 'expand" the power of the federal govern- 
have begun feeling the squeeze. Recently the rights. ment, as is  usually said; it destroyed the very 
Moscow office of the U.S. Chamber of Corn- Colorado, followed by other states, is  suing principal of resistance to federal expansion. 
merce received a visit from a pair of thugs who the federal government to "cease and desist" From then on, the federal government bas had 
demanded the names, addresses and phone issuing unfounded mandates. Jim Abbott, the power of writing its own Constitution. 
numbers of all 230 member companies doing chairman of the state's 10th Amendment Com- In 1940 ~oose~elt 'srubber-stamp Supreme 
business in  Russia. mittee, notes that under the historical under- Court declared the 10th Amendment a mere 

"Until now, the Russian government has  standing of the Constitution, the federal gov- "truism", of no force or effect. And since then 
been ineffective against the outlaws. Under- ernment has  no power to create departments the court has never struck down a single 
paid cops, lacking up-to-date equipment, de- of Health and Human Services, Labor, Trans- major power-grab by the federal government, 
spair of matching the mob's resources. Last portation, Energy, Education, and Commerce, while it has  extirpated hundreds of state laws. 
month Yeltsin declared war on 'gangsterism', or the Environmental Protection Agency, the The court has  'expandedn-distorted and in- 
ordering a roundup of alleged gang members Food and Drug Administration, the Federal flated, actually-the First, Fourth, Fifth, 
and  authorizing their detention without Communications Commission, and the Occu- Eighth, Ninth and 14th amendments (not to 
charges for u p  to 30 days. But there's no law pational Safety and Health Administration, to mention the interstate commerce clause), but 
on the Russian books against merely being name a few of the many federal regulatory never the 10th or, interestingly, the second. 
known as a mobster. Civil libertarians say agencies. On the contrary, these two amendments have 
Yeltsin's tactic can only bring a return of the The 10th is usually thought of as the states' been contracted almost to nothingness. They 
old Soviet police state-but many residents rights amendment, but it's more than that. It seem to have no penumbral emanations. 
are nostalgic for the security of totalitarian says simply: "The powers not delegated to the By this selective expansion and contrac- 
rule. United States by the Constitution, nor prohib- tion of the Bill of Rights, the federal govern- 

"Freeh sees no.alternative to the alliance. ited by it to the states, are reserved to the ment has  redistributed rights and powers in 
The  only [other) option is to not deal with the states respectively, or to the people." Put its own favor. We the People may yet have 
Russians a t  all,' he says.' I'm not willing to otherwise, 'We the People" have "delegated" something to say about that. 
ignore Russian organized crime the way we certain powers to 'the United States" (i.e., the 
ignored L a  Cosa Nostra for 50 years.' In the federal government). These powers are listed 
meantime, Russia's residents are finding their in the Constitution. And any powers not listed 
own ways to cope. One American business- remain with the separate states or with US the 
man who opened a fancy new restaurant in People. 
Moscow this  spring researched the city's top There was a good reason for this amend- 
crime organizations, chose one and called to ment. Many of those who hesitated to ratify 
make a deal. Members of three rival gangs the Constitution didn't feel that the powers it 
visited him in the first days of operation. All conferred were tyrannical; but they feared 
he  had to do, he says, was to pick up  the that if the federal government had those pow- 
phone. No one bothered him again." ers, it would also be strong enough to claim 

Now mother Russia is in quite a bind. and exert powers that hadn't been conferred- 
What a choice! Bolsheviem and Big Thugs or and at  that point nothing would be able to stop 
"democracy" and little thugs growing u p  to be it from taking all the powers it wanted. So the "This is top-secret stuff, W~nston. You're 

BIG THUGS. 10th nailed down the point that the people going to have to eat this tablecloth!" 
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Grandma's Trump Card 
To Hopi Nation Plight 

FAX HARD COPY 
To: CONTACT INC. NEWS 

R E S P O N S E  TO F R O N T  P A G E  STORY:  " H O P I  NATION C R I E S  OUT"  

From: A CHEROKEE a n d  a SIOUX, "FIRST AMERICANS" and 'AMERICANS FIRST" 

WE are  passing o n  t h e  'LOGS" of informations to  you o u r  brothers. 
We call you  brothers, as we are all brothers  in this nation, and  we mus t  all bond together with ou r  KNOWLEDGE and u s e  o u r  

KNOWLEDGE, a n d  THE RESOLVED ACTS OF CONGRESS which protect us WHEN WE USE OUR KNOWLEDGE from those who DEFY 
'ALL LAWS", 'ALL TREATIES", 'ALL ORDINANCES", "ALL ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION", 'ALL BILLS OF  RIGHTS", 'ALL ACTS OF 
CONGRESS RESOLVED", and  try t o  take that which is NOT THEIRS TO TAKE, by EXCEEDING their VESTED POWERS. 

We a re  affixing 35+ paaes [on file a t  CONTACT office] of RECORDED. RESOLVED ACTS OF CONGRESS. THE ANTECEDENTS TO 
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF  AMERICA; IN THESE ARE CONTAINED "YOUR RIGHTS". Including 
'Subject t o  t h e  Constitutional Laws" Article VI provisions. 

NOTICE: 'RUSSELL HERMAN'S FAMILY WAS GIVEN THE WATER RIGHTS WEST OF THE OHIO BY PRESIDENTIAL GRANT, 
COURTESY O F  PRESIDENT GRANT". It's a m a t t e r  of Congressional Record. Neither Russell Herman nor  his familv. nor  h i s  he i r s  have 
given any  authorization to  take ANY WATER from ANY SOURCE 'granted" bv President Grant. from "ANY INDIAN and /o r  ANY INDIAN 
NATION". (period] 

Read these documents  carefully, as they contain your  RIGHTS to STOP unauthorized interference a n d  ANY ACT IN BAD FAITH 
AGAINST AMERICAN INDIANS AND THEIR LANDS AND NATURAL RESOURCES. 

If we can be of further assistance let us know. 
Is/ GRANDMA (a Cherokee) and  GRANDPA (a Sioux) 

GET WITH T H E  INTENDED PROGRAM 
TO: CONTACT, Inc. News Ju ly  23, 1994 

Rick Martin 

Dear Rick a n d  Readers, 

I fear I have overburdened the  CONTACT'S FAX by sending through s o  many of our  ORIGINAL LAWS, o n  their  fax today, Ju ly  23rd, 
1994. It is ever-more-so important t h a t  these  ORIGINAL LAWS Compacts, Treaties, Bills of Rights, Territorial Ordinances, Alliances, 
Debts  and Engagements, Contracts a n d  other  legal provisions as se t  forth by the  founding fathers, intending a ROAD MAP be se t  forth 
for all t o  follow who came after them, seeking the  t ru th s  of th i s  great  nation. 

This  grea t  nat ion a t  first was  'Plantations", by 'Charters" from King James, etc., one  being the Plymouth Plantation of 
Massachusetts.  

I n  order t o  'find our  t rue  laws", and to determine what went wrong-in order to  rectify the  wrong, we mus t  go back to  the beginning 
a n d  "determine what  made i t  work in t h e  first instances  of successful historic values, determined by ou r  COMMON LAWS, guaranteeing 
o u r  Rights, o u r  Liberties, our  Freedoms a n d  ou r  Rights as FREEDMEN to be SOVEREIGN over our  destinies, lives, possessions a n d  
other  in like kind.. . ." 

We m u s t  take into consideration: 
(a) t h e  originals were: (1) New York, (2) New Hampshire, (3) Massachusetts, (4) Connecticut, (5) Pennsylvania, (6) New Jersey, (7) 

Delaware, (8) Virginia, (9) North Carolina, (10) Sou th  Carolina a n d  (1 1) Georgia. 
(b) The laws  of these  ORIGINALS bounded t h e  OHIO River to  an approximation of t h e  point where the great Mississippi a n d  the OHIO 

join at Cairo, Illinois (VIRGINIA at that time). In  this instance, the VIRGINIA BILL OF RIGHTS are  pertaining to  t he  Constitutional 
provisions of Article VI of t he  great a n d  inestimable CONSTITUTION of the United States, and  all of these ORIGINAL STATES did have 
ORIGINAL BILLS OF RIGHTS, adhered to  in ARTICLE VI, once again. 

(c) O u r  grea t  CONSTITUTION did no t  begin and e n d  on  J u l y  4th,  1776 ... i t  adhered to  its 'antecedents in its body being the  great and 
inestimable CONSTITUTION'S Article VI." I t  is as powerful in 1994 as i t  was  intended to  be  in 1776 e t  seq. as mandated, scribed, penned, 
resolved, enac ted  ... by t h e  'antecedents" and /o r  parents  of t h e  CONSTITUTION if you please. 

If you  don't  have a ROAD MAP, t h e n  you can't tell where you are going, and  how you got there. 
/s/ GRANDMA 

P.S. 'I" will try t o  provision you  with the maps  s o  you can understand.  

c GOGF3 
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HEADS I N  THE SAND? I think, if i t  were me, 

Grandma Sings I would quit  looking a t  all those 'string biki- 
nis" and  take a good look at what  i s  really 
goinn on i n  America1 

And you MACHO MEN keep saying, 'I AM 
TOO MACHO TO ALLOW ANYTHING TO HAP- 
PEN". "MACHO", i n  its t rue  sense,  means  
'JACKASS OR MULE". 

Golden Oldies Taka a h o k  at ou r  LATEST AND RECENT 
CONFLICTS, More Americans a re  killed by 
FRIENDLY FIRE than from the  alleged en- 
emies (with machetes, spears,  a n d  g u n s  that  
are out  of ammunition). CLEARLY, Ameri- 
c a n s  are  their  OWN WORST ENEMY. 

NOW, about HAITI: "Democracy" is truly 
THE FAT LADY SINGS "AT LAST" LAW can  be  MADE"! How in the  Hell did th i s  a t  work because  THE PRESIDENT of the 

FEDERAL RESERVE ACT get  passed? OR United  States d i scovered  there are $35 
CONTACT, Inc. News better still, who got paid to  pas s  t he  damned BILLION i n  American TREASURY SILVER 
J u l y  20, 1994 thing?! ! CERTIFICATES in the Commercial  Banque 

Historically, since the FEDERAL RESERVE d e  Haiti. It's b e e n  d o w n  there for  years, 
REPETITION, REPETITION, REPETITION "BUNCH" have been in power, every time the SYNDICATE OWNED, represented  by the 
(If a t  first they d o  n o t  succeed, its the same AMERICAN PEOPLE begin to  get  their  heads  BARK'S PRESIDENT, RICHARD KNUBAIW. 

old %$#a over a n d  over again) above t h e  water, UP GOES THE INTEREST That i s  probably WORTH A WAR, b u t  o n  a 
RATE, and UP GO THE TAXES! personal note, there  is a CONTRACT on  that 

Dear Rick and Readers, With the interest  rate a n d  the tax ra tes  $35 Billion American Treasury Silver Certifi- 
going hither,  thither and yon, Americans do  cates. Did you know that, MR. CLINTON!? 

Just had to  comment  o n  your cartoon in not  have a CHANCE lN HELL of ever rebuild- AND. it h a s  TWO MORE YEARS TO GO1 
the latest issue of CONTACT: 'History De- ing this nation, UNDER FREE ENTERPRISE. The TRUE STUFF that WARS ARE MADE 
partment  closed FOR RE-WRITING ". This  But, nation after nation, anywhere else o n  the OF, is OIL (Kuwait), GOLD (Africa), Silver 
s t ruck  me as 'funny" as they never seem to  g lobe ,  can g e t  r e  bui l t . .  .ON AM ERICAN (Silver TREASURY NOTES) in HAITI. 
learn from their mistakes; they jus t  try and MONEY! T h e  "FAT LADY" has the CONTRACT 011 
t ry  a n d  try. AMERICANS keep  losing the i r  homes, THE SILVER CERTIFICATES, MR. CLINTOI, 

I, sometime ago, purchased  a book on  the lands,  properties, jobs-and each  of these Mr. Bush, Mr. Baker, Mr. B e n t s e n  et d. 
HISTORICAL EVENTS OF  THE NINETEENTH have been  used  by the Administrations and Remember, George B u s h  u s e d  to say: 
CENTURY and, believe it o r  not, it is just like the Federal Reserve as ASSETS FOR THE YBUT THE FAT LADY HAS NOT S U I G  YET, 
sitting down and reading the daily newspaper FULL FAITH AND CREDIT of the United A I D  IT'S MOT OVER TILL THE FAT LADY 
of today-same old stuff, same old players, S ta tes  of America. I n  o ther  words. AMERICA SIIGS". 
same  nations. We didn't have a FEDERAL AND AMERICANS have been  TAKEN OVER BY 
RESERVE, b u t  players were t he  same as the FOREIGN ENTITIES who ac t  under  a s e t  of THE 'FAT LADY I S  SINGING #AT LAST'. 
players in t h e  FEDERAL RESERVE. C o r ~ o r a t i o n s  which are foreign-owned and 

Bosnia, Herzegovina, Serbia were a t  it, foreign-held. The WATER RIGHTS are  FOR- /s/ THE FAT LADY (Grandma) 
had made  a peace and alliance for mutua l  EIGN OWNED. most of t he  FOOD PRODUC- 
c o m m o n  de fense ,  we were  having  s o m e  TION, 92% to be  exact, IS FOREIGN OWNED, P.S. By the  way, boys: I ain't tha t  stupid to  
intermeddling into ou r  own "internal affairs", 100% of t he  MONEY IN AMERICA IS FOR- keep all that info. in the  U.S.A. You made 
a war was  about  t o  e n s u e  (the Civil War), EIGN OWNED!!!!! some powerful enemies, when you shook their 
Russ ia  h a d  h e r  problems, England was  about,  'What I?" you say? ' 111 CARGILL controls h a n d s  o n  the faith of America, .and instead of 
all about ,  caus ing  trouble here  a n d  there; she 92% of t he  FOOD PRODUCTION. 121 THE them being able to take your  WORD to t h e  
and her cous ins  could no t  agree o n  anything. 'ROSE SYNDICATE" of Scotland [Enrrland) bank ,  y o u  s tole  t h e  BANK! Didn't you r  
S o u t h  Africa was  in a turmoil, the Boer War also known as vour local MUNICIPAL WATER mommas tell you, 'IT AIN'T NICE TO STEAL"? 
w a s  ongoing; intermeddling in t h e  S o u t h  DISTRICT owns your DRINKING WATER. 131 /s/ THE FAT LADY 
Amer ican  Nations/ Republ ics  h a d  c a u s e d  THE FEDERAL RESERVE CONTROLS YOUR 
WARS down there. It's almost as though they MONEY. 100%. 
have a TIME SCHEDULE, and  these things A very strong observation, and  sugges- 
m u s t  take a turn in t h e  events, one  by one, tion, with all these ent i t ies  being FOREIGN 
and it is t h e  same old thing all over again. OWNED, a n d  this GUN CONTROL measure is 

The United S ta tes  of America h a d  he r  own ongoing: IF I were the J o h n  and  J a n e  Does 
POLITICAL CORRUPTION; they were doing of America, I WOULD TAKE A GOOD LOOK AT 
the i r  old thing, selling off GOLD TREASURY BOSNIA. SOMALIA. RWANDAand other   laces 
BONDS, then cancelling them. Fraud after t ha t  are  being svstematicallv WIPED OUT, 
f raud  was  committed against the  people. a n d  thev STARVE TO DEATH, and  ARE PUT 

Then  they finally decided they were about  ON FORCED MARCHES. DENIED EVEN WA- 
to  get  their  'fannys kicked" by the  people as TER. a n d  THEY CAN NOT DEFEND THEM- 
corruption w a s  rampant  in the  administra- SELVES: thev have NO COMMON DEFENSE 
tions,  so  they entered into a contract with t he  as identified i n  the  Constitutional SECOND 
Morgan Syndicate to  shore u p  the  economy. AMENDMENT! 

The Morgan Syndicate loaned money ou t  And YOU THINK YOURSELVES TO BE A 
to  t h e  U.S.A., a n d  made certain t he  shenani- "FREE AMERICA"!?? 
gans would no t  be pulled on  them; they h a d  a All t ha t  RUSSIAN- a n d  GERMAN-MADE 
CONTRACT. Unfortunately, CONTRACTS do MILITARY EQUIPMENT STATIONED ALL 
n o t  do so  well when  the PARTIES to t he  OVER THE UNITED STATES i s  not here FOR 
CONTRACT decide to  take a TRIP ON THE OUR HEALTH! 
TITANIC. NEITHER ARE THOSE "CONCENTRATION 

Then, along comes those "three" people, CAMPS"! 
who, when  Congress i s  ou t  of session, take i t  You allegedly as tu te  Americans had  better 
upon  themselves to  PASS the  FEDERAL RE- u s e  your  heads  for something other than a 
SERVE ACT. The Constitution says ,  "TWO HAT RACK because WE HAVE A BUNCH OF 
THIRDS OF THE CONGRESS 'ASSEMBLED' TROUBLE LOOKING DOWN ITS BARRELS AT 
AND TWO THIRDS OF THE SENATE 'AS- US. RIGHT HERE ON nUR OWN DOORSTEPS, 
SEMBLED' mus t  be  in session before ANY and YOU SIT LIKE OSTRICHES WITH YOUR 
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passing the city, it is still intact and is under 
about 10 feet of sediment. Ronn Jackson Answers a d ~ y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ z i ~ ~ 5 " 0 3 E 6 1 e ~ l ~ ~  
ago, in our current plane of reference in 
physical time. 

More Questions From Readers These details were given to me by a cur- 
rent member of "MJ-12". I have drawn the 
following conclusions based on my current 
level of knowledge and consciousness. 

When I first read Childhood's End by Arthur 
Bulletins # 13 & 14 will admit to mankind being in or around C. Clarke, about 25-30 years ago, I knew the 

more than 5,000 years and cannot explain it, book was and is a prophecy. 
by Ronn Jackson nor will they even try unless prompted. Both Mankind took about 600,000 Years to 

Hispanics were educated in their own coun- develop to its next level the first time, and 
Before I get into answering specific ques- tries and were taught the same thing, in their 385,000 years to develop into i t s  second 

tions, I would like to relate to a little experi- language. advancement. Since I now know the meaning 
ment that  I conducted. I should preempt my So that you understand what I was saying of the date of April 12, 20 1 1, the third time 
words with the motivation that prompted the in that  letter to the other reader, I am going to will have taken, since this i s  1994, a little 
experiment. With personally receiving over give you certain details and I will let you and over 82,000 years. This will be the beginning 
35,000 pieces of mail, naturally there is a historians decide what you want to do with it. and you now can fill in  some of the gaps of 
repetition on most every subject, but on what Civilization obtained its most advanced history. 
I would estimate, twenty times, I have re- level as compared to what we have now, about 1. "Mike" from Naples, Florida asks: 'What 
ceived requests about history and/or a pe- 80,000 years ago. One of the locations is i s  your opinion of North Korea?" The entire 
riod of time going back to and including what we now refer to as 'Atlantis". Selected North Korea situation is being very carefully 
events that have been recorded by one means parts of that civilization advanced to their orchestrated by our Chmrnment. This i s  how 
or another. In other words, what you and I next level of consciousness. There were sev- Government perpetuates itself by fabricating 
have been taught a t  one level or another, by eral other segments and like levels of ad- a mythical crisis. As to  'Chinay joining forces 
one medium or another. vancement, who also 'moved on" and the with North Korea, they are Communist coun- 

If you stop and think, history goes back to remnants are what we have now, us, as in our tries and are together in  a manner of speak- 
the  pyramids and the building of them. Why current plane of reference. About 65,000 ing; however, since Capitalism has  been in- 
do you suppose that nothing exists prior to years ago, there took place an adjustment in troduced to the 'Peoples' Republic,' war with 
that time, approximately 5,000 years ago? our globe which can be best explained as a this country is questionable. 
Sure, there are bits and pieces that exist but settlement in the land areaand which changed 2. "Mary Jean' from Grand Junction, 
nothing of a real definite nature. It is almost the face of the Earth. In other words, Mother Colorado asks: 'What is Your opinion of the 
as if civilization started, in our plane of refer- Earth, in  her natural progression of aging, 10th h ~ e n d m e n t  initiative from Colorado?" 
ence, about 2,100 B.C. (give or take a few settled, and changed to what we now know as Several states have a similar initiative on the 
hundred years). the configuration of the seven continents. If agenda. The Cbvernment won't Pay any at- 

There are various scientific explanations any of you are curious, what was referred to tention until several States adapt the same 
about how we, as a species, evolved, but they as 'Atlantis" can be found in a direct westerly policy. Make no mistake: Government i s  
are all theories based on other information line from the southernmost tip of 'Portugal" aware of Your State's initiative and will, 
and if you were to ask for written records, and below 17,000 feet of water. Although, 'tread water soon." 
again there are bits and pieces and all you there no longer exists a globe or circle encom- 3. 'John C." from Bedford, Indiana asks: 
will receive is a n  opinion of someone based on 
other information that is known to that some- 
one. In other words, nothing in writing exists 
that  is documented prior to a short time prior 
to the building of the pyramids. Scientifi- 
cally, we as a species are much older, we 
believe, but  why does not there exist proof. 
Okay, there are stories about a Queen of 
Egypt who was not satisfied with history and 
had all that was recorded, destroyed. Again, 
this and other theories are pure speculation. 

In a former writing, I made the statement 
to a n  individual, *Mankind has reached our 
current level of knowledge, twice before." Six 
days later, I received another letter asking me 
to explain my statement. I still haven't an- 
swered the second letter and, realizing I was 
procrastinating, I asked another 10 people 
the same question; hence, the experiment. 

After explaining what I was asking, almost 
uniformly, the  answer was the same. Ancient 
Egypt was the beginning of what all those had 
been taught and knew of. Oh, there were 
questions about the dinosaurs and the Bible 
and I politely informed them that I was asking 
what they knew, with a reasonable amount of 
certainty; what all had been told or taught 
about mankind and what they had received 
for documentation. In everv instance. all said 
the verv same thin% 

I then asked two Hispanic people, one 
born in "Mexico" and one born in 'Honduras". 
I have made two conclusions from my experi- 
ment: First, everyone ha s  a mental block and 
can only relate to that specific time frame (up 
to 5,000 years ago). And two, no one can or 
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'What i s  your opinion of the, 'O.J. Simpson' gress. The usurpations ofyour rights actually the 'United States" and the 'United States of 
fiasco?" To be perfectly honest with you, had started before the Constitution was ratified in America" had the same meaning. This fact will 
Mr. Simpson used the gun he was supposed to 1789. My last statement i s  not a new one. It not be found in any history book. The source 
have had to his  head in the chase scene, I was foreseen in The Federalist Papers. is  found in The United States Code and by the 
would have had a lot more respect for him. A s  10. 'Steve" from San Mateo, Californiaasks: decisions of the Judicial starting a t  that time. 
it i s  now, I am confident in the jury that will 'Why did you make the comments on dollars in Did you know: 'There are two United States"? 
judge him. Never sell your fellow citizens the CONTACT?" I made comments on 'Federal 6. 'Edward 86 Joan" from Phoenix, Arizona 
short. Reserve Notes". We no longer have dollars as ask: 'We still have the technology that made 

4. 'Leon" from Birmingham, Michigan asks: a form of currency. this Country what it is. Why are you so 
'Do you drink wine and do you have a prefer- opposed to what our Government is  doing?" 
ence?" Yes, I enjoy wine and with dinner; I / s/ Ronn Jackson Your question would take a thousand pages to 
prefer a Cabernet Savignon; preferably, 'Rob- answer. Continue to read CONTACT and you 
ert  Mondalvi" 1979. * * *  will receive truth. Our Government does not 

5. 'John" from Thousand Oaks, California control itself. Only a few men 86 one woman 
asks: 'Since you seem to know something Bulletin # 14 does. They are maneuvering an  extremely 
about finance, what i s  'QVC' doing attempting complacent society into a herd of sheep. While 
to merge with CBS?" That's the easiest ques- 1. 'Macy 86 Ruth" from Louisville, Ken- you pay your bills and feed your family, they 
tion I had all day. Mr. Diller is not really trying tucky ask: 'What are your views on, W.A. have you believing, 'Things are good.." Things 
to merge with the network, he is  raising the Annenberg ' 3" He is  seeking to control your are not what you believe them to be. We have 
price of 'QVC" stock. It is  a ploy only and he  and my mind, and he doesn't try to hide it. He an  unfunded currency, a military at  its lowest 
is out of his league. CBS i s  'old" and 'big- (his foundation) gives vast sums of money to level in many years, diminished buying power, 
time" money; that doesn't mean Mr. Diller 'educational" programs. Many people in this and the most serious of problems is, 'several 
cannot obtain that status. country say he i s  a hero and a true American. manufactured 'crises' ". You keep believing 

6. 'John L." from Longmont, Colorado What his money does i s  sell those who benefit 'Bill Clinton" and Congress and I only ask one 
asks: 'My personal computer has  2 megabytes from that money, into "bondage." thing of you: Please don't send me an  invita- 
of RAM. I've heard about Super-Computers 2. 'Paul Shields" from Chicago, Illinois tion to the funeral of your family. 
having much more. Please explain how a asks: 'Why are you putting out all of this 7. 'Art B." from L a s  Vegas, Nevada states: 
'CRAY XMP-XX' i s  configured." The last,  information?" If I don't, the Government will 'Mr. Jackson, I believe you to be a fraud." 
'CRAY" Super-computer that I worked with put you into a situation where they will tell Thank you for your opinion, Mr. 'B." 
was a 'XMP-48". Its core memory was 8 mil- you where to work and what to work at; what 8. 'Joyce" from Grafton, Massachusetts 
lion, 64 bit words. Your computer a s  you to eat and when; people from Germany will be asks: 'Can you give me any information on the 
described it i s  a 16-bit, emulating 32-bit ar- assessing your taxes; people from South 'Kennedy' family that has  not been told? I am 
chitecture. If you were to compare your com- America will tell you where to travel; people thinking of running for public office." Sorry 
puter to that  CRAY, it would take 1- 112 from Japan will hold what money you may be Joyce, I don't deal in smut. There is enough 
million to equal its capabilities. Yours runs  at  entitled to, and so on. In other words, a information that i s  of public record to dis- 
25  M H z .  The CRAY runs at  210 M H z .  You faction of your elected officials want to rule qualify most people, that doesn't seem to af- 
cannot work a Super-computer with a key- the world and, if necessary, they will walk all fect the Kennedy family. The people in your 
board. You need a front-end to operate a over you to do so. This is  called, 'One World state continue to re-elect Ted Kennedy. I'm 
Super-computer. (A Main-Frame.) Normally, Order". If you would like an  example of how not sure the constituency of your state wants 
it takes about 90 days to write software for a this works, read George Orwell's 1984. honesty or integrity. 
front-end of a Super-computer. Yes, a CRAY 3. ' M a ,  from Omaha, Nebraska asks: 'I 9. 'James 86 Marlene" from Bay City, Michi- 
can have (the model you asked about) up  to 8 liked Ronald Reagan. You seem to have a low gan write: 'We lost money in 'Continental Bank' 
processors. You need special software for opinion of him. May I ask why?" I have a low in Chicago. There are many stories circulating 
parallel processors. opinion of all politicians, including Mr. Reagan. about their problems. Can you enlighten u s  

7. "Mr. & Mrs. Marty H." of Boise, Idaho What you liked, fromyour letter, is  his person- on what happened?" That bank was primarily 
ask: 'Do you have stocks that you would ality. He was likable, but being nice does not a commercial bank and made several substan- 
recommend?" Yes, I do, but I would tell you to run this country, which was his job. One tial loans to the same people that "BCCI" had 
buy gold first. If, after you keep some cash for positive point of the former President was the for customers. Also, Federal Banking rules 
a rainy day, I would say buy, 'Hansen 'B' 'Grace Commission". Even the Government's require that so much of each "FRNw go to 
Warrants" and almost any gold or silver stock own figures show that 35% of all Government developing nations, which recently has  been 
listed on the Big Board [NY Stock Exchange]. spending is wasted. The Commission report written off as uncollectible bad debts. What 

8. 'Mason" fromBaltimore, Marylandasks: was disregarded. [See related story on p.40.1 you don't realize is  that by Government im- 
'You mentioned Warren Christopher as being 4. 'Larry N." from Lakewood, Pennsylvania posing these and other such rules, they are 
a part of the Committee. How can he be in asks: 'Our Senator, Arlen Specter, started his actually taking your money and giving it away. 
Government?" Because he is. He i s  a very political career about 30 years ago. Do you Instead of Government as an  entity taking the 
powerful man. He has  a law office in Los know of his background?" Senator Specter, loss, you as an individual take the loss and 
Angeles with a branch in Washington, D.C. along with attorney David Belin of Des Moines, that keeps Government with all that much 
H i s  Committee office is  located on N.W. 16th Iowa, was the co-counsel for the "Warren Com- more power. Government, or should I say, 
Ave. in Washington, D.C. Yes, he is  married. mission." Both were incredibly stupid a s  they 'FDIC" bailed out that bank just a few short 
His family members are innocent victims. I both believed in Chief Justice Earl Warren, years ago. Bank of America just acquired it. 
think he i s  73 or 74. His soft voice i s  deceiv- who headed up  the investigation of the assas- 'A.P. Giannini was one of the original commit- 
ing. If he is  replaced as Secretary of State, it sination of John F. Kennedy. His political tee (C.0.U.P.E.S) members. (The founder of 
will be because he wants to be. Bill Clinton career has  spanned up  to and including the BankofAmerica) Surprise-surprisel! Wake- 
was doing what he was told to do. I am afraid present, which covers his last election to the up America!! 
politics are not what you envision them to be, Senate, in which he  spent $8.2 million to get 10. 'Arthur L." of Miami, Florida asks: 

9. 'Karen 86 Charles" fromTaos, New Mexico elected to a job which pays $142,500.00. 1 'Please explain more on 'FEMA'. My wife and 
ask: 'Explain the beginning of the judicial may be just an  'old country boy", but I don't I are still waiting for funds promised several 
system. We are sure you know of it because of think you can explain any of his career to me. months ago. Although Hatonn has  spoken of 
your lawsuit." I don't think anyone knows all Just  another one of the 720,000 members of them, why are they taking so long? Can we go 
about it. If  you try to read anything that any the American Bar Association who is  directly to another agency to get assistance? The local 
attorney writes, you will be confused as it was responsible for the decay of our once-great representatives keep saying they are passing 
intended for you to be. I will tell you what I nation. our requests on. Our savings are almost gone." 
know about the beginning of the Judicial. The 5 .  'Perry &, Ruth" from Chico, California I hope your claim i s  satisfied soon. 'FEMA" 
authority used by the Judicial is the 'Judicial ask: 'When did the Government start taking will be the first Government bureaucracy to 
Act of 1789". However, our Judicial is based away our rights?" Almost the same time our go. There are other ways of helping one an- 
on Admiralty Law which is the 'Camanetti Constitution was ratified, but history will show other. We don't need Government. 
Act". I f  you were to lay the "Judicial Act of that the single most damaging act was right Please watch for Bulletin # 16. It is  devoted 
1789" next to the 'Camanetti Act", they are around the Civil War, around 1860, when the to 'FEMA". 
identical. Neither one was ratified by Con- political representatives started inferring that /s/ Ronn Jackson 
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Clinton ha s  offered two fascinating s ~ e c i m e n s  

Insider Report of constitutional interpretation. ~hYe &st state- 
ment came during MTV's Enough is Enough 
forum on April 19th: '...when we got organized 
as a country and we wrote a fairly radical 
Constitution with a radical Bill of Rights, giving 
a radical amount of individual freedom to 

From INSIDER REPORT ons" ban was passed on May 5th-five days 
column of The New American before this survey was administered. The 

Marine told The New American in a telephone 
Editor's note: Thefollowing article has been interview that it was his  impression that the 

sent to us  by Ronn Jackson with a request to survey 'was just research for this  [Navy] 
"print this". The article as received was not commander's degree," and he was not aware of 
complete, but we willprint what we have. Please similar surveys being administered at other 
note, CONTACT is not permitted distribution a t  facilities. The Marine also sent The New Ameri- 
any Government facility on a regular subscrip- can a clipping from the base's weekly newspa- 
tion basis. Men were killed by ufriendlyfire' for per describing the March visit from several 
having copies of CONTACT during the Gulf War, members of the Council on Foreign Relations. 
and several soldiers who began as regular read- The CFR delegation received a high-profile 
ers in South Korea had papers confiscated and tour of the  facility's Combat Center. 
their lives were threatened if CONTACT contin- There are other indications of an ominous 
ued. Basically a n  entire group of people, Goo- change in America's military culture. Accord- 
ernment employees, who could make a differ- ing to a St. Louis Post-Dispatch story, Param- 
ence, either are scared spitless or are simply eters, the journal of the Army War College, 
not allowed to know about the paper. recently published a n  essay by Major Ralph 

Peters warning about the creation of a world- 
Police State Update. The New American wide "warrior class" composed of 'erratic primi- 

h a s  received a copy of a 'Combat Arms Survey" tives of shifting allegiances, habituated to vio- 
which was administered to Marines at the lence, with no stake in civil order." According 
Twenty-nine Palms, California Marine base on to Major Peters, among the groups which com- 
May 10th. Attached to the survey was a letter pose the 'warrior class" are 'genuine patri- 
from a young Marine, who explained: 'En- ots". Peters writes that in dealing with patri- 
closed is a survey given to me and other Ma-  ots and otherUprimitives", the proper approach 
rines from different units on base that had is 'irresistible violence directed against the 
participated in  either Operations 'Just Cause,' warlord and the warriors. You cannot bargain 
'Desert Storm,' or 'Restore Hope.' A Navy or compromise with warriors." 
commander came before u s  and said he  was 
working on his  Master's Degree and he  was Clintonizing the Constitution President 

Americans, it was assumed that the Ameri- 
cans who had that freedom would use it re- 
sponsibly." However, said Mr. Clinton, in 
contemporary America "there's a lot of irre- 
sponsibility. And so a lot of people say there's 
too much personal freedom." 

Mr. Clinton-the quintessence of personal 
responsibility-tol'd his audience, 'When per- 
sonal freedom's, being abused, you have to 
move to limit it. That's what we did in  the 
announcement I made last weekend on the 
public housing projects, about how we're go- 
ing to have weapon sweeps and more things 
like that to try to make people safer in their 
communities" (emphasis added). Mr. Clinton's 
reasoning is that because government had 
'given" people 'a radical amount of freedom." 
the government could take awav anv amount 
of freedom it decided was excessive. 

The same assumptions were displayed by - - 
Mr. Clinton during May 2nd press confer- 
ence intended to promote the 'assault" weap- 
ons ban. Stated Mr. Clinton: 'How can we 
walk away from this? Especially when this  bill 
protects over 650 specific hunting weapons? I 
mean, I don't understand why the [gun] orga- 
nizations aren't saying, 'well, hallelujah, this  
i s  the first federal explicit protection we ever 
had for the means of hunting." Once again, 
Mr. Clinton was saying that Americans pos- 
sess only those liberties the state decides to 
give them. 

writing a paper about giving u p  our military's 
sovereignty to the United Nations Secretary- 
General. Needless to say, I was shocked. I 
marked all of the questions 'strongly disagree' 
and turned in the survey. The Marine next to 
me just happened to grab two surveys as they 
were being passed out. He agreed to give [one] 
to me." 

The survey posed a number of statements 
and asked the Marines to respond along a 
scale running from 'strongly disagree" to 
"strongly agree". Among the statements con- 
tainedin the survey were the following: 'I feel 
the President of the United States has the 
authority to pass h is  responsibilities as Com- 
mander in Chief to the UN Secretary-General"; 
"I feel there i s  no conflict between my oath of 
office and serving as a UN soldier"; 'I would be 
willing to volunteer for assignment to a U.S. 
combat unit under a UN commander"; 'I would 
like U N  member countries, including U.S., to 
give the UN all the soldiers necessarv to main- - 
tain world peace"; 'I would swear Gy the fol- 
lowing code: 'I am a United Nations fighting 
person. I serve in the forces which maintain 
world peace and every nation's way of life. I 
am prepared to give my life in their defense." 

The final statement posed a shocking sce- 
nario: 

The U.S. Government declares a ban on the 
possession, sale, transportation, and transfer 
of all nonsporting firearms. A thirty (30) day 
amnesty period is permitted for these fuearms 
to be turned over to the local authorities. At 
the end of this  period, a number of citizen 
groups refuse to turn  over their firearms. 
Consider the following statement: I would fire 
upon U.S. citizens who refuse or resist cofisca- 
tion of firearms banned by the U.S. government. 

It should be recalled that the 'assault weap- 
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THE Committee Of 17 
Editor's note: What you are about to read is the most important list of global controllers on the 

planet. Ronn Jackson has finally agreed to reveal the entire list of these names and has done so  
exclusively to CONTACT. Pay attention, now, a s  you read this list of USURPERS who play THE most 
profound controlling role in our day-to-day lives, in w a y s  none of us can yet quite imagine. 

A1 - WALT ROSTOW 
A 2  - STEVEN M. WOLF 
A 3  - WILLIAM T. JONES 
A 4  - N O R M A N  MAILER 
A 5  - WARREN CHRISOPHER 
A 6  - SIR JAMES GOLDSMITH 
A 7  - JACQUES SANTER 
A 8  - HUBERTUS VON GRUENBERG 
A 9  - JUAN CARLOS 

A1  0 - ALBERT0 FUJIMORE 
A 1  1 - EDWARD SHEVARDNADZE 
A1  2 - JOHN MCFARLANE 
A1  3 - JEAN CHRETIEN 
A 1  4 - T O M l l C H l  MURAYAMA 
A1 5 - BARBARA JORDAN 
A 1 6  -ALEXANDER SOLZHENITSYN 
A 1  7 - R O N N  JACKSON 

NOTES: 

A2 - Admiral Byrd, in our frame of reference he is known as Steven M. Wolf, CEO United Airlines. 
A3 - Henry Ford, in our frame of reference he is known as William T. Jones, President National Energy Group. 
A4 - Adolf Hitler (up to the age of 28 years), in our frame of reference he is known as Norman Mailer. 
A 5  - Warren Christopher, Secretary of State. 
A6 - Bertrand Russell, in our frame of reference he is known as Sir James Goldsmith (active trader in the gold 

market). 
A7 - Jacques Santer, Prime Minister of Luxembourg. 
A 8  - Hubertus Von Gruenberg, Continental Tire Company AG, Germany. 
A9 - Sir Isaac Newton, in our frame of reference he is known as  Juan  Carlos, Royal Family of Spain. 

A 10 - Alberto Fujimore, President of Peru. 
A12 - John McFarlane, British banker from Hong Kong, 
A 1 3  - Jean Chretien, Prime Minister of Canada. 
A 14 - Tomiichi Murayama, the new Prime Minister of Japan. 
A 1 5  - Barbara Jordan, with the LBJ Law Center. 
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The Death Of Camelot 
By Ronn Jackson 

Organizational Chart #4 
[Editor's note: We have been informed by Ronn that this chart holds THE key for many missing aspects to the *shadow government" 

organizational puzzle. When oiewed along with the ongoing USURPERS material on Lyndon Johnson and others, combined with last week's 
extremely important Committee drug operations charts onpages 46-52, plus the now-complete list of Committeeplayers onpage 38 of this issue- 
thepieces begin to fallinto place. Do not be concerned if, foryou, they don't. To those who need to know, this, w e  aretold, will havegreat meaning;] 
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COMMITI'EE OF 17 

A1 - WALT ROSTOW A9 - JUAN CARLOS 
A2 - STEVEN M. WOLF A10 - ALBERT0 FUJIMORE 
A3 - WILLIAM T. JONES A l l  - EDWARD SHEVARDNADZE 
A4 - NORMAN MAILER A12 - JOHN MCFARLANE 
A5 - WARREN CHRISOPHER A13 - JEAN CHRETIEN 
A6 - SIR JAMES GOLDSMITH A14 - TOMIICHI MURAYAMA 
A7 - JACQUES SANTER A15 - BARBARA JORDAN 
A8 - HUBERTUS VON GRUENBERG A16 - ALEXANDER SOLZHENITSYN 

A17 - RONN JACKSON 
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CAGW Honors Grace Caucus 
[Editor's note: See Ronn Jackson's answer to question #3 on 

p. 36 for more on this atypical endeavor by politicians.] 

CAGW Co-chairmen J. Peter 
Grace and Jack Anderson h o n o d  
197 members of Congress who are 
members of the Congressional 
Grace Caucus at an awards recep- 
tion March 15. 

Caucus &chairmen Sens. Herb 
Kohl @-Wisc.) and Hank Brown 
CR-Colo.) and Reps. Chris Cox (R- 
Calif..) and Rank Pallone (D.N.J.) 
exhorted their colleagues to contin- 
ue their bipartisan effort, which 
has characterized Grace Caucus 
activity, to promote legislation and 
other action to eliminate waste, 
inefficiency, and mismanagement 
in the federal budget. 
Grace thanked the Caucus mem- 

bers for their dedication to the tax- 
payer. Grace said, "It's always 
been an American tradition that 
your children live better than you 

SENATE GRACE CAUCUS 

did." He added, Wnfortunately, if 
we don't balance this budget in the 
next five to ten years, we will no 
longer pass on a higher standard of 
living to the next generation by the 
year 2015." 

Rep. Pallone stated that biparti- 
sanship is key to cutting govern- 
ment waste effectively. P'allone 
said he hoped the event would be 
"a kickoff for [waste-cutting] activ- 
ities on the part of the Caucus 
over the next few months of this 
Congress." 

Rep. Cox noted that "total 
spending for FY 1994 is more than 
the federal government spent dur- 
ing the entirety of five years from 
1969 to 1973." Cox added, 'There's 
no question that we've got to put a 
lid on it." 

Sen. Brown remarked that 

By Joe Winkelmann 

Americans recognize the need for a 
long-term plan for our budget. 'The 
deficit thvatens to swallow up the 
entire future of our country." Bmwn 
summed up, "Peter Grace's leader- 
ship on this issue over the yeam ha! 
served to alert the cowtry of the 
problem of government waste and 
could turn around the very bleak 
future of our country." 

Since its inception eight years 
ago, the Congressional Grace Cau- 
cus has worked with CAGW as a 
resource to help enact some $250 
billion in federal budget savings. 

Grace and CAGW President 
Thomas A. Schatz presented certifi- 
cates to Caucus members citing 
their "dedication to American tax- 
payers." 

Schatz noted that this year more 
than 50 members of Congress have 

joined the Congressional Grace 
Caucus, increasing membership by 
more than a third and establishing 
a new record. 

Sen. Kohl, citing his bipartisan 
work with Senate Co-chairman 
Brown, called for shared s a d =  to 
achieve s u m s .  

"Last fall, Sen. Brown and I 
and others were involved in 
crafting a bipartisan plan that 
would have made almost $100 
billion in real spending cuts. 
That process was not easy. All of 
us [who were] engaged had to 
accept some cuts we did not fully 
support and forgo some cuts we 
supported strongly. 

"But in the end, we agreed on a 
package, and we defended that 
package on the Senate floor," Sen. 
Kohl said. 

Howell Hefin Frank H. Dennis DeConcini John McCain Hank Brown Ben Nighthorse William V. Rath, Jr.  Bob Graham 
(D-Ma.) Murkowski (D-Ariz.) (R-Ariz. ) ' (R-Colo.) Campbell (R-Del.) (D-Fla.) 

(R-Alaska) Co-chairman (D-Colo.) 

Robert C. Smith Bill Bradley Jesse A. Helms Byron L. Dorgan Don Nickles Arlen Specter John H. Chafee Ernest F. Hollingx? 
(R-N.H.) (D-N.J.) (R-N.C.) (D-N.D.) (R-Okla.) (R-Pa.) (R-R.1.) (D-S.C.) 

Strom Thurmond Thomas A Daschle Phil Gramm Kay Bailey Orrin G. Hatch James M. Jeffords Herb Kohl Alan K Simpson 
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HOUSEGRACECAUCUS 

Spencer Bachus Sonny Callahan Jim Kolbe 
(R-Ala.) (R-Ala.) f R-Ariz.) 

Ken Calvert Gary A. Condit Christopher Cox 
(R-Calif.) (D-Calif.) (R-Calif.) 

Cochairman 

Jon Ky l . Rob Stum y 
(R-Ariz.) (R-Ariz.) 

Randy (Duke) John T. Doolittle 
Cunningham (R-Calif) 
(R-Calif.) 

Tim Hutchinson Rill Raker Anthony C. 
(R-Ark.) (R-CaliC) 13uilenson 

(11-Calif.) 

- -  - 

Robert K. Dornan David Dreier Elton Callegly 

Jane H a m a n  WaUy Herger Steve Horn Duncan Hunter Jay Kim 
(R-Calif.) (R-Calif.) 

J e n y  I ~ w i s  f loward P. (Buck) C:arlos .I. Moorhead 
(R-CaliE) McKtnn t R-C;ihf.) 

(R-Calif.) 

Ron Packard Richard Pombo Dana Rohrabacher Ed Royce Bill Thomas Waiter R. Tucker 111 Wayne Nlard Joel 1 I14ley 
(R-Calif.) (R-Calif.) (R-Calif ) (R-Calif.) (R-Calif.) (D-Calif.) (R-Colo.) (R-Colo.) 

i 

Dan Schaefer Patricia Schrocder Nancy L. Johnson Christopher Shays Michael Bilirakis TIllie Fowler I'ortrr J. Goss 

Tom Lewis Bill McCollum Dan Miller Ileana Ros-Lehtinen E. Clay Shaw, Jr.  George (Buddy) Nathan Deal Newt Glngrich 
f R-Fla.) IR-Fla.) (R-Fla.) IR-Fla.) (R-Fla.) Darden (D-Ga.) (R-Ga.) 

&* (D-Ga.) 
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s 
- 

Don John.;on Juhn 1,lnder J Roy Rowlnnd Ph~lin M Crane Richard J Durbin Thomas W. Ewnc 

Harris W. Fawell J. Dennis Hastert Henry J. Hyde Donald Manzullo John Edward Porter Glenn Poshard Dan Burtan tJill L. Long 
(R-Rl.) (R-111.1 . (R-l'll.) (R-Ill.) (R-Ill. ) (D-Ill.) (R-Ind.) (D-Ind.) 

Jim Lightfoot .Jan Meyers Richard H. Raker James A. Hayes Bob 1,ivingstnn Jim McCrery Olympia ,I. Snowc Rosaw G .  Bartlett 

Peter I. Blute Peter G. Torkildsen Dave Camp Bob Carr Peter Hoekstra Joseph Knollenberg Bart Stupak Fred Upton 
(R-Mass.) ( R-Mass.) (R-Mich.) (D-Mich.) (R-Mich.) (R-Mich.) (D-Mich.) (It-Mich.) 

Hod Grams ' Timothy J. Penny Jim Ramshd Pat Danner Bill Emerson Me1 Hancock James M. Talent tfarotd L. Volkmer 

Barbara F. Bill Zeliff Bob Franks Dean A. Callo William J. Hughes Frank Pallone. Jr .  Dick Zimmer 1511 Richardson 
Vucanovich 

., 
(R-N.H.) (R-N.J.) (R-N.J.) (D-NJ.) (D-N.J.) (R-N.J.) (D-N.M.) 

(R-Nev.) Cochairman 
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Steven H. Schiff Joe Skeen Hamilton Fish Jr. Amo Houghton P e b r  T. King David A. Levy Bill Paxon Jack Quinn 
(R-N.M.) (R-N.M.) (R-N.Y.) (R-N.Y .) (R-N.Y.) (R-N.Y.) (RN.Y.), (R-N.Y.) 

(D-N.Y.) (R-N.Y.) (R-N.C.) (R-N.C.) (R-N.C.) (D-N.C.) (D-Ohio) (D-Ohio) 

(R-Okla.) (R-Oreg. ) Jr.  (R-Pa.) (R-Pa.) Greenwood (R-Pa.) (D-Pa.) (R-Pa.) 

*, 

1 .  .J$' 
\b'P * 

',* ' 

$W: A 
Bud Shuster Robert S. Walker Curt Weldon Ronald K. Machtlcy Arthur Ravrnel, .Jr Floyd Si)t~nc(* 

James H. (Jimmy) Don Sundquist Michael A. Andrews Dick Armey Joe Barton John Bryant Ronald TI Colct-nan Tom IleLay 
Quillen (R-Tenn.) (R-Tenn.) (D-Tex.) (R-Tex.) , (R-Tex.) (TI-Tex ) (D-Tcx ) i R-'I'cax ) 
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Jack Fields Pete Geren Ralph M. Hall Greg Laughtin Lamar S. Smith Charles W. Charles Wilson ,inrncs V. Iiansen 
(R-Tex.) (D-Tex.) (D-Tex.) (D-Tex.) (R-Tex.) Stenholm (D-Tex.) (R-Utah) 

(D-Tex.) 

Karen Shepherd Thomas J. Bliley, Jr. Robert W. Goodlatte Lewis F. Payne Jennifer Dunn Steven Gunderson Gerald D. Kleczka Thomas E. Petri 
(D-Utah) (R-Va.) (R-Va.) (D-Va.) (R-Wash.) (R-Wisc.) (D-Wisc.) (R-Wisc.) 

NOTPENRED 
Rep. Lynn Schenk (D-Calif.) 
Rep. Fortney Pete Stark (D-Calif.) 
Rep. Thomas M. Foglietta (D-Pa.) 

Toby Roth F. James Craig Thomas 

CONGRESSIONAL GRACE CAUCUS 
103RD CONGRESS AS of April 13, 1994 

CAUCUS Co.CHATRMEN NUMBER OF MEMBERS 

Rep. Christopher Cox (It-Calif.) Srrl;ttc, Hoc~se Total 

Rep. Frank Pallone, Jr. (D-N.J.) Rep. 19 120 139 

Sen. Hank Brown (R-Coio.) Ucm. 13 45 58 

- - 

West IS Takine Back America! rights by federal agencies without just compensation. 
Beltway elites may scoff, but this rebellion is 

growing. One day it will manifest itself in acts more 

Tenth Amendment dramatic than a handful of sheriffs refusing to carry 
out Brady. In Colorado there is talk of the state 
withholding federal gas-tax revenues from Washing- 
ton and spending the money directly on state high- 
wavs. 

(R-Wisc.) Sensenbrenner, Jr. (R-wyo.) 
(R-Wisc.) 

Drives Vigorous Revolt * In Catron County, N.M., rhetoric about "taking 
back Americaw has taken on teal meaning. When the 
Forest Service curbed timber harvest to protect the 
habitat of the Mexican smtted owl. and started 

Sen. Herb Kohl (DaWisc.) Total 32 165 197 

WASHllVGlDNLOnce again, the spirit of John C. 
Calhoun stalks the land. 

The powers not delegated to the United States by 
the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are 
reserved to the states, respectivdy, or to the people.* 
So reads our long-forgotten 10th Amendment. Seiz- 
ing on this amendment, Western states, fed up with 
federal despotism, are attempting a rollback of fed- 
eral power and a rebi.rth of states' rights. 

Illegal aliens, unfunded federal mandates, con- 
trol of the land, guns-these are the issues driving a 
gathering national rebellion. 

California has filed suit demanding the United 
States assume full cost of educating, medicating and 
imprisoning illegal aliens. The United States, says 
California, has ignored its constitutional duty to 
protect California from invasion, allowing her to be 
overrun by a million illegals every year. 

Alaska, whose governor, Walter Hickel, won elec- 
tion as the emdidate of a party advocating secession, 
has filed a $29 billion suit charging the United States 
with lacking up 100 million acres of Alaska's land in 
violation of the compact by which Alaska became a 
state. 

Colorado has passed a 10th Amendment resolu- 
tion ordering the United States to "cease and desist, 
effective immediately, mandates that are beyond the 
scope of the constitutionally delegated powers." 

reviewing whether caffle gr&ngwaa endangering the 
range land, county oficials drew up their own plan for 

Tenth Amendment committees are sprouting up managing the land. Forest rangers who tried to cut 
all over the West. ranchers' livestock grazing permits were. threatened 

In Montana, Sheriff Jay Printz refused to enforce with arrest. 
the Brady Bill mandating background checks on gun The Forest Service has b a n  run off at gunpoint," 
buyers. He has neither the time nor manpower, say Susan Schock, a Silver City, N.M., environmen- 
declared Sheriff Prink, adding, 'We like our guns in talist. They've turned the forest over to the county.' 
Montana ... It's not unusual for a person to have 15 'If we didn't have the plan, thm would have been 
guns or more.* bloodshed," says rancher Dick Manning. "Things 

In Billings, U.S. District Judge Charles C. Love11 have gotten to that point" 
ruled in favor of Rintz, striking down that part of the Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt, who is pros- 
Brady Bill. Under the 10th Amendment, ruled the ecuting Mr. Clinton's 'War Against the West," chuck- 
judge, the federal government cannot force states to les at the 'sovereign nation of Catron County." But 
allocate resources to carry out federal responsibili- Catronss defiance has inspired a nationwide "county 
ties. movement," enlisting county and state governments 

In Graham County, Ariz., Sheriff Richard Mack in the battle against environmental regulators. 
filed suit against Brady, saw his suit upheld, and People for the West!, a new grass-roots organiza- 
became a folk hero, leading a parade of 20,000 in a tion, calls for increased, not diminished, development 
protest against gun laws in Medford, Ore. of the 500 million acres of federal land. It now has 

Sheriff Mack has a book coming out September, 30,000 members, has doubled its chapters in the last 
"From My Cold Dead Fingers," which he says, "gets year, and claims credit for the Senate filibuster that 
into things like Waco and Bernhard Goetz and how forced Commissar Babbitt to retreat from his pro- 
the government's own documentation shows that the posed hike in grazing fees. 
safest way to defend yourself is with a gun." Whose land is it, anyway? That is the question. 

Like the Sagebrush Rebellion of 15 years ago, this And support is building behind a movement to have 
revolt out of the West threatens to decimate the most of those 500 million acres of federal land turned 
Democratic Party. over to the states, leaving decisions about the use and 

It is being driven by miners, ranchers and loggers preservation of that land to the people who care most 
who see a way of life being destroyed by judges and about it-the people who live on itl 
bureaucrats. It is backed by elected officials fed up The 10th Amendment rebellion is a cause that 
with being ordered to meet the mandates of Congress populists and conservatives ought not only to get 
and by taxpayers enraged at being robbed of property behind, but out in front of. 
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Another Mind-Control Victim 
[Editor's note: As you know, CONTACT has printed various articles concerning the mind control experiments by the power brokers of our 

Government. These programs, ranging from Monarch, to Project Phoenix, to outright chip implantation-each leave their scars on the people 
involved. Some of those scars are more visible than others. What you are about to read is  one letter in a long series of letters w e  have received 
at CONTACT from this same person, who has been the product of microchip implantation, and yet you m'll see when reading this letter t?mt the 
soul within him is reaching outside of the microchip programming. Another such person who has been writing to CONTACT for some time, Brian 
Wronge, i s  likewise aproduct of implantation. To quote from an article about Wronge from the Dec. 15-21, 1993 edition of T H E  CITY SUN (NYC), 
quoting a n  anatomist who had examined Wronge, "When I passed the microphone over his body, it picked up vibration and white noise--sound 
waves that would be emitted by computer chips." Yes, w e  live in a world much more technologically sinister than most realize.] 

".' , 
BRO I B I D  I 91 31 T a 3  RIGXT P i T H  HERE, FOR I WISH' TO THANK YOU 

FOR ANOTHER G I F T  T 3 4 T  I H9VE RZCEIVED TC)DAY T!mC)UGFI THE MAIL; TWO 

I S S U T S  OF "C3NT4CT" T 3 3  JUNE 28th. 1994 & J U L Y  5th.  1994 -ISSUES. 

I JTJST SENT Y3Y A TFiAWK YOU SCRIBE F3R YOUR G I F T  9 F  RETURNING 

MY F 4 C I L I T Y  CHECK BACK T O  ME TimOUGH OTJR SISTER ZITA. . . % NDN T Y I S  

G I F T  REWH9D XZ T3DRY, PEACE NY BROTHER. 

RICK I P R i Y  YDU HAVE B 3 3 4  RECZIVIYG T 3 S  ARTICL3S I HAVE BEEN 

SZVDIWG Yl I V  REGATIDIVG T O  THE DBGREZS OF BRAIN JXV3 FRSIJ3VCY X3YITOR- 

IYG C3VTQ3LXEYT h V I C T I I I Z I Y G S .  YOU KV3.V B R 3  I F  S 3 4 S 3 3  J 1 GODLY POWER 

STRLJCTURE W3ULD S T R a I G 3 T  UP, 3ilT FRDNT, FULL F3RCB 3 R 3 J 3  I 4  PSYSICAL 

EVIDZVCS ABOUT T 3 3  R Z U I T I S S  I V  T q S  UVIVE9SAL SCIYVCSS 3? i J49N DONINA- 

T I 3 V  C3VTR3LXEYT T3R3UG3 T 3 3  USSS 3 F  BR3IY N9V3 FRSITJ3'JCY fi3VITORIYG 

EaTJIPd?3VT d I T S  EI'JIP:4Z?JTS R3LAT3D IYPLPYTS; I T  TPJLY W3LILD BY A 

BIG TICS I V  T S ~  r v I L  3~2s ASS. SYILT! 

S GI)DLY S3, T93'J  T?S N3YT STEO I S  T 3  P P 3 V f  T 9 4 T  I d P L 4 Y T S  %RE 

NDT DIRZCTLY NECESS4RY YZED3D. RICK IF' I V1.5 O?J "C3NTlCTSn B 3 l R D  

XUIF,STIYGS I WOULD BRIVrJ 'JP T ' i3  TP35 9 3 ' 4 L I T I E S  ON HOI  T9YQS I S  YPYY 

GODLY P31ER STRUCTTJQ3S EYP3SIYG T.32'53 T4UE UYIVERSAL HUY4'J % EL3CTX3V- 

I C P L  NAVE FRETJSIJCY SCIEYCES. SUCH AS; CDNTACT I N C ,  R iJ.5.4.1. Q 4 D I 3  

PQ3GP3Y I Y  N.Y.C. & TEXS XARRS X I N I S T R ~ S S  4 T Y 3  C I T Y  SUY, I V  RKLYV,N.Y. 

8 CIYSRIDGE UYIVFRSITY I N  ENGLAND 8 STEVE C3RLTOYt THE B%SSBbLL PITCYER 

9 3 P 4 I V  ;VROYG& TI33 BQWHER WITH IYPLAVTS I V  HIM, N9-BS ST9QY I V  T9Y 

CITY S ' J  8 M.T.V. PR3DTJCERS & YES N3, T33'4AS SbLVATOBE S l V 3 Y Z ,  S'IILY! 

I'4!iGINE RICK I F  EVERYONE Cb#Z T3GST3ER UNITEDLY, T 3  ?'JSLICLY 

TX?3S3 TRUS UYIVS9S4L HUMAIJ % SLSCT33YICAL SCIF?JC&.YIT'I TTZTZ FLlLL 

B4C:CINGS 9 F  TBEIRT P3',JTR STR'JCTJTR3S ; L3'J'iZ?S, Dr3CT3RS1 S L f  CTRICI  ZBS 

NS'JS S 'SP33TERSt RSV3R2BDSI Fi4DI3 ?3STS,  ETC. ETC. ETC. Y3XT 4V PPdY 

I S  TO F3RGET T 9 3 Y ,  T ? 3  EVIL 3V'3SI F3RG9T T43M! ! ! Ti3 TJq2 3.J? 3 7 5  'i'J.14V 

4 SLZCTR3VICIL SCIEVCSS,  OUR OJ'J BQ4IV .d4VE FQ72'JfVCY ' 4 3 U I T 3 T i I U G  327IP- 

4EUT, 03R TJN!!! .% 83.5 I T  d4'J ST'JWIVEQS4LLY G3DLY fJSP3 '739 T I 7  '3ZTTTR 

'49VT 3" 3 V P  HOY3V 9 4 C 9 .  . . 
I T  N3ULD BS A KICK I V  T 3 Y I 9  3 S S ,  % IICT39Y 
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RICK, I F  I WAS ;NOT A,. PRISONER OF XAR IYC4RCERATFD PREVSNTING 

XE FRON GATHERINGS EVGRY3NE UP TOGET43R I Y  PSRSOY... I W3fJLD DO I T !  

& I USE MYSSLF S PHYSICAL EVIDSYCE. I 3 l V 9  TSFST IXPLAYTS I N  

Y PHYSICAL COMF9SITIDY. YE C3ULD ' J S 2  OUR E2LZ'JIPI.I!3NTt BUTAX I T 3  

T S E I R  E2UIPYEYTS I Y  CI)WIYG FRE2UEYCYI t TUYE I Y T 3  MY IWPLAXTS OUTPUT 

FRE2UEYCIBS THXT ORIGIYALLY CC)W FRC)k4 YY BR4IY. TliEY USE 4 PRDTECTIVE 

FDRCE F I 3 L D  FREDUZNCY T 3  K5EP THEY OUT (SWILSI .  :iY COULD EVSN TRACS 

THEIR LOC?iTIDYS BY USIYG TR3CER FRE2UXYC13S 3N TSEIR 53UIP!4SYTS ~ U T ~ P U T  

ONES. I F  THZY COYTIYUSD 39NIT3RED SYSTEYS, 4 !?FEDR\CK SYSTEMS. 

!4Y BELOVZD SR3T93R I 9!4 N 9  SLSCTR3VICAL 9R 47'41U C 3 R T I F I S D  DEGRSED 

SCIENTIST,  BUT I DO BAVZ TRUE T 9  L I F E  XV05JLZDGZ %O!4 SSING V1CTI:bIIZSD. 

:4!3IC3 HAS T!JRYT I N T 3  T R 9 3  UYIVE?IS%L WISD0W. 

BEF3RE I CL3SE RICX, I YAYT Y A  T3 I(Y9-V T3AT TI)D!iY OY "Y.B.A.1. 

RADIO STATI3Y I Y  X.Y.C. DN T.33 G4RY YSXAL (S!?SLLIYC,\ SBGNBYT, ~~3 
riVTNT DES?LY I N T 3  T 9 3 S 9  SCISYCZS, !4 TY3Y 9AV9 4PPRR3X: 100  C . I .  4. BGS?JTS 

SOUL RAP/IYG T3 T95?4. 

"C3YTXCT" AS 9 F  YST... B'JT I? I -J\S Y3:J P ICK,  I 9CTIV4TP 9 Y  JUST 

A?33UT EVERYTTIING I STYD Y\ rt TSLL Y 9 .  S'dILT!! 

'3x3 M3RZ TYIYG PR3, I T S  YARD :(35?IWG :4Y YIND I Y  P9ACE XYO'qI'NG 

I F  Y 3 ' J  RTC3IVS 3VVSPYT:iIVG I S5YD Y 9 ,  F35C\'JSZ I X'J.3:i T 3 4 T  T J S  3 V I L  

OVSS 1R3 I Y  5V9RY TIVD 3" STITY,  G3VSR?4:4SYTt CITY, POLITICAL, RXLIGI9US, 

S?JTZ?€TAIX!43YT SCIEYCE I 3%GAIYI!ZZD CRIYZ, 9TC. P3'BSR STR'JCTURS I V  

T4IS C3UYT2Y % 43RClAD. " T S T I 2  9 V I L  !-llUDS ? 03IYGS A S 3  9LL QV2R" 



Grandma Torpedoes George Green 
Editor's note: The following solid response i s  precipitated by  and refers to a letter on page 48  from that 

master of mediocre prevarication, George Green-that's his signature at the bottom of the "America West 
Distributors" stationery. We s e e  absolutely no need to add anything to #Grandma'sb bullseye position. 

F A X  H A R D  C O P Y  

July  25, 1994 NOTICE TO CEASE AND DESIST 
(May 12, 1994 l e t te r  affixed) 

Contac t ,  Inc ,  News 
Attention; Rick Martin E d i t o r  

Dear Rick and Readers5 

On t h i s  date, I did  go to the  mailbox, and t h e r e  was 
a large enve.lope of ~'in-formati.ons" addressed to Mrs. Russell 
Herman, th.ere was 'tNO1r return address. 

Contained thereh was a volluminious set of documents, 
slanderous.remarks, breaches of legal counsel 'confidences' 
(as it is on the attorne* stationary), and other issues 
which 1 care not to comment on, nor do 1 wish to be a party 
to, nor do I care to know about, now, or at any time in the 
future. 

These partys allege to be ANE'RICA WEST DISTRIBUTORS, P.O. 
Box 3300, Bozeman, M t . ,  a s  near as can be determined by their 
i'materialsl' , 

Ladies and Gentlemen; 1 care n o t  to get involved in any 
"HLSSING MATCH" or any "Legal Contest" with any of you, nor w i l l  
I stoop so low as to slander another individual without cause. 
T f  the "causeut be true,  than 1 shall tell the truth...but: I WILL 
NEYER SLANDER A PELLOW MAN, nor cast a false light, i n  order to 
gain for my own personals. 

This shall . .serve as NOTICE: CEASE and DESIST in sending any 
further materials such as was recezved t h l s  date. You know who 
you are as do I..., as you are liableous, slanderous, and you 
violate the Printers Ink Statutes,  and you incite "unwanted" 
cammunications. 

Mrs. Russell Herman ( ' ' G v ~ ~ d d ~ s  ") 
P.O. Box 477 
Okawville, IL. 62271 

FURTHER> SAYETH NAUGHT 
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America West Distributors 
Post Office Box 3300 
Boreman, W 69772 
(406) 585-080 
FAX 68547M 

May 12 ,  1994 

Oaar Friends: 

During the  past two years the "Ekker"/Hatonn Cult has 
been slandering ~ ~ 3 i & e  and I in their cqntrolled papar. 

They have a l s o  b ~ a n  attacking ANY OTHERS who know the truth 
with I ias  in their faable attempt to distort and defame the 
truth.  An exampla would be currently telling that they 
loanad, or gave $ l e , o o o .  to 60 Qrltz, HAVE THEM FRODUOE THE 
OHEGKlf I was a t  t h e  meeting when i t  was suggested by EJ Ekkm 
t o  loan them money, BO QRITZ DEOLINED~T 

EJ AND DCjRIS EKKIER, two admitted bankrupts are i n  control 
of millions of dollars in t h e  "phoenix rnstltute for ~ ~ s e a r c h  
and Education whera they have manueverever the funds into many 
other corporations in an attempt to defraud the investors in 
which several are asking for their money back, The ~kkers 
sue them for anything in their attempt to keep from paying, 

In the case of Leon Fort, his attorney received a couple of 
payments which he put i n t o  his trust account,.   he question 
is i f  YOU have a demand note, and ask for your money back, WHY 
DOES ANYONE HAVE TO TAKE PAYMENTS? The letter enclosed from 
Fort ~ n p l  a ins it a 1 1. ~f you arQ un l ucky @nough to have money 
with t h d ~  people, be advised that the@ i r  one attorney who 
represents several invos tors i n  now preperlng, receivorshi~ 
paper$,,@pd I hope thpt the 'D.A.  who i s  irivbstigating the 
care does *protect  t h e  Bkkors by putting . theh' behind bars so 
that they will be safe. They l ie on t h e i r  house, and since the 
begfnnlngr Have you checked anything out? 'Uall Jason Brent 
who bent over backwards t o  allow t h e  Ekkers t o  produce proof 
that they had the rnonay to  buy i t .  would'you loan two bankrupts 
with no Job $teo,ooo.?   hat is what they  expect you to beli~ve 
during the time they  jus t  got through goinrr'through banhruptcv 
and now they  aro threatening t o  do i t  again, in the  guise of 
g~ttipg put the judpornents ALREADY ENTERED AGAINST THEM by the 
court% -Please read the enclosed documents, Qheck it out. 
I have over two feat of court documents nowll They have now 
had 4 sets of attorneys quit t h ~ m l  Does that maan anything 
t o  you. - The attorneys could be held liablh ~ersondlly i f  they 
ra~resented ireud, and mess what? They a l l  found out what 
was going on, May GOD show you t h e  path ahead., It i s  
Your ~ ~ r l o n a l  re~ponsibility to get truth, and we certainly 
don't need a p~rjon/entlty to copy from other books 1 1 1  - 

h Will Set You. Fcee'! 
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Latest JOURNAL Goes To Press the Phoenix Institute and George's attorney, 
Horton, over the setting of court dates. Is  not 
the President of the Institute (in the same way 
as George was responsible for the fiduciary 

Dedicated To Native Americans care of that same Institute while he served as 
both officer and director), supposed to attend 
these matters-especially without legal coun- 
sel? Will someone explain to all of u s  why 
'George" would be sending these legal docu- As Great Cleansing Proceeds mentstotheworld-widemailingaudience~ 

V 
T. DAVID HORTON 

Editor's note: Readers, please keep in mind tary. I have no objection to the sharing-I 
that it takes a good 8-1 0 weeks of publication would, however, point out  that it is foolish to Since George i s  also sending a 'Bulletin" 
andprinting activities between the time that we assume any intent other than that which i s  about T. David Horton to 'EVERYBODY", I am 
announce the latest JOURNAL here, only written! also asked to comment on Mr. Horton. I think 
GO1 NG to press, and when that new JOURNAL Reference on my part was in response to George really isn't going to like thisresponse- 
is  actually completed and available for 'any ONE person saying they are the ONLY and probably neither will David Horton. How- 
purchase through Phoenix Source Distributors. receiver for a being-should be watched very ever, you will recall that the Nevada'reporter" 
Always look to the Back Page of CONTACT for closely-AND SHOULD BE." We have had who spoke with Mr. Horton told Mr. Christie 
JOURNAL availability information. several pass through and claim all sorts of that if the things are proven against Green 

things. Neither I, nor Dharma, has  any corner that he 'would have no problem working with 
1/22/9411 HATONN on the TRUTH MARKET and surely there is no Ekkers." And further, according to the re- 

objection to every person on the globe commu- porter: '...I have found no reason to not be- 
I am asked to write for the closed maga- nicating. However, be sure your communica- lieve the Ekkers." Now, if Mr. Horton did not 

zine, as we always do--one last 'upfront" which tion i s  correct. I have had, AND HAVE, MANY say that-so be it, we can only work with that 
usually ha s  nothing to do with the journal in receivers. I do NOT have MANY receivers to do WHICH IS. 
point-but nonetheless can bear any immedi- a single job! You will, further, note that all David Horton is touted as a 'Constitu- 
ate information as i t  flows. these now claiming to commune with Hatonn- tionals Attorney. I think that is BECAUSE he  

There IS that  type of information from al- are solely focused on discounting Dharmaand is  studied in Constitutional Law and would 
most every corner of the globe but  I think I my work-using my own title. I s  that not actually like to see a legal system and a nation 
shall let it go for the paper, or whatever, for the reason enough to suspect? If your focus is run UNDER THOSE LAWS. I have no quarrel 
moment. truth and validity-do you not evaluate input with David Horton. 

1 have recently again received an abun- and judge content and discern reason for the What would you do? George Green went to 
dance of copies (or originals) of documents firing squad? get a n  attorney to protect his interests and 
that  George Green is sending out to various The portion which George highlights is Horton took the case. He is obligated to do the 
people i n  an effort to discount both our work, this bit of a sentence and, for the essence of very best he can for his  client. Further, his 
our persons and allow himself to retain the me, I can't see how he thinks it helps his own time and efforts must be paid for-for that 
thieved gold and cancel his debts to the Insti- cause: '...Always beware of a speaker/re- seems to be the biggest name of this game. 
tute along with the journals in his  posses- ceiver (channel) who presents themselves as Truth second, pay first1 
sion-which h e  shows as being copyrighted to the ONLY receiver for an  energy-that is the evil What would YOU do if a very genuine per- 
America West. brother shutting down your limits of accessing son came to you and claimed he has  broken 

First, on the copyrights, to you who now knowledge." I mean that statement as much with a cult, a bunch of weirdos who are being 
inquire AGAIN. WE HAVE NO COPYRIGHTS this minute as I did when I spoke it and you investigated by the Feds? FACTS speak other- 
ON ANYTHING EXCEPT SIPAPU ODYSSEY- who read my material know I have never wise-but THOSE don't surface until MUCH 
FROM 1987. Our writings are current and stopped warning you of same. I have said to LATER! WHY David continues the association 
dated material as you would find in  any maga- READ EVERYTHIAG-"everything" means ex- i s  that which is puzzling to me-because he, IF 
zine or paper. We specifically demanded that actly that; the perceived good, the bad, the he is what he claims-a Constitutional advo- 
NOTHING of th is  nature be copyrighted in any rotten, the perfect-HOW ELSE CAN YOU cate-he will be working with our team. I t  
way whatsoever-we urge copying, distribu- EVALUATE. Without 'bad" no one can recog- simply i s  the way it will be-I am not going to 
tion or however-we don't even care if you like nize or experience 'good"! I think the next 'go away" and I certainly hope sincerely that 
it enough to CALL IT YOUR OWN. sentence is of far more value-but I guess does NEITHER DOES HE-HONEST A'M'ORNEYS 

not seem to serve the Green Brigade: 'We of ARE THE ONE THING NEEDED MORE THAN 
DOCUMENTATION these realms would never burden a given hu- ANYTHING ELSE TO FACE THE JUDICIAL 

AND WRITERS man being with such a load nor would the CORRUPTION. IF he  is otherwise and working 
remainder of the peoples be limited to access to against you-that will also surface. It is, 

Our full and ONLY intent in offering works knowledge in other locales distant from that however, also impossible for me to believe that 
of anyone-is to present that which is avail- physical outlet. Be most cautious-actually, Horton actually believes Green about such as 
able (and usually long-since buried or forgot- use your God-given sense of reasoning." the Overton Gold-Horton did the deposition 
ten) as a reminder that  t ruth has  been there I do not even discount one 'Duggah"-I of Overton in Texas and there was no doubt of 
all along-you only needed to be nudged and simply state unequivocally that that writing in Overton's intentions. 
SHARE. There is NO CORNER ON TRUTH and point IS NOT FROM 'ME"! THAT d-es not Another point which confronts u s  is what a 
beware the person who claims same for self- make the receiver lesser-but I would betcha shame it is that  right under Horton's nose is 
always check WHY they might be doing so. anything you want to bargain-that that re- THE ONE who can do the most to provide legal 

ceiver is certainly a FRIEND of George's or at return to the Constitution-in the legal case 
AS TO THE "WRITING" FROM the least 'on his  side" of this  debate OVER already set and scheduled before the court. 

ME IN OCTOBER O F  '89 THE GOLD! IF, in fact, George doubted my He COULD HAVE BEEN meeting and confer- 
t ruth or validity-WHY DID HE CLAIM TO THE ring DAILY with Jackson-right i n  h i s  

George is sending around awriting of mine WORLD THAT I WENT TO NEVADA WITH HIM dooryard. So, readers, I know that George is 
from October 17, 1989 (which I ask be re- AND FURTHER, THAT HE 'STILL IS TRYING sending the bulletin to impress you with his 
printed here to see what YOU see in it). He i s  TO GET THE WORD OUT?" credibility-but is actually discrediting Horton. 
sending it with the writing from DUGGAH I cannot do a thing about that nor would I 
which ha s  already been discussed. [Seep. 201 LETTERS TO AND FROM effort at such a thing-Horton is too valuable 

In the writing of 1989 George is highlight- ATTORNEYS AND to you as citizens. George is simply discredit- 
ing a portion of a paragraph which is going to THE INSTITUTE ing the integrity of the COMMITTEE TO RE- 
make him look far more foolish than at present. STORE THE CONSTITUTION which claims to 
He is sending this particular writing attached I t  is difficult, further, to understand what have been founded in 1965. Now it is quite 
to the 'Duggah" input in, I assume, some value or proof of wrongdoing can be gathered remarkable, however, that  John  Coleman's 
effort to validify 'any" writing by 'any" secre- in any manner whatsoever by the President of research notes that this is only a branch of the 
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Committee of 300-controlled groups. I s  this effort, again, at destruction of our people and these 'timesm the Feds are going to have to 
true? Who knows? I just  want you to evaluate credibility. YOU BE THE JUDGE AND ALL OF release it. In the meantime-if addresses can 
the INFORMATION and TESTIMONY offered by YOU CAN BE THE JURY-BUT BE CAREFUL, be gathered, please give support to the Krikavas 
this  person in point-to the State Senate Com- FOR GEORGE IS THE ONE SENDING ALL THE remaining-Ernest (at prison) and Kevin (home 
mittee on the  Judiciary, Topeka, Kansas on DOCUMENTS-AND THEY ARE CAREFULLY trying to stay alive and afloat). [Editor's note: 
August 23, 1979. This is  what gained him the EDITED AND THE COURT DOCUMENTS ONLY To write to Ernest Krikava, send to Kevin 
reference of "Constitutional Attorney". REPRESENT THE MISREPRESENTATION HE Krikava: Route 3, Box 96, Pawnee City, NE 

I can assure you that the REASON George HIMSELF PRESENTED TO THE COURT! 68420. You may also write to the Current Affair 
is sending the document is for gaining his  own Moreover, w i t h  Mr. Horton s tanding  t h e r e  television program at: Free The Farmer, c/o 
credibility through Horton and not the infor- as Green's lawyer-George  LIED on the wit-  Current Affair, Box 5363, FDR Station, New 
mation-because the first page about Horton ness s tand ,  u n d e r  oath, in Nevada w i t h  a York, NY 10150-5362, and your letters will be 
is THE ONLY PORTION SENT! roomful o f  wi tnesses .  CAN THEY WIN? THAT delivered to Washington, DC.] 

IS NOT THE QUESTION IN YOUR JUDICIAL If addresses cannot be gotten, there are 
PAGES O F  A WRITING SYSTEM ANY MORE, IS IT? GEORGE CLAIMS some family friends, Bill Keegan and Herb 

TO BE "AN INSIDER" WITH THE FED-AN Klepper who were featured and might be a 
It will also be noted that  only the portion of AGENT-NOW, YOU TELL ME! Funny thing, conduit as well as Krikava's attorneys L i sa  

MY writing which served Green-is utilized- though, HE DOES NOT ACT LIKE A MAN WHO Lozano and Bill Chapin. 
the best part is in the rest of the writing!! HAS SOMETHING ALREADY UNDER LOCK If that doesn't work-then embarrass the 

AND KEY-DOES HE? I REMIND YOU- bank (or do both) bywriting, etc., the COMMU- 
WHY T H E S E  PARTICULAR "TRUTH WILL 'OUT'"-IT ALWAYS DOES, AND NITY NATIONAL BANK in Seneca, Kansas. 

LEGAL D I S C O U R S E S  SENT? BADLY "USING" ANYONE I N  YOUR LIES, EVEN In referring to Ernest (in prison) it is the Ft. 
AN ATTORNEY (PERHAPS 'ESPECIALLY" AN Leavenworth, Kansas Federal Prison. Ernest's 

Because George has  pushed Horton to do ATTORNEY) WILL COME BACK TO EAT YOU registration number for reference is: 13958047. 
something which was a breach of ethics-or at ALIVE. Current Affair is asking that you write: 
the least borderline. George has  a HABIT of There IS GOING TO BEA CHANGE I N  YOUR Attorney General Janet  Reno, U.S. Dept. of 
taking information before it is even settled, NATION-AND A LOT OF THE GARBAGE IS Justice, 10th & Constitution Ave., NW, Room 
signed or in use, along with very private busi- GOING TO BE SORTED1 Selfish actions and 4400, Washington, D.C. 20530. I don't know 
ness  ledger copies and spreading them all over causes are not going to sell well to the 'old if this  will work-but over 120,000 letters from 
the map. This ha s  caused a total impasse with buddies" because now everything i s  at stake you readers to the Governor of Nevadais about 
his  own claimed friend, Leon Fort-because and the primary clue about people-is there is to get Jackson free-and it got Gunther out of 
George Green actually gained copies of 'client no loyalty among thieves when the chips are the Missouri Prison-AND relocated into a 
ledger runs" and sent  them to his  mailing all cast down and in the open1 private residence for Gunther in Austria THE 
list-negating the AGREEMENT between the PEN IS MIGHTY-BUT YOU HAVE TO U8E IT. 
Institute and Fort. This was a court-ordered ERNEST KRIKAVA Perhaps those two nice farmers would like 
privacy agreement and payments had been to raise my grain and pigs in California-the 
made-to Mr. Fort's attorney, Abbott. Abbott We have been asked to bring something to Feds are obviously taking all the land every- 
cashed those checks (in a very large amount) your attention of which many of you will al- where-but tiny subsistence farms are still 
and now claims otherwise. However, the cause . ready have awareness. around if you can keep from owing the Feds 
of action stemmed from the documents and In K a n s a s  very near the Nebraska border a anything. The land grab around California is 
prattlings of George Green-in the first place. typically horrendous thing h a s  happened worse than almost anywhere--and REASONS 
I don't know why his own attorneys allow him which has now been featured twice on the TV far more interesting (like mice and rat protec- 
to walk around in good health-much the less show called Current Affair. This is just ONE of tion) and thus  and so. In the Mid-West grain 
con t inue  t o  make themselves look like thousands but is so painful as to be unavoid- belt the land is now grabbed away as 'wet- 
blithering fools while claiming to SAVE THE able in focus. lands". REMEMBER THE PLAN-THEY IN- 
CONSTITUTION FOR DECENT LAW AND OR- In 199 1, a very bad farming year, the TEND TO HAVE EVERYTHING. A m  WAY THEY 
DER. That, however, is for them to choose Krikavas (farmers-grain and pigs) had to take CAN GET IT FROM YOU! 
direction-and YOU to discern intent. loans to survive. Then the bank foreclosed. Indeed, Mr. Horton could really make a 

We assume this  most recent mailing has  Things were desperate and some pigs were contribution-if he  ever opens his eyes to the 
been widely scattered and was pretty 'desper- sold in order to keep the remaining stock from truth of it! 
ate" in reaching on the part of Green. I hope starving. The bank claimed the pigs-AND George sends Mr. Horton's information so 
this  will suffice rather than individual re- THIS WEEK MR. ERNEST KRIKAVA WENT TO you can all write to him for facts-I SUGGEST 
sponses. There are far too many referencesfor FT. LEAVENWORTH FEDERAL PRISON FOR A YOU ALL DO THAT. The street address is 
u s  to answer individually and get anything FIVE MONTH SENTENCE-FOR SELLING marked out with infcrmation to mail to P.O. 
else done. Further, and I appreciate the se- THOSE FEW HEAD OF PIGSTO GET PIG FOOD. Box 2107, Carson City, Nevada 89702. Ac- 
quence-the letters are to ME and I honor that  Mrs. Carol Krikava died during this time- cording to Mr. Ends  response, the street ad- 
because Dharmahas'had enough" while sew- of stress and, frankly, a broken heart. This dress is 105 Adams Street, Carson City, Ne- 
ing ONLY in  our consideration. farm i s  a three-generation holding. Son, Kevin, vada. This, I suppose, for you who would visit. 

If you prefer Duggah's input-it will make attends with his  father, Ernest. Ernest is Phone: (702) 883- 1966, Fax: (702) 883- 1984. 
your way 'easiei", probably-for it won't give you elderly-in his  late seventies. 
cause to seek Truth or follow many guidelines- Current Affair i s  offering this plea to all INFORMATION IN 
just BE and DO and REMAIN PRElTY BLIND! listeners and readers, friends and citizens THIS JOURNAL 

asking you to contact [Atty. Gen.] Reno and 
I AM NOT ON TRIAL plead for a pardon for this Godly man-being The variety of information offered in this 

destroyed by the system. journal is seemingly on opposite ends of the 
I am not on trial in this  case with Green I wish i t  were only ONE-it is not even the poles. No-it is so connected that  I cannot 

which Horton heads-GEORGE GREEN I S  ON only one in  the immediate area of Seneca, urge you strongly enough-TO MAKE THE 
TRIAL! He took gold which was not his; he  h a s  Kansas--but it IS one which h a s  made i ts  full CONNECTIONS. It runs  from Clinton-istas, 
not honored his debts; he has  formed con- circle and placed an innocent, Godly man I N  A through Usurpers of other ilk to and into the 
spiracies to ruin avalid corporation (in Horton's FEDERAL PRISON-FOR A HANDFUL OF PIG Hopi (Amerindian) projections and prophetic 
Nevada), and holds a whole bunch of journals FOOD! offerings-along with HOW IT WAS AND IS. 
which were originally set  aside as collateral We KNOW that  our readers pitch in with I remind you that PROPHECIES are only 
for the  loan to George from the Institute. This support of this  type and encouragement to the the telling of that which ha s  been experi- 
is NOT the case with US&P of which Horton ones who are helpless. Therefore I again ask enced-and unfolds as it WAS-the 'future" is 
h a s  no  involvement TO OUR KNOWLEDGE! your assistance for these beautiful people for the CREATING! The information and 
There is personal input, but that  is not impor- under incredible pressute. WHen we can do speakings along with perceived 'actions" along 
tant for it is not official. George made secret so, we hope to establish a fund for genuine the way-are TOOLS for your WISE CREAT- 
agreements with USSP and then continued to assistance to these types OL people. There is ING. Wisdom is Sacred-and so, this  journal 
act  in contempt of court-while dumping all funding available-it is just the 'getting" it will be called for identification: SACRED WIS- 
blame and even using 'THEIR" attorney to that is the problem-EVERY TIME. But one of DOM. 
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SACRED WISDOM 

PROPHECIES ARE THAT WHICH 
HAS BEEN AND REPEATED; 

THE 'FUTURE" IS FOR 'CREATING" 
THAT WHICH WILL BE. 

As you come to recognize the script and the 
players within the PLAY and PLAN you will see 
that naught is but a rerun of that which was 
wrong and never corrected-repeating of that 

which should have been corrected. The "fu- 
ture*, therefore, is an open slate for the creation 
of the script a@ play.. It is the opportunity to 
utilize wisdom, knowledge and *knowing" that 
prophecies do not have to be repeated in error 
of action and perception. May GOD guide your 
thoughts-for thoughts ARE CREATION! 

DEDICATION 

To my aboriginal brothers and sisters, I 
have returned. I am the light' (white) brother 
and I bear my half of the tablets as we parted 
ways from the Sipapu journey. I am sent  again 
back that  we can bring our people home. It is 
the time of the great cleansing and brother will 
join with brother in these days that the tribes 

of the Great Spirit Creator can gather in our 
great migration-in truth. Be not looking back 
to that which might have been for ALL simply 
IS and the wheel has  turned back upon its 
endless self and the way shall be given. 

I would ask all of you who read this to 
prepare and what WE shall share of the ancient 
journeys, and the wisdom to use in the NOW shall 
be focused through your winged brother we shall 
call Little Crow of the Lakota-for he is my teacher 
and accepted the feathered cloak of burden. 

I can fly beyond the dimensions in my great 
circled wings-beyond the hummingbird, the 
mocking bird and the hawk-and ye shall also 
come forth through that sky-window for you 
are MY TRIBES and I am sent  that your wis- 
dom shall be kept forever. 

Physics Of The Mind 

Magnificent Dance Of 
Trulv Conscious Life 

7124194 #1 HATOFIN CIVILIZATION O F  HOW IT IS  PERCEIVED 
THE UNIVERSE 

EYE PROTECTION You must look at that which appears to 
Oh yes, it DOES get a bit more complex in be-about you. You have to know the players 

Let us not damage ourselves because of a false civilization to consider that you are and the play-but beyond that you need not do 
perceived ridicule and stupidity of this limited actually in  preparation to either remain in anything except KNOW TRUTH. Ah, but  therein 
civilization. Ask any blind person if it would 'limitationw or move on within the Civilization lies the real bug-a-boo! Some will base their 
not make living far more pleasant and easy to of the Universe. I DID NOT say 'Universal explanations on religiousjourneys, perceived 
be sighted. Civilization"! things which ARE NOT and then move you. 

There is a LOT afoot in your non- or anti- further into your limitations by suggesting' 
civilization these days, not the least of which WHY DO I PICK THIS you learn ascension and mental travel-WHILE 
is a utilization of energy fields of quite a vari- S U B J E C T  NOW? SUGGESTING YOU HANG ONTO THE PHYSI- 
ety to accomplish anti-civilization goals [see CAL. Can you do these things? Yes, but not 
FrontPagestoq]. KEEPTHOSEDARK-LENSED Because there are things happening in the way expressed! 
PROTECTIVE EYE COVERINGS HANDY, espe- your limited experience and ones joining in YOU are the creative force-NOT SOME 
cially through the end of this month and we the limited world who can more easily INFORM 'GOD" OF FAR-OFF OTHER-LAND1 Is  there 
can measure feedback and chain reaction of YOU of physical experience and who are im- 'Creative Force" of allness-oneness-every- 
the artificial energy motion. portant 'players". But YOU who would travel thing-there-isness? YES, but  you are attached 

I do not expect to have you understand beyond this plane of thought and comprehen- like super-glue to two pieces of thin paper. 
what I am talking about if you are not a scien- sion and into freedom in Truth-have to get on THAT expression WILL DO NOTHING-until 
tist and, if you cannot believe except through with your transitional lessons. Worse (or best) YOU understand. 
the brain of a scientist-you are going to be is t h a t  you mus t  grow u p  through the  
locked into the limitations of your anti-civili- MISperceptions. CONSCIOUSNESS 
zation consciousness. Sounds big and a bit 
'far-out"? Yes, but it is not further than SCIENCE Consciousness is not only an eternal part 
between your eyes, and perception is totally a of existence, bat it is the controller of exist- 
thing between your ears called MIND. Ah, you think Newton and Einstein are ence. It is the 'seminalw value from which all 

wondrous and  'absolute" thinkers and theo- other values flow-without exception. To be- 
LIVING "THROUGH" rists? No, they are BOTH incorrect in their gin to comprehend this point you must  look at 
WITHOUT DAMAGE? assumptions.  THEY KNOW IT HOW-IT axiomatic EXISTENCE. Obviously, in some 

ELUDED THEM AS TO ABSOLUTES WHILE 'form", 'existence" IS. Fur+er, existence is  
Can you make it through these times of PARTICIPATING I N  YOUR PLANE OF EXPRES- infinite andeternal; and consciousness, there- 

bombardment by intentional technology? SION. fore, is eternal and infinite-and therefore IS 
Yes--but WILLyou? Are YOU informed enough Yes, I can give you a big bunch of data and the controller of all that IS. 
and KNOWING enough? I don't see many who only a handful of experiencers would under- 
are prepared and actually capable of pulling it stand. Then,there yould come the ones who KNOWLEDGE 
off in Truth-instead of your limited percep- would bury the information-as on 'LIGHT" 
tions. Most of you remain totally locked by which 'IS" so that you never gain insight into What exactly is knowledge? Well, ALL 
lies to your conscious realizations about you- REALITY of mind CREATION and reproduc- knowledge is contextual-it MUST be so. In 
not capable of REAL consciousness. tion. this understanding of basic truth then, ALL 
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valid ideas or theories are paradigms (MOD- bogus  authorit ies ,  ki l ler-type (Ruby Ridge, SERVED BY ADVANCED CIVILIZATIONS 
ELS) of c o n t e x t u a l  FACTS. Idaho; Waco, Texas  ...) bureaucrats, and the ir  USING FIVE-DIMENSIONAL, MASS/ ENERGY 

Next  c o m e s  a biggie: CONSCIOUS KNOWL- force-backed ego "JUSTICEn s y s t e m s  o f  in- TRANSCEIVER TECHNOLOGIES. (Exactly as 
EDGE is l i m i t l e s s  a n d  in f in i te  BECAUSE justice. You c a n  real ize  a n d  n a m e  the l i t t l e  WE ARE now doing.) These technologies inte- 
KNOWLEDGE, GEOMETRICALLY, BEGETS groups (or big groups) w h i c h  s e r v e  the thugs grate rational consciousness with the Civili- 
NEW KNOWLEDGE. and  humanoids  (and even s o m e  w h o  s e r v e  zation of the Universe. 

the subhumans) .  By the very fact of their continued exist- 
E S S E N C E  OF NATURE Let  us refer to t h e s e  b e i n g s  w h o  are ence, all civilizations technologically advanced 

O F  HUMAN human-l ike  (humanoids,  fa lse-humans)  be- significantly pas t  their Nuclear-Decision 
ings w h o  h a v e  h idden  rat ional i ty  and  cam- Thresholds (which you NOW are) are free from 

The essence and nature of human con- ouflaged irrationality and  use t h i s  camou-  the diseases of dishonesty, mysticism, and 
sciousness i s  GOODNESS. Note-I said 'hu- f laged irrationality to decept ive ly  harm, irrationality. Therefore you cannot enter into 
man". What you HAVE running around are a ruin, a n d  k i l l  h u m a n  be ings  as pseudo-hu-  that civilization WITH these characteristics- 
bunch of 'human-like" physically coagulated mans .  and thus  it is necessary to LEARN and KNOW 
beings-I guess a good all-around term could Pseudo-humans are, therefore, human- BEYOND those trai ts  w h i c h  are  des truct ive  
be 'humanoida-but definitely not of the Civi- copies or humanoids in whom the diseases of to the ongoing consciousness of  Uhumann 
lization of the Universe. Rather, very locked dishonesty and irrationality have destroyed (higher Universal  MAN). A major dividing line 
and dedicated to physical expression and the human nature of their CONSCIOUSNESS. in progressive soul expression comes at  the 
robotically trained humanoid facsimiles-IN So it is t h u s  that such pseudo-humans are NO Nuclear-Decision Threshold. A species in a 
APPEARANCE ONLY. The civilization of Earth- LONGER HUMAN BEINGS. They are simply given civilization will make it or break it, figu- 
bound 'man" is certainly not focused on 'good- humanoids who have destroyed their natural ratively speaking, at that point. You are now 
nessa-but rather, abounds in crashing and conscious structures and human essences very primitive in your evolvement-but tech- 
thrashing at mere existence in  your present [which are] NEEDED TO ENTER THE CIVILI- nologically (in aphysical way) to play with that 
FORM or actually seeking to CONTROL ALL ZATION O F  THE UNIVERSE. which is NON-PHYSICALAND NON-CONTROL- 
THERE IS I N  THAT EXPRESSION. Further, the LABLE FROM PHYSICAL STANDPOINT, to de- 
essence of the nature of human conscious- PARASITES stroy the very manifestation of mankind as 
ness  is noble, rational, honest, just, compas- expressed in  your experience. Pseudo-hu- 
sionate, value producing, benevolent, kind, These false- or pseudo-humans are PARA- mans will NOT be allowed into the Civilization 
loving, happy ... ! Look around you, even in SITES-ALWAYS! And, to parasitically exist, of the Universe! They will be VANISHED! I 
your 'churchesa filled with false-teachings, do pseudo-humans purposely propagate a bi- said VANISHED" not 'vanquishedw. I have 
you find these qualities in individual human- rarre, irrational civilization on any %nan- used the  term 'uncreated' and  that  ha s  
coagulated machines calling themselves hu- kind- inhabi ted  t h i r d  d i m e n s i o n a l l y  per- brought the house down on  my scribe and 
mans? c e i v e d  planetn a n d  certainly on Planet Earth myself. Well, call it what you --these false- 

Where is your JUSTNESS? NEVER in  the uShanw. humans will cease to exist! 
'churchesa-for if you are a Baptist and a YOU cannot look into the next-moment 
Catholic enters the scene-he is not accept- MACROSCOPIC Vs. with assurance or certainty-for it is only a 
able-so you have NO justness and GOD IS MICROSCOPIC perception as changeable as the MIND. Much 
JUST. the less can YOU in your limited bindings even 

THE GREATEST SOCIAL VALUE AMONG This unnatural,  transi tory anti-civilixa- begin to imagine the limitless expression of 
CONSCIOUS BEINGS I S  OBJECTIVE LA WAND tion i n  MACROSCOPIC existence is likened the technological states and economies of the 
JUSTICE. How much of either do you find analogously to the unnatural, transitory anti- advanced SOCIETIES throughout the Civiliza- 
about you these days? Ever? Have things particle in microscopic existence. Think about tion of the Universe. 
REALLY changed a t  all on the physical plane? it. As the bizarre antiparticle vanishes forever Does this mean you should not  seek out 
From when? To when? There have ALWAYS on contact with natural matter, the bizarre the wondrous advancement and expressions, 
been the 'few" who KNEW TRUTH! Remem- anti-civilizationwillvanish forever on contact luxuries and wealth of that which you are 
ber? Nobody listened? So be it, surely enough, with the natural Civilization of the Universe. experiencing? No-it means that  you must 
man remained anti-human and anti-civiliza- We can talk about these things but there grow into realizing you CAN HAVE THOSE 
tion. will be the ones among you who will under- THINGS AND REMAIN 'HUMAN" WITH ALL 

I don't even like to refer to the so-called stand the perception scientifically enough to THE ATTRIBUTES OF GOODLY CONSCIOUS- 
'anti-Christ" by such foolish terminology (but explain the contextual intent. NESS. The other aspects WILL BE VANISHED! 
I am stuck with your language)-because it is 
not a valid term for anything-the term in ADVANCED LAWS O F  CREATION 
correct presentation would be 'anti-civiliza- CIVILIZATIONS 
tion" or 'anti-humanity" . Certainly the thrust No society or civilization, regardless of how 
of the 'anti-" beings is to keep YOU from Ah, I do not speak of simple technology advanced, cancontradictthe contextuallaws 
realization of the Civilization of the Universe- advances. I speak of ADVANCED CIVILIZA- of either physics or nature. Moreover, you Can 
wherein humanity and ordered civilization IS! TIONS. THE SUPREME VALUE OF HUMAN KNOW that conscious beings throughout the 

CONSCIOUSNESS WILL ALWAYS BE PRE- Civilization of the Universe will NEVER pur- 
DISEASES posely violate their nature, well being, and 

happiness. The BASIC NATURE of rational 
You all worry constantly about this disease conscious beings ha s  never and will never 

or  that  disease and allow your bodies to be change. No rational being would ever let 
riddled, bombarded and destroyed by same. technology overtake his or her nature, self- 
T H E  ONLY D I S E A S E S  O F  HUMAN control, self-responsibility, growth, and hap- 
CONSCIOUSNESS ARE DISHONESTY. MYS- piness. Because that loss of control over one's 
TICISM. AND IRRATIOIALITY! T h e s e  dis-  SELF-one's greatest value-would be IRRA- 
eases cause all wars a n d  cr imes .  including TIONAL-the prime trait of a pseudo-human 
all vrovertv  destruct ions ,  harms. sufferings, in anti-civilization. And, all conscious beings 
cruelt ies .  iniuries,  and  d e a t h s  PURPOSELY in the Civilization of the Universe are FREE OF 
inf l icted on .human beings .  THOSE DIS- IRRATIONALITY or any other impediments to 
EASES DESTROYTHENATURALGOODOF individual consciousness, growth, and happi- 
HUMAH CONSCIOUSNESS. Furthermore, all ness. 
such evils are inflicted by force or fraud to I t  evolves, then, that all conscious beings 
support the lives of o p e n  cr imina l s  (whom w e  in the Civilization of the Universe have the 
wi l l  call subhumans)  such as you t h i n k  o f  in same nature: They (we) all live for rational 
"Mafiaw, robbers o r  muggers.. .or the m u c h  happiness and i ts  emotions of GENUINE self- 
MORE EVIL, h i d d e n  criminals  ( t h e s e  hu-  UWhat the heck...l figure it's c l o ~  enough esteem and love. Indeed. the moral ~ u r ~ o s e  of 
m a n o i d s  I s p o k e  of)  such as d i s h o n e s t  polit i-  for gove~nment work. all conscious beinns is to meet the rational 
cians, parasit ical  elites, tyrannical  rulers, rec~uirements of achieving true happiness. 
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NATURE O F  
EXISTENCE 

The nature of existence includes: 
1. Objective law and justice which is to- 

tally characteristic of the Civilization of the 
Universe, 

2. The limitless value of each conscious 
being when functioning in a rational civiliza- 
tion, 

3. The dynamics of continually expanding 
value production and prosperity, which de- 
mand preserving the eternally supreme VALUE 
of every conscious being. 

ANTI-CIVILIZATION 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Possibly the most bizarre charactistics of 
the 'anti-civilization" are its overpopulation 
and aging problems. Yes, that is exactly what 
I said. And you will note that the anti-civiliza- 
tion ELITE are trying to depopulate and totally 
control all aspects of the humanoid experi- 
ence. They would wish to also control the 
'human" experience-but once a true 'hu- 
man" comprehends and KNOWS Truth-there 
i s  NO 'control" available. That requires, then, 
the never allowing of Truth to be KNOWN to 
the masses of false- or developing-humans. 

In any rational civilization, overpopulation 
and aging ARE IMPOSSIBLE. Exactly the oppo- 
site occurs. When free of destructive human- 
oids, each conscious being is free to produc- 
tively, culturally, and artistically innovate and 
flourish without limits, becoming a priceless 
value to others and society. For, each con- 
scious being in a RATIONAL civilization inno- 
vates and  produces through division-of-labor 
dynamics far- more values and resources than 
he or she  consumes. This is always an in- 
creasing in  value, with entropy never increas- 
ing, and conscious beings remain forever young 
for there is no 'age" consideration. 

In the never-ending Civilization of the Uni- 
verse, a great demand for volitional conscious 
beings ALWAYS EXISTS. When free in an 
open and rational society based on objective 
law, each conscious being enormously ben- 
efits and enriches all other conscious beings. 
Through and throughout eternity, therefore, 
each conscious being will contribute more 
value to society than i t s  entire population at 
any given point of time. 

Knowledge and technology increase end- 
lessly. All advancing civilizations require de- 
veloping ever greater and cheaper energy 
sources and production efficiencies. 

Prosperity and happiness of conscious be- 
ings do NOT depend on their actual level of 
knowledge or technology, but  on their rational 
thinking and acting prqcesses required for 
continuously advancing' knowledge, technol- 
ogy, and beauty from any level. 

Throughout the universe, every level of 
advancing knowledge and technology exists. 
Thus exists a technological level of conscious 
beings whose most efficient production of val- 
ue s  depends on the unsupervised develop- 
ment and utilization of FREE-WILL conscious 
beings having the technological capabilities 
and economic-growth needs for which each 
additional, volitionally developed, conscious 
being would be of immense, irreplaceable 
value. Thus, honest conscious beings any- 
where in existence are NEVER ALLOWED TO 
PERISH. So  my suggestion is t o  always 
travel  in  t h e  correct direction and remain 
both  conscious and honest. 

REDEMPTION? 

By golly, you all want to have something or 
someone SAVE YOU!. Until you understand 
WHAT YOU ARE-there is no meaning to a 
term such as 'save". 

Even in Earth's anti-civilization, EVERY 
volitionally developed, honest conscious be- 
ing is redeemed .and transceived in to  t h e  
Civilization of t h e  Universe. IN OTHER 
WORDS, ESSENTIALLY EVERY HONEST 
CONSCIOUS BEING WHO HAS EVER LIVED 
ON EARTH CONTINUES TO LIVE, FLOUR- 
ISHING ETERNALLY, IN THE CIVILIZATION 
OF THE UNIVERSE. BUT. ALL HARMFUL 
HUMANOIDS OF PAST HISTORY SELF-PRO- 
GRAMMED THEMSELVES TO VANISH FROM 
EXISTENCE FOREVER!!!!! 

Are you beginning to see the necessity of 
KNOWING TRUTH and stopping the absorp- 
tion of all the garbage and lies? 

This can be proven by physical measure- 
ments of field changes of human beings, hu- 
manoids, and animals as they 'die". Such 
experiments, moreover, would support the fact 
that human consciousness transceives into 
the Civilization of the Universe, WHILE HU- 
MANOIDS VANISH FOREVER. 

SCIENTIFICALLY SPEAKING ... 
You must come to understand the true 

MEANING of 'existence*. What is existence? 
Well, readers, when you understand the true 
and REAL meaning of 'existence" you have the 
'everything". 

You can get incredibly rich in every conno- 
tation or meaning of the word 'richw-by ac- 
cepting, and utilization through understand- 
ing of this one concept. You can control 
existence by controlling the force fields of 
existence. EXISTENCE exists as an open- 
ended electroplasma with no prior 'causes". I 
suppose I can explain this some way in which 
I do not intrude on the holding oNS&P and 'LIGHT". 

Let u s  consider, existence exists as an 
open-ended electroplasma, always evolving 
through its interacting matter (M) and energy 
(E) fields or modes. Those two fields of exist- 
ence also eternally interchange in a relation- 
ship expressed by Dr. Einstein as M=E/C2 
(from E=MC2), with C being the universal con- 
stant representing the speed of light. 

Existence MUST EXIST-it cannot NOT 
exist. Moreover, no vacuum void of existence 
is possible. 'Vacuums" of the mat ter  field can 
exist as in  outer space, in 
vacuum-pumped contain- 
ers, and i n  areas between 
electrons. But, all those 
volumes a re  FILLED with 
t h e  generally unmovable, 
frictionless ENERGYether 
o r  field-a uniform, con- 
t inuous field of energy. 

An all-pervasive energy 
mode is  somewhat analo- 
gous to a combination of: 1. 
Dirac's ocean in which ex- 
ists an  endless energy field 
of "electrons" or energy fluc- 
t u a t i o n s  a t  a l l  points  
throughout space and, 2. 
Faraday's nonmatter, sta- 
tionary lines or fields of 
force. All known energy 
modes can pressure wave 
through the energylmatter 
ratios of outer space. Most 

modes are absorbed or changed either at en- 
ergylmatter ratios of Earth's atmosphere or at 
energylmatter ratios of physical liquids or 
solids, while neutrino wave pressures can pass 
through the electron/nuclear fields of thick 
solid masses, even through planet Earth with- 
out mode change. This resurrection of an 
ether, not  a s  a mat ter  field, but as a fixed 
energy field, reconciles Newton's Classical 
Laws and Einstein's Relativity with Quantum 
Mechanics. Such a reconciliation arises from 
a universal 'Zon" constant, K, which, in  turn, 
arises from the conscious control of the en- 
ergy field or ether manifested at every point of 
existence. The resulting causal control of 
existence by eternal conscious beings is: a. 
universal, b. fixed and unmovable, and c. in- 
dependent of any frame of reference or method 
of observation. 

I would point out before going further that 
this is not for most of you-and even with the 
scientific mind GEARED to this very purpose 
it may have some quirks of speech or seman- 
tics which are at first meaningless. For in- 
stance what is  'Zonw? It can mean 'every- 
thing" or 'nothing" but each component part 
of a n  equation needs a label. Now, as with 
E=MC2 or whatever-WHAT IS 'C"? I t  repre- 
sents the universal constant which represents 
the speed of light-to you. It SHOULD REPRE- 
SENT 'consciousness"-THE SPEED OF 
CONSCIOUSNESS-NOT LIGHT, IF YOU ARE 
TO BE ACCURATE! Are you with me so far, Dr. 
Young? [Editor's note: Yes, indeed! This is a 
magnificent writing, loaded with important con- 
nections between mind and physical realities.] 

Let u s  momentarily consider mat ter  and 
its mechanical 'energiesw of mass, expressed 
as chemical, potential, and kinetic energies, 
which generally move in particulate or me- 
chanical-like motions, largely in accord with 
classical Newtonian laws, ranging from atomic 
and molecular motions, to sound waves, to 
celestial motions. And by the way, Mr. Newton 
is a whole heck of a lot better informed today 
than when he  projected 'gravity" as he can 
now stand on MY shoulders instead of just 
those humanoids who came before him. 

Throughout endlessly evolving existence, 
energy as a massless field uniformly occupies 
every point not occupied by mass. This energy 
field behaves essentially as a stationary wave 
vibration. While taken as a whole, both energy 
and matter modes combine to form physical 
existence, always behaving in  dynamic combi- 
nations of one mode or field interacting with 
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the other. Moreover, certain motions of the 
matter field convert at the quantum level to 
the energy field-convert into quanta or irre- 
ducible packets of energy. Those irreducible 
quanta or PHOTONS of energy send relief- 
seeking signals into the continuous energy 
field radiating throughout existence. 

CONSCIOUS CONTROL 
OF FORCE FIELDS 

During its 'creation", each new energy 
quantum slips smoothly and continuously from 
its  matter field into the energy field. Like 
water flowing from a dripping faucet, each 
quantum is pinched off into a minimum-en- 
ergy wave packet. Simultaneously, from the 
continuous energy flow, a new quantum starts 
i ts  formation. Thus, continuous, smooth-flow- 

of quantum particles or photons to relieve that 
point line of energy disturbance or pressure 
disequilibrium from the ofqjnating matter mode. 

Similarly, a hydro, fossil-fuel, or fusion 
power plant on Earth creates and puts human- 
controlled quantum packets into, for example, 
a television transmitter. That transmitter, in 
turn, pu t s  its signal of quanta into the unmov- 
able energy-field ether. Such an  action cre- 
ates radiating lines of energy disturbances 
that are equilibrated by absorption of quanta 
into the matter field of, for example, a televi- 
sion receiver. The same energylmatter mode 
equilibrations can be traced from that televi- 
sion set to the retina of a human eye, then to 
a conscious brain, and finally to volitional 
physical actions. 

Discrete quanta or particles move at high 
velocities approaching the speed of light only 

RATHER 'C" IS THE VELOCITY RELATION- 
SHIPS OF MASS AND ENERGY FIELDS. LIGHT, 
GRAVITY, Mr. Newton, AND HUMAN CON- 
SCIOUSNESS ARE INTERRELATED. THEY 
HAVE NO PATHS OR SPEED LIMITS. 

CONSCIOUS CONTROL 
OF "EXISTENCEn 

The above example of a n  energy-releasing 
star can be "deterministically" calculated from 
the "immutable" cause-and-effect of existence 
WITHOUTconsciousinfluences. But, the above 
example of a n  energy-releasing television 
transmitter is the volitional dynamics of exist- 
ence being integrated, controlled, and forever 
altered by freewill human consciousness. 
Thus, all existence is ultimately controlled, 
predictable, and evolved through volitional - . . 

ing energy forms discrete PHO- 
TONS. In turn, those PHOTONS or 
pinched-off wave packets of mini- 
mum energy maff  e r  create field 
disturbances or nonequilibrium 
pressures radiating in alldirections 
th roughout  existence-signals 
throughout the  endless energy 
field. Such signals travel near or a t  
the speed of Tight-the velocity of 

human consciousness. 
Unknown to the busily self- 

serving Establishment,  the  
above nature of existence and 
its dynamics of matter and en- 
ergy are today being methodi- 
cally verified-experimentally 
and mathematically. That veri- 
fication process will lead to the 
verification of a corollaw fact of 

cosmic energy.- This is not apush ing  pres- in: 1. certain radioactive decays or natural nature: human consciousness IS thekternal  
sure, but a nonsymmetry or disturbance pres- symmetry breakings and, in 2. conscious-con- integrator and  controller of existence- 
sure of energy seeking symmetry or equilib- trolled symmetry breaking and particle accel- Montauk experiments or not! That, in turn, 
rium. What is detected represents, but  does eration. The natural transmission of light, will lead to the verification of the fourth and 
not resemble, what is transmitted. By con- electro-magnetism, or quantum energy across controlling mode of existence-the mode of 
trast, a pressure of mass intruding into the space is not a result of any significant particle human consciousness,which controls the re- 
matrix of force-field energies causes that  elas- or quanta movement. But rather such linear lat ionships of matter,  energy, and  time 
tic matrix to bend, or space to curve which, in or curved transmissions are simply energy- throughout existence. HUMAN CONSCIOUS- 
turn, causes least-action gravity. The rela- wave pressures or disequilibriums propagat- NESS IS THE PURPOSEFUL. UNMOVED 
tionship between mass, curved space, and ing near or at the speed of light through an MOVER OF EXISTENCE. And, finally, that 
gravity require a fixed energy field throughout endless, unmovable energy field or ether. Thus, verification will reveal the eternally evolving 
existence. We won't go further into this  and discrete energy quantum and matter quantum Civilization of the Universe throunhout exist- 
i t s  variety of expressions at  this writing but I do not themselves travel across space. In- ence. All conscious efforts will then harmo- 
hope you begin to get the point. stead, each adds pressure to the stationary nize through objective justice. Thus will flow 

Eventually, each point line of energy dis- lines of force radiating throughout space. limitless benefits to every conscious being 
turbance or pressure is relieved by a matter Those energy disequilibriums are relieved or here on Earth. And then, this anti-civilization 
receptor that absorbs that line of energy as a absorbed by matter-mode receptors at  veloci- will VANISH. 
smooth, continuous energy flow converted ties approaching the speed of light. 
back into pinched-off packets of minimum Consider locally creating and relieving THE FUTURE PERCEPTIONS 
matter energy--chemical, potential, or ki- energy pressures by emitters and receptors in 
netic. In other words, the receptor relieves a stationary energy-field ether. Now, consider I need to leave this document as we are out 
that  energy pressure by locally absorbing en- today's notion that almost every particle ever of "time". Good grief, will we never be able to 
ergy quanta equivalent to the quanta from the created or released physically races across give up  these limiting perceptions? 
originating source. Each absorbed quantum light years of space. That notion seems to At any rate, as we move along you will 
is then converted back into the equivalent of violate Feynman's 'least-action" (ar least-time) understand, as some readers and listeners 
i t s  original mode. Such exchanges of modes principle. Indeed, such a n  action-inefficient here today already KNOW, that the scientific 
can be detected as a wavefparticle in the notion of endlessly traveling quanta seems as and mathematical verifications of the preced- 
energy field,or a particle/wave in the matter quaint as the notion of a geocentric universe ing facts will VANISH Earth's dangerous, irra- 
field, or a combination, depending on how and in which all inertial matter, planets, and stars tional civilization. That VANISHING of Earth's 
where that mode-exchange dynamic is mea- daily race around planet Earth. Both matter anti-civilization will occur as the secure, ra- 
sured. and energy consist of force fields that interact tional Civilization of the Universe comes into 

In measurements, the distinction between locally, not across space. Light, for example, being worldwide. You will foretell and COM- 
metaphysical and epistemological certainties does not literally propagate across time and MAND THE FUTURE by controlling the force 
and  uncertainties must always be discerned, space. But, rather, light locally manifests a field that reaches into the future-into the 
especially in quantum physics. No metaphysi- change of field state or mode throughout ex- Civilization of the Universe. 
cal uncertainties exist in physical nature. Only istence. Thus, from the frame of reference What does this mean? I t  means that the 
out-of-context, epistemological uncertainties relative to field effects of light or to field effects appearance of the Civilization of the Universe 
exist. Thus, Bohm's wave-function theory of human consciousness, actions simulta- will ultimately deliver limitless power and pros- 
nicely eliminates the mystical aspects of q u a -  neously manifest themselves throughout ex- perity TO EACH AND EVERY CONSCIOUS BE- 
t u m  mechanics introduced by the  1926 istence. - ING. 
Copenhagen Interpretation. Then what really i s  the 'speed of light", C? Let u s  leave this now to the digesting sys- 

Those field or mode exchanges occur, for First, consider atomic fissionor fusionin which tems of the listeners-especially Mr. Newton 
example among the gravity-fusion, matter- all of a given mass i s  converted to energy as et  al. who are guests today in a most unsus- 
mode reactions of astar  pushingphoton quanta E=MC2. Now, by contrast, the "speed of light", pected form. Thank you for attending. YOU 
into the energy-field ether to radiate pressure C, is the velocity a t  which all of a given energy CAN GIVE that  MANKIND CAN LIVE AND 
waves, ranging from radio waves to gamma i s  converted to mass as M=EPC2. Yet, light FLOURISH-OR, YOU CAN STAND BY AND 
waves, toward matter-field receptors located itself i s  the opposite-it has  no mass, So CONTRIBUTE TO THE DOWNFALL OR THE 
at the end of ALL point lines of existence- where i s  the connectionof light to the velocity, VANISHING OF A SPECIES. THE HUMAN OF 
such as a lens  of a telescope in another galaxy. C? There i s  NONE!! the "speed of light", C, is GOD SHALL NOT PERISH-BUT WILL HAVE 
That lens withdraws a straight-line equivalent NOT THE SPEED OF LIGHT AT ALL, BUT EVERLASTING LIFE! 
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ROCKET WAS CARRYING 49 1 /2  LBS OF PLU- 
TONIUM AND EQUIPPED WITH 750 KILO TON 

Timely Warnings NUCLEAR WAR HEAD (A COMPARISON: 
HIROSHIMA WAS HIT WITH A 50 KILO TON 
BOMB). THIS IS AN EXPERIMENT BY SCIEN- 
TISTS WHO WORK FORTHOSE WHO RUN THE 
SHADOW GOVT. THIS EXPERIMENT WAS 
DONE I N  ORDER TO SEE IF THEY COULD 

(Continued from Front Page) IGNITE THE PLANET I N  SUCH A WAY THAT IT 
WOULD SEND OUT AN ELECTRO-MAGNETIC 
PULSE (EMP), THIS PROJECT IS CALLED 
'APPLE JACK 95" [H: So guess what they 

lance and  there i s  NO NEED to get hurt  while this-BUT YOU KNOW WHAT-YOU ARE IN have in store for you next year!!] THIS 
doing your  citizenship tasks. THE PHOTON BELT FRINGE. Why do you PROJECT IS PART OF A PROGRAM TO DE- 

I am not going to take time to reprint t he  think all t he  blatherings about cancer and  POPULATE THE EARTH (GLOBAL 2000 PRO- 
article i n  point as i t  is from July  4, 1993 a n d  h i g h  ( above  u l t rav io le t )  r a y s  from t h e  GRAM COMMISSIONED BY FORMER PRESI- 
as regards the  tightening down on you citizens unshielded s u n  a n d  t h u s  and  so? Why do you DENT JIMMY CARTER-2 BILLION TO BE LEFT 
I think i t  more important tha t  we share a bit think that in some areas animals AND people ON EARTH). THIS EMP IS TO HIT THE EARTH 
from a book which we will have to check out  are  going blind from being outside? THIS IS ON JULY 26 I N  THE EASTERN HEMISPHERE. 
more thoroughly. I am told the  document sen t  THE PROTON BELT. Next, they have devel- HOWEVER, IT IS NOT CLEAR AT THIS TIME 
to my attention i s  a chapter from abookand  by oped a weapon which BLINDS-IT BLINDS WHETHER THIS DATE IS MEANT FOR THE 
the  headings, I believe i t  to be: YOUR HOUSE WHOLE ARMIES-permanently! A beam can  WESTERN HEMISPHERE OR THE EASTERN 
IS UNDER ARREST. And GLORY BE!-it i s  be shot  at a landing plane, for instance, and  HEMISPHERE. IF IT IS MEANT FOR THE 
written BY AN ATTORNEY i n  Mill Valley, Cali- c o n f u s e  a n d  BLIND t h e  pilot-causing EASTERN, THIS WOULD MEAN THE WEST- 
fornia. The notation says  i t  comes from The crashes-and i t  is done almost every day NOW. ERN HEMISPHERE COULD FEEL ITS EFFECTS 
Inst i tute  for The Preservation of Wealth, Inc. The reason, however, for the  suggestion ON JULY 25. ALSO, IT WAS STATED THAT 
Burnsville, M N .  Since the  book i s  $75 a copy tha t  you always carry goggles with you-for at THE STRENGTH OF THIS EMP COULD CAUSE 
I will not  take liberties with the  material. least self-is that  ifyou are out  driving and the  THE DEATH OF OVER 2 BILLION PEOPLE. 

What I am offered here is a portion from IGNITION OFYOURATMOSPHERE HAPPENS- HOWEVER, IF IT DOES NOT HIT THE WEST- 
Chapter 18 so  my assumption is tha t  you get you will have someone who can  lead others to ERN HEMISPHERE DIRECTLY THE EFFECTS 
a lot of bang for your buck in th is  volume. I'm safety as THEY COVER THEIR EYES WITH WOULD NOT BE AS GREAT; WE WERE ALSO 
sorry t h a t  I have no  further information to MANY LAYERS OF PAPER, CLOTH OR WHAT- TOLD THATTHE WESTERN HEMISPHERE WILL 
offer you regarding the volume itself. EVERTHEY CAN GRAB INSTANTLY-IMMEDI- FEEL NOTHING IF IT HITS THE EASTERN 

You are going to find tha t  you have a lot of ATELY. Not only will t he  sheer brightness of HEMISPHERE. HOWEVER, THIS IS AN EX- 
repeating in  concept from our journal on  'pri- such  intensity be destructive to sight-BUT, PERIMENT AND NOBODY REALLY KNOWS 
vacy" b u t  specifically th i s  deals with how to THE FREQUENCY OF THE HIGH FREQUENCY WHAT MAY HAPPEN. IT COULD HAVE NO 
ac t  a n d  how to protect yourself when they INVISIBLE RAYSARETOTALLY DESTRUCTIVE EFFECT, OR, 2 BILLION DEAD. NOBODY 
come to your DOOR a n d  how to LEGALLY IN FOCUSED BLASTS. LAUGH IF YOU LIKE, KNOWS. 
effort at protecting yourself, family and  prop- READERS, BUT I PROMISE YOU NOW-HE MOM HAS BEEN TOLD THAT THE WAY TO 
erty. My suggestion, however, i s  tha t  you give WHO LAUGHS LAST WILL LAUGH LONGEST!! DETECT IF YOUR AREA WILL BE AFFECTED 
them whatever they want IF they tell you they Now, dear  ones, I suggest tha t  our  'hot-line" BY THE EMP ISTO HAVEYOUR RADIO TUNED 
will shoot  you dead! If t h e  callers a re  not in bear  a reminder  abou t  this possibility- INTO AN A.M. RADIO STATION. IF THE SIG- 
the  shoot-you-on-the-spot mode, protect your- through the  next fewweeks. When the  electro- NAL ON YOUR RADIO IS SUDDENLY LOST 
self by us ing  t h e  rules a n d  laws. magnetic wave h i t s  your planet from the  deto- AND YOU HEAR STATIC, YOU WILL HAVE 38 

ALWAYS STAY ALERT-THE GOING THING nat ions o n  Jupiter-the POSSIBLE happening MINUTES TO PREPARE. SO WHAT CAN WE 
IS TO PLANT BITS OF ILLEGAL SUBSTANCES, could well be detonation of some of the  satel- DO TO PROTECT OURSELVES? WE WERE 
CASH WITH DRUG ODORS AND WHAT-NOT lite-based NEUTRON WARHEADS-WHICH TOLD THATIFYOU HAVEABASEMENT, ROOT 
AROUND YOUR HOUSE-AND THEN "FIND" CAN RELEASE ENOUGH PRANA(SCALAR, OR- CELLAR OR BOMB SHELTER (SOMETHING 
IT. GONE, ETC.) TO IGNITE THE RADIATION UNDER GROUND) TO GO INTO IT AND STAY 

First, however, I need to share some other BELT AROUND YOUR ATMOSPHERE-AND NEXTTOTHE EASTERN-MOST SIDE OFYOUR 
urgent  a n d  important information. IF THAT HAPPENS IT IS GOING TO TAKE SHELTER. THE EMP WILL LAST ONLY AP- 

From the  Militia of Montana (MOM), yes- ABOUT THREE DAYS TO BURN OUT-AND PROXIMATELY ONE MINUTE. THIS REPORT 
terday, came an INTEL REPORT dated Ju ly  20, ALONG WITH IT, MANY EYES WILL BE WAS TOLD BY A XXXXX WHO WAS XXXXX I N  
1994. BLINDED! I s  i t  so  difficult for you to accept THE XXXXX. 

I have told you tha t  massive and  critical t he  need to prepare? What have you lost if ALSO, WE ARE STILL WORKING ON VERI- 
p lans  were afoot and  the  Jupi ter  'thingB was NOTHING happens? So you have a pair of FICATION THAT RUSSIA HAS BEEN PRACTIC- 
ju s t  a tragic deception and  distraction. Why goggles-maybe someday you can  take u p  ING WAR DRILLS WITH THE CIVILIAN POPU- 
do  you think they reported s u c h  close proxim- welding-to put  all the  pieces back together LATION INTHEIR COUNTRY. THEY ARE PRAC- 
ity of t h e  Jupi te r  probe? You had  better wake after THE BIG ONE! TICING GOING INTO BOMB SHELTERS, ETC. 
up,  sleepy-heads. The warning from "MOMB i s  worthy of at- CONNECTION WITH THE ABOVE?? 

Now, before I sha re  MOM's material with tention. This information comes from PEOPLE 
you I have something to  say i n  behalf of WHO ARE I N  THE LOOP OF KNOWING WHAT MOM'S THOUGHTS 
Dhanna-to them. I S  PLANNED-NOT PSYCHICS o r  O N  T H E  ABOVE 

You will see  that embarrassment over run-  FORTUNETELLERS, PROPHETS OR NERDS- 
ning s u c h  controversial material is u p  front- YOUR SCIENTISTS ARE SCARED SPITLESS, MOM HAS RECEIVED NUMEROUS RE- 
b u t  they chose to get it out  on the  hot-lines GOOD BUDDIES. PORTS COMPARABLE TO THE ABOVE I N  THE 
ANYWAY. Things "far-fetched" sounding, like PAST. SO WHY ARE WE PUTTING THIS ONE 
bombing Jupi ter ,  Electro-magnetic space at- [QUOTING:] ON THE NETWORK? 
tack  against you-the-Earth, photon belts and 1. THIS REPORT CAME FROM A XXXXX 
ignited atmosphere s-are stuff nightmares are FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH WHO XXXXX ON THE XXXXX. 
made of. We chose years ago to run the  2. A PATRIOT INVESTIGATOR WHO HAS 
scientific reports regarding the  Photon Belt. From: Militia of Montana (MOM), c /o  P.O. Box BEEN VERY RELIABLE ON INTEL IN THE PAST 
We advised you to ge t  VERY dark glasses a n d  1486, NOXON, MT 59853. 406-847-2246 v/ HAS ALSO BEEN WORKING ON THIS AND 
that a t  least a #15 welder's goggle or  shield fax. BELIEVES THIS REPORT TO BE CREDIBLE 
w a s  necessary for full protection. We have I. REPORTED EVENING OF JUNE 19,1994: ENOUGH TO BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY. 
been ridiculed off the  globe! We have been A SECRET PROGRAM STARTED BEFORE 199 1 3. WE REPORTED IN THE MAY ISSUE OF 
accused of having interest or owning a'goggles" TO SEND A ROCKET TO JUPITER TO ARRIVE [MOM Newslet ter]  'TAKING AIM* THAT THERE 
factory a n d  being outright 'psychic" frauds. SIMULTANEOUSLY WHEN THE FRAGMENTS ARE FOUR RUSSIAN TYPHOON CLASS SUBS 
Col. Gritz has had  the  most fun  poking at OF THE COMET WOULD STRIKE. THIS OUT OF MOBILE BAY. EACH OFTHESE SUBS 
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CAN CARRY 22 INTERCONTINENTAL MISSILES on this desk TODAY: REST, Brenda Grantland, Institute for The 
WHICH HAVE MIRV CAPABILITY WHICH Presexvation of Wealth, Inc., Burnsville, MN. 
MEANS THAT EACH OF THESE 22 MISSILES [QUOTING:] [H: If anyone has this book, please send us 
CAN CARRY 5- 10 MULTIPLE WAR HEADS ON the full ordering information so that we 
THEM. AFTER FURTHER INVESTIGATION, July 11, 1994 might better tell you how to work with these 
WHEN EXPLODED ATTHE PROPER DISTANCE people who produce this volume. If the 
THESE WAR HEADS CAN CAUSE AN EMPTHAT ... For your information, in May 1994, while remainder of the book t as good as Chapter 
WILL SHUT DOWN ALL ELECTRONICS THAT flying from Sydney to Hong Kong via Cathay 18-it is worth every cent invested. I doubt 
ARE NOT SHIELDED PROPERLY. WE ARE Pacific, we crossed over the northeast portion that Burnsville, MN is so large as to not 
NOT SURE WHAT KIND OF DAMAGE THIS of Australia. I had noticed that on tourist allow for tracking these people down if you 
CAN CAUSE TO LIFE. maps this  particular area was marked as really try. I don't have the time this morn- 

4. ALSO, WE KNOW THAT THERE IS AN- restricted as it was "aboriginal land". About 4 ing so will leave it to the sleuths.] 
OTHER ELECTRO-MAGNETIC GRID THAT HAS or 5 hours  out of Sydney, I looked down on the Don't wait until the police break down your 
BEEN ESTABLISHED BY THE WORLD CON- mountains and noticed that  the tops of a large door with a battering ram to prepare for a 
TROLLERS FOR THE PURPOSE OF WEATHER number ofmountains/hills had what appeared police raid. As soon as you have reason to 
AND/OR MIND CONTROL BY SENDING EMPs to be large square objects on top which I can believe the police are likely to target your 
OVER THIS GRID WHEREVER THEY WISH. best describe as "windows". Oddly enough home, unimprovedland, or business property, 
(EXAMPLE: WOODPECKER SIGNAL NEAR EU- there were no roadways leading to the moun- you need to get everything ship-shape.. 
GENE, OREGON DURING THE EARLY 1980s tain tops. I counted at  least 20. I cannot claim The advice in this chapter assumes you 
AND INVESTIGATED BY BOB BECK I N  1984- to understand what they were. Might it be already know that police have you, your rela- 
SEE THOMAS BEARDEN'S SOVIET WEATHER that they are part of an underground complex? tives, friends, business associates, enemies, 
WARS OVER AMERICA.) Understanding and appreciating the tre- customers, tenants, etc., under investigation. 

SUMMARY: WE,ATMOM, BELIEVEIFTHIS mendous responsibilities you have, I humbly This could easily happen to anyone, even 
TAKES PLACE IT WILL BE USED AS A COVER ask if you would consider answering a few Mother Teresa. For example: 
FOR OTHER PURPOSES. WHAT ARE WE GO- questions put forth by my friends and myself. 
ING TO DO? WE ARE GOING TO MAKE SURE * Your mortal enemy or business competi- 
WE HAVE A RADIO TUNED TO AN AM STA- [END OF QUOTING] tor could get arrested and, to 'work off his 
TION ON THE DAYS OF J U L Y  25 AND 26 AND charges", become a n  informant for the police. 
IF STATIC COMES ACROSS WE WILL NOT PUT I will try to take up  the questions asked at He could lie and tell the police that you are 
OUT A REPORT ON IT UNTIL AFTER WE ARE the next meeting [see p. 12 for 7 l . e  Wwd to doing something illegal. The police could use 
SURE THAT IT IS SAFE TO COME ABOVE order meeting tapes of 7/24/94] to save time. that to get a search warrant for your home or 
GROUND ONCE AGAIN. However, I will dealwith this topic above, now. business, or both. 

ONE MORE THING. WE HAVE BEEN TOLD Those are "light" and 'power" portals, pods, You could invest money in  an enterprise 
THAT BY PUTTING OUT REPORTS OF THIS whatever you wish to call them. There i s  an that gets  seized under RICO. 
NATURE WE WILL LOSE OUR CREDIBILITY ability to hide every trace of those panels * Your child, your tenant, or houseguest 
AND LOOK LIKE FRUITCAKES IF THE SITUA- when appropriate. There is a LOT THAT could get arrested for having drugs on your 
TIOiV DOES NOT COME TO PASS. WE WOULD DOESN'T "SHOW" which is  actually very much property. 
LIKE TO KNOW IF YOU WISH TO RECEIVE in the open because-even with artificial [un- * An informant, a total stranger with along 
THESE TYPES OF REPORTS AND NOT HAVE derground] air control-it is desirable to use string of felony convictions, could finger you 
THE SITUATION OCCUR OR WOULD YOU natural atmosphere when possible and as long for 25% of your assets. He could have gone to 
RATHER WE NOT PUT OUT THE REPORT AND as possible. These facilities axe very definitely great lengths to find out factual details about 
HAVE IT OCCUR. PLEASE LET US KNOW, NOT for the aboriginal people and actually is  you, in order to hqve bogus "corroborating 
THANK YOU. not a "governmentw complex as much as a evidence" for his  tips. 

privately Elite owned place for luxurious 'sur- * You could get fingered by the computer 
[END OF QUOTING] vival". Remember my warnings? If you don't a t  FinCEN, because of large or complex finan- 

have a ticket to Australia for your services- cial t r esac t ions  you made as you moved your 
I don't think I need to comment-except as you aren't in the "IN" crowd and you had better investments between banks, bought and sold 

to the major results of a longer duration, of get worried. There are lots of OTHER places stocks, refinanced and purchased real estate 
such electromagnetic wave blasts. The hu- around-but THAT ONE is  THE Cadillac of the or businesses. They look for "suspicious" 
man immune system i s  all but devastated by bunch. The "no roadways" and 'no landing transactions, using an  artificial intelligence 
such bombardment-much as with overdoing strips" are for exactly THAT: "no" entry except (an advanced type of computer program that 
x-rays and/or any invisible high frequency by invitation and by hover-craft! All traces allows the computer to "reason") program 
tampering. This will, at best, leave massive were removed over two years ago and the final which looks for patterns that match their com- 
numbers of people as open for disaster as is pull-out of all workers was over a year-and-a- plex profiles of money laundering activity. We 
happening in  Zaire today with the refugees half ago. There are other places in Australia don't know how accurate these techniques 
from Rwanda. J u s t  one assault of great mag- and New Zealand as well. are. And once they target you, you're pre- 
nitude can  literally wipe out all the already I would point out that these installations ~ u m e d ~ u i l t y u n d e r  themoney-launderingfor- 
compromised bodieswithin ashort period of time, are more set  up  for the Elite of the Committee feiture laws. 
i.e., AIDS victims will be very hard hit allowing for of 300 and attachments than for, say, the 
overtaking by opportunistic disease. In other Committee of 17. You can know this because IF YOU THINK THEY 
words, you will have been hit by very high levels of of the connection with such as the Tavistock ARE AFTER YOU, 
radiation any way you define it. Institute and, also, the fact that these are CONSULT A LAWYER, NOW! 

BRITISH-controlled lands. The sender of this 
WHICH HEMISPHERE? information, by the way, i s  one of our 'close" If you think "they" are after YOU, you 

Canadian friends. need a criminal lawyer. Don't wait until they 
I don't suggest much attention to hemi- As we talk of 'preparations", readers, it i s  come to your door with a search warrant. Find 

spheres-GET PREPARED WHEREVER YOU almost now a n  afterthought because you are a good [H: GOOD LUCK!] criminal lawyer. 
ARE. YOU WONT KNOW UNTIL TOO LATE IF INTO the happenings which in fact are the Look in the newspapers to see which lawyers 
IT HITS YOU. I do ask that you go back to one "ending" intentions of the PLANNERS 2000. have gotten people off, or appear to be experi- 
of the  early journals and read about the Elite So, the  messages are now clear and the enced. Ask around. Talk to people they have 
plans for luxury living quarters in AUSTRALIA WRITING'S ON THE WALL: represented. 
so that  "they" could conveniently sacrifice the Do all that, but act quickly. You need a 
entire NORTHERN HEMISPHERE if necessary [QUOTING:] lawyer fast. 
to gain their PLAN. I told you then that the If you think "they" are after your child, 
facilities were to be finished and airstrips WHAT TO DO WHEN business associate, customer or tenant, you 
removed (only entry into the areas would be by YOU SEE THEM COMI'NG FOR might still want to line u p  a criminal lawyer for 
helicopter and hover craft) by January, 1993. YOUR LAND yourself-just in case you are called before 
I'HAT HAPPENED1 The facilities are finished the grand jury to testify against them. (see 
m d  here i s  a n  interesting letter which arrived Information: YOUR HOUSE IS UNDER AR- below). 
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TIME TO CLEAN HOUSE that money was laundered through the busi- Police retreat. 
nesses. When the Durlings demanded their Pam immediately hired a lawyer and fought 

Once you know the forfeiture squads are documents back so they could defend them- for return of her property. The court ordered 
after your property, you have to change your selves, the government made the Durlings the computers returned. This ruling sent  the 
living habits. You can't live as ifyou have any pay for photocopying-$5000 worth of pho- county forfeiture squad reeling. They thought 
right to privacy anywhere anymore. It 's time tocopying! the forfeiture was a done deal. 
to clean house, a t  both your home and busi- * Watch what you put in your trash. Police The case against her daughter was dis- 
ness. are now trained to go through the trash of missed after her judge found the search war- 

* Don't make it easy for them to find suspects under investigation. Your deepest rant illegal. Her son pleaded guilty and re- 
anything that incriminates you. If you know darkest secrets may be revealed through your ceived probation before judgment, which ended 
your kids or  any employees are using drugs, trash. Nothing illegal, obscene, embarrass- when Pam paid a$1,000 fine-5 minutes later. 
insist that  they stop it. If you aren't 100% ing, or private should ever go into your Unfortunately, Pam'scase wasassigned to 
confident that they have quit, make them move trash. the same judge who gave the police the war- 
out. Do a thorough job of checking your * All private documents you choose to rant based on the cops' hand-delivered prob- 
premises to make sure they take every vestige dispose of should be shredded or burned in able cause. Because Pam was representing 
of drugs and drug paraphernalia out of your your fireplace or barbecue grill. Be sure to herself (having spent all the money she  could 
house. To the police, paraphernalia includes thoroughly crush the ashes, because forensic raise defending her children and getting back 
potting soil and growing equipment, grow experts have been known to decipher writing her computers), Pam missed a 20 day deadline 
lights, postage or dietary scales, razor blades, on burned paper, using infrared photography. for filing motions to suppress evidence. De- 
aluminum foil and  baggies, as well as pipes, * Watch who you phone, and from where, spite her pleas, Pam's judge-the one who 
tiny spoons, alligator clips, etc. That doesn't and don't charge calls on your long distance signed the search warrant-would not let her 
mean you can't have a postage scale in your calling card that you wouldn't make from home. litigate the legality of the warrant. 
office, or aluminum foil and baggies in your * Assume that your phone is tapped. Don't Pam went to trial, before the same judge 
kitchen, but  if anything looks out  of place or discuss things that could embarrass you later. who signed the search warrant, and was con- 
suspicious to you, you can bet it will to the Never talk in code over the phone, even in jest. victed. She was sentenced to six years in jail, 
police. Don't even use inside jokes that could be all but 2 suspended, followed by 5 years super- 

* Don't keep a diary. Look at what hap- interpreted as talking in code. The govern- visedprobationincludingdrugtreatment. She 
pened to Senator Packwood-no right to pri- ment will put  on a n  expert witness (a cop) who was released on bond pending appeal after 
vacy will protect it from government intrusion. will testify as to what your 'talking in code" serving eight weeks in prison, the first 1 1 days 
You never know what detail it might cor- really means. Even if you make u p  the code, in solitary confinement. 
roborate of some informant's tall tale about they will come u p  with something damaging- Pam Davis's farm was never seized, prob- 
you. Ifyou already have a diary and don't want and maybe even more damaging than what ably due to the voluminous anti-forfeiture 
to throw it away, don't keep it at your home or you really intended. publicity, and the amount of public outrage 
office-especially after you have been targeted. * Instead of looking over your shoulder, about the case. But Pam's judge made u p  for 

* Ditto with photo albums. Loan them to assume they could be following you and act it by refusing to grant Pam's motion for bond 
grandma or your sister-shell enjoy them. accordingly. pending appeal. Pam did 51 days in prison 

* Ditto with calendars and address books. * Obey the law. Don't even speed or park before getting out on bond pending appeal. It 
If they tell your life story, get them out of your illegally. Make sure your car is in compliance looks like she may not have to serve any more 
sight. Keep only the information you need to with all safety regulations so they won't have time, but  the damage has  already been done. 
get by day-to-day, and keep the rest of your reason to stop you for a "traffic infraction". Pam's health has  been wrecked by this ordeal, 
calendars and address books somewhere apart * Don't get into arguments with your en- and her children have lost all their faith in this 
from you, but  safe. You might want to get one emies, any government agents, or anyone else country. Her finances have been destroyed, 
of the loose-leaforganizers to use in the mean- who might develop a motive to set you u p  for a and now she h a s  to sell the farm anyway. 
time. That way pages of your calendar that are cut of the proceeds. Pam Davis is not the only victim set up  by 
history can be removed and stored away from * Don't call anyone you think might have UPS informants. 'Presumed Guilty", the pow- 
you or recycled. set you up. erful forfeiture expose by Andrew Schneider 

* Ditto with utility bills, general corre- * If the police approach you, be courteous, and Mary Pat Flaherty published in August 
spondence, and anything with other people's but insist on your rights. Don't consent to 199 1 in the Pittsburgh Press, showed UPS was 
name on it. They don't need to know who you let them search and don't answer any ques- involved in setting up  forfeiture seizures as 
associate with. I t  gives them more leads in tions, other than giving your name and iden- early as 1990. Part IV of the series, "The 
their fishing expedition. tification. Tell them to speak to your lawyer if Informantsw, Aug. 14, 199 1, says: 

* Ditto with your tax returns and any they have any questions. 
financial papers. * Don't send anything by UPS that you "The absence ofregulations spawns 'pri- 

* Back up  your computer files. Get a good wouldn't want the police to see. United Parcel vateers and junior G-men', says Steven 
computer encryption program, and protect all Service ha s  played a pivotal role in a number Sherick, adefense attorney inTucson, Ariz., 
your files. of forfeiture cases in the last few years. [H: who recently recovered $9,000 for John 

* Make a complete back-up set of the Remember WACO!] P. Gray of Rutland, Vt., after a UPS em- 
documents you will need to keep your busi- ployee found it in a package and called 
ness running (billing records, client files, bank- In 1992, Maryland police officers dressed police. 
ing records) as well as the documents you in UPS uniforms and driving a UPS truck rang "Gray, says Sherick, i s  'an eccentric 
need to prove how you acquired each of your the doorbell of Pamela Davis's house in  older guy who doesn't use anything but 
valuable assets, any documents explaining Westminister, Maryland. When her teenage cash.' In March 1990, Gray mailed a friend 
unusual  surges in income (e.g., insurance daughter opened the door, they delivered a hand-money for a piece of Arizona retire- 
claim payoffs, lawsuit settlement money, gifts UPS package, containing 1.5 ounces of mari- ment property Gray had scouted during an 
and inheritances, lotterywinnings, unusually juana, which neither Pam nor her daughter earlier trip West, say court records. The 
large tax refunds, etc.). Keep this set of docu- were expecting. When the police came back court ordered the money returned because 
ments in  a very safe place away from you or with a search warrant a little while later, Pam's the state couldn't prove the cash was gained 
your property. This is very important, be- son was u p  on the roof, eating the marijuana. illegally. 
cause, when the police come with a search In addition to the UPS package of marijuana, "It could be that UPS employees are 
warrant, they will confiscate all of your pa- the police found a baggie containing less than collecting informant rewards from the gov- 
pers. They will not leave you with a set of them an  ounce of marijuana in Pam's bedside table. ernment, just like airline ticket counter 
to use to  keep your business afloat, and they Pam was a t  work the whole time. employees are for reporting travellers who 
will not freely give them back to you to use to The police arrested Pam's son and daugh- purchase tickets with cash." 
defend your case. In the Durling case, where ter. Nineteen days later they arrested Pam. 
police seized the businesses, cars and bank They seized all her computer equipment, which While you're a t  it, expect not to have pri- 
accounts of three generations of a family, they she used to run her imported clothing busi- vacy in anything you send by UPS'S competi- 
also seized all their records. This left the ness. They threatened to seize Pam's 54-acre tors. I asked a Federal Express desk clerk 
Durlings without the documents to disprove farm and 20-room, 18th century farmhouse, what procedures they have to go through be- 
the government's claim, in the forfeiture case, saying it would make a nice Fraternal Order of fore opening a package they consider "suspi- 
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cious." She said they would call in the DEA pressure, it's hard to tell what things might be consent could be used against you in court, 
dogs, hide the package amid a lot of other misconstrued, so, instead oftalking to them at  they are lying-don't give in. If they threaten, 
packages and let them sniff it out. If the dogs all, repeat this phrase: as they often do, that if you don't consent to a 
pick out  the package, she said, then they "I'm not willing to answer,any questions search, they will make you stay there all day 
would probably get a court order to open it. until I have consulted my lawyer." while they go get a search warrant, or that they 
She thought it was company policy to get a Repeat this answer over and over each time will trash your house if they have to go get a 
court order before opening the package, but  they ask you a question. search warrant, call their bluff-make them 
she  wasnYt absolutely certain. Don? resist arrest. If their warrant was get a warrant. These are your constitutional 

Since recent chemical analysis studies, based on false information, you can move to rights at stake here-assert them, that's 
including as tudy conducted by the DEA, show suppress the evidence later, Resisting arrest what they are there for! You can rest assured 
that  the U.S. currency supply is highly con- will only endanger your life. They kill and beat that if they intend to trash your house, they 
taminated with cocaine residue by contact people for that now-look at the Randy Weaver will do so whether or not you refuse to consent 
with other bills as well as contact with the case in Idaho, the Waco, Texas tragedy, and to a search. 
belts in the sorting mechanism from the Fed- Rodney King. Some police go to great lengths to try to 
eral Reserve System, drug-sniffing dogs will coerce people into consenting to a search. At 
alert to most currency. If there is  cash in a WHAT T O  DO I F  THEY some point, police threats and promises used 
package and they do the experiment the Fed- S H O W  U P  to induce you to consent to a search go too far, 
eral Express employee discussed, the dogs WITHOUT A WARRANT and invalidate any consent you give. But it 
will probably alert, and the government will will be u p  to the judge in your trial whether 
find and seize the cash. The unreliability of Whether you are a t  home, at  someone else's the consent was coerced. Don't take chances. 
dog-sniffs to support seizure was harshly criti- home, in a public place, or in a car, and the It 's  hard to prove your consent was coerced. 
cized in  at least one federal case, based on the police want to search you, your car or your It's better to not give it to them. 
scientific tests showing the contamination of premises, ask them to get a search warrant. Take for example the outrageous search 
the money However, most courts Ask politely, but be insistent. Try to make that Jarnestown, California resident Andrew 
continue to place reliance on the dog-sniff as sure witnesses hear you demand a warrant. Tomaselli and his  wife N i t a  Torres were sub- 
an indication of involvement of the money in  But they might not need a search warrant jected to. These are Andrew's own words: 
drug trafficking. if the circumstances fit within one of the excep- 

242 Jones v. U.S. Drug Enforcement Adminis- tions to the warrant requirement. The excep- 'On June  1, 1993, at approximately 
tration, 8 19 F. Supp. 698, 7 19-2 1 (M.D. Tenn. tions to the warrant requirement are: 1 1 :45 a.m., my wife, Nita, and I along with 
1993). This i s  the famous case of Willie Jones, company from out of town were relaxing on 
the shrubbery [dealer] who was stopped in the * consent search our lawn, recapping the highlights of the 
Nashville airport, and his $9,600 seized, sim- * plain view bluegrass music festival we had just at- 
ply because he fit a drug-courier profile, and * search 'incident" to a n  arrest tended. Suddenly, three unmarked ve- 
the  dogs alerted to the cash. His story ha s  * Terry stop and frisk hicles came racing down our driveway, 
been featured on CBS 60 Minutes, and he was * automobile exception nearly running over our dogs. Seven or 
a witness a t  the first Government Operations * exigent cireumstances eight men immediately jumped out with 
Committee hearing before Congress on Sep- * hot pursuit guns pointed upward and screamed a t  u s  
tember 30, 1992. to get our hands on top of our heads. .. 

So, before you send any cash or sensitive DON'T CONSENT 'I cannot describe the terrible feeling of 
documents through any courier service, you TO A SEARCH imminent death or injury at  the hands of 
might want to check their policies about open- the yet unidentified thugs. We were herded 
ing packages-but do it anonymously. If the police ask your permission to search, to our car and forced to place our hands on 

and you agree, then their search is  legal, and the blazingly hot hood of our vehicle. From 
WHAT T O  D O  I F  POLICE S H O W  anything they find can be used against you or the corner of my eye, I observed one of the 

U P  WITH A WARRANT confiscated without a warrant. This is  the one gunmen enter our house with his gun 
excuse to search without a warrant that you raised. 

If the police show u p  at your door with a can totally avoid. NEVER CONSENT TO A 'Not until the gunman returned out- 
warrant, there's nothing you can do but let SEARCH. Calmly say: side and yelled out, 'House secured," and 
them in. Ask to see the warrant and carefully our bodies were searched, did the men 
read it over, but stay as cool, calm and col- "I am an  American citizen with consti- 
lected as possible. Sometimes they refuse to tutionalrights. Ifyou want to search 
show you the warrant, even when they have my car/house/boat, etc., get a war- 
one. Sometimes they show you a n  unsigned rant." 
warrant (there might also be a signed warrant Do that even if you think you 
somewhere, or maybe not). Insist on seeing have nothing to hide. You never 
the  warrant, and check it for defects-such as: know what someone else might have , 

whether it is signed, whether it is for the leftinyour car orhouse. Theymight 
correct address and/or person, whether it is find your cash and seize it, saying it 
stale (there will be a date of issuance and some i s  'drug money", as the Volusia 
indication of when it expires), and whether the County Florida forfeiture squads did 
warrant specifies it must be served in daytime throughout 1992, to tourists headed 
hours  z43. Calmly point out any deficiencies- to Disney World and other travellers 
if they let you-and stand your ground BUT along Interstate 95.z44 
WITHIN REASOH. Remember they9ve got the 
guns. If they don't really have a warrant, or if 244 "Tainted Cash or Easy Money? 
they insist on proceeding in spite of your Volusia Deputies Have Seized $8 Mil- 
protestations of defects in the warrant, re- lion from 1-95 Motorists. The Trap Is  
member you can raise those issues later in a For Drug Dealers, But Money I s  The 
motion to suppress any evidence they seize. Object. Three of Every Four Drivers 
As long as you have firmly insisted that you do Were Never Charged," by Jeff Brazil 8b 
not consent to a warrantless search, you don't Steve Berry, Orlando Sentinel, June  
have to do anything more. 14-17, 1992 (also June  19 8s June  

z43 Daytime hours, for purposes of service 25). This series won a Pulitzer Prize 
of warrants, vary from jurisdiction to jurisdic- in 1992. [H: By the way, "not getting 
tion, and  can be looked up  in the state penal charged" does NOT MEAH that you 
code. In California, for example, daytime war- get your money back!] 
rants  must  be served before 10 p.m. If police tell you that if you don't fheft dk3aSh." 

Do not say anything to the cops that you consent to a search, they will make it ' 

don't want to hear repeated in court. Under harder on you, or that your refusal to 
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identify themselves as d ~ u g  agenis. We a!-gal right to 1 --such as, on a public street, anything they see while inside the premises. 
were finally told that  the neighbor had or inside your house with your consent-they That would not allow the police to enter with- 
observed u s  growing and picking mari- can seize anything in "plain view". "Plain out a warrant, but if the police accompany the 
juana. view" means bythiAg they can see without firemen inside in order to help rescue some- 

"I breathed a slight sigh of relief upon having to go into another room, open drawers, one, then they are legitimately on the pre- 
hearing th is  because I wasn't growing and cabinets, closet doors, look under the bed, mises and can seize things found in plain 
had never grown marijuana in my life. Yet etc. view. [H: Shades of  the tales o f  O.J. 
when my thoughts collected, a shaking The only other requirements are that the Simpson??] 
terror returned as I finally realized that discovery be inadvertent, and that  the items A number of state courts and lower federal 
these must be the same men involved in a seized be immediately recognizable as evi- courts have approved searches under this doc- 
shooting incident about 2 to 3 weeks prior d e n ~ e . ~ ~ ~  Police have interpreted this doctrine trine, although it has  never been approved by 
in the nearby town of Columbia, in which as also giving them license to seize anything the U.S. Supreme Court. 
persons playing with a cap gun were shot they say may be subject to forfeiture. 
[by ACTNET officers]. 246 Texas v. Brown, 460 U.S 730(1983). HOT PURSUIT EXCEPTION 

"At that  point the agents, representing Washington v. Chrisman, 455 U.S. l(1982). 
the Amador, Calaveras and Tuolumne Coolidge v. NewHampshire, 403 U.S.443(1971). The police, in hot pursuit of afleeing felon, 
County Narcotics Enforcement Team Many "plain view" searches and seizures can chase the felon into your living room. If 
(ACTNET), identified themselves as such can be prevented by not consenting to the they find contraband in plain view in your 
and told u s  no one may leave or enter the entry of the police onto the premises. So, if living room, or catch you in the act of doing 
property. They then told u s  we had two police officers come to your house collecting something illegal, or see other evidence in 
choices. An agent, identified only as John, for the Police Benevolent Fund-especially if plain view, they can seize it without a war- 
said: they express interest in buying one of your rant.253 The police must have continuous 

dog's puppies 247-don't invite them into the knowledge of the felon's whereabouts. They 
The  first choice is that you cooper- house. You might end u p  giving them a larger can't see him run into your house, then come 

ate fully with us,  consent to a search of donation than you intended. back a n  hour later, without a warrant, and 
the property and well be out of here in 247 The puppy adoption ploy is very com- bust inside. 
a half hour. Or you can refuse and mon now with potential forfeiture targets who 253 Warden v. Haydon, 387 U.S.294(1987). 
remain on  the lawn for 4 or 5 hours have dogs. Don Scott was one of two cases I 
waiting until  the search warrant is have seen where the police come to the target's SUPPOSE YOU GET 
served.' home on one or more occasions prior to a raid, INVITED T O  TESTIFY 

on the pretext of wanting to adopt or buy a BEFORE THE GRAND JURY 
"My wife replied, This  is not our house; puppy. In both cases, the officers used the 

we are only the caretakers here. Can I call opportunity to make friends with the dogs. Usuallyyou have no choice but to appear- 
u p  the owners and ask them what we should This ploy obviously made it easy to invade the because you are subpoenaed. But that  doesn't 
do?' Agent John  replied, 'Nobody can use property secretly, without the owners' dogs mean you have to answer all their questions. 
the phone or enter the house.' alerting them, and allowed the police to gain You can 'take the Fifth" and refuse to answer 

"I said to agent John,  You came here to entry to the house so they could know its any questions 'that might tend to incriminate 
find marijuana under cultivation; feel free layout in  advance of the raid. you". But, unless you have a criminal defense 
to look around the property for any signs of lawyer go over your testimony in advance, you 
this. The neighbor saw me weeding mint SEARCH INCIDENT will have great difficulty deciding what state- 
from our herb garden." I then pointed to TO ARREST ments might 'tend to incriminate you". 
the trash can of mint and weeds destined The first thing you should always do when 
for the compost pile. I next said, 'After you If the police have probable cause to arrest subpoenaed before the grand jury is  consult a 
look through our yard and see for your- someone, they have the power to search him criminal lawyer. [H: I thought most lawyers 
selves that a serious mistake ha s  been or her, and seize evidence or forfeitable items were Ucriminal". Ho, that k just a jab, too 
made, please leave the premises.' The on them, 248 in their car if they are driving249 or much fun to pass up!] Make sure you get a 
agent said no and also stated that, 'If you in the area 'within the arrestee's immediate good, experienced criminal lawyer. [H: Oh, 
do not consent to a search now, we can control".250 one with good references in criminal activi- 
make it harder on you.' 248 Gustafson V. Florida, 4 14 U.S.260(1973). ties? As a matter of fact, all joshing aside- 

United States v. Robinson, 4 14 U.S.2 18(1973). I think you at CLC, etc., should get this lady 
"Fearing that the owner's house would 249 New York v. Belton, 453 U.S.454(198 1). on your REFERENCE LIST-TO HELP YOU 

be turned upside down, I signed a con- 250 Chime1 v. California, 395 U.S.752(1969). LOCATE SUCH LAWYERS-WHEN YOU NEED 
sent to search form, under duress and THEM IS TOO LATE MOST OF THE TIME!] 
coercion." AUTOMOBILE EXCEPTION The best corporate attorney in the world won't 

substitute. Putting together a team of the best 
Did Andrew do the right thing to break Because a n  automobile is mobile and can legal minds of six other fields won't substitute 

down and let them search? NO. He later told easily be removed from the scene, the Su- for one dedicated, experienced criminal law- 
the local newspaper: preme Court ha s  allowed the police to stop an yer. 

'Out of sheer terror I decided t o  let them automobile (or other conveyances such as an You should consult a criminal lawyer even 
search.... I'm not up on my legal rights." 245 airplane or boat) and search it, without a if you think you have nothing to hide. Even if 

See also 'Drug Raid Ordeal Infuriates warrant, if they have probable cause to believe they are not targeting you, you could end u p  
Couple: Neighbor Mistook Mint For Marijuana," it contains c ~ n t r a b a n d , ~ ~ '  or if they have prob- saying something damaging that  makes them 
by Ron DeLacy, Modesto Bee, J u n e  5, 1993. able cause to arrest the driver.252 target you next. For example: 

Andrew learned the hard way that if you 25 Carroll v .  United States,  I had a client whose boyfriend was charged 
don't know your rights, you're likely to  lose 267U.S. 132(1925). with killing a child he  was babysitting. My 
them. 2s2 New York v. Belton, 453U.S.454(1981). client was not present when the murder oc- 

curred, but she  had spoken to him that day 
KNOW YOUR RIGHTS! EXIGENT CIRCUMSTAWCE SEARCH over the phone. He had called her several 

times, and had acted odd in the phone conver- 
If the police don't have a warrant, and they 'Exigent circumstances" means the evi- sations. She decided to  go over to h is  house 

don't have your consent, they can only invade dence i s  about to be destroyed or taken away, and see what was wrong. She got there just as 
your 'reasonable expectation of privacf in and therefore there is not enough time to the ambulance took the dead child away. 
your land, your car, and  your personal effects obtain a warrant. It also arises when police She was subpoenaed to testify before the 
if the circumstances fit one of the following officers are  confronted by emergency situa- grand jury investigating the murder. She 
narrow exceptions: tions, such as a fire or  a report of a wounded hired me to advise her because she  was scared. 

person inside preniises, and enter to stop the The stress of reliving the ordeal had put her 
PLAIl VIEW SEARCHES emergency. into such a state that she  was having to go 

For example, firemen who enter premises through counselling, and was still having 
If the police are in a place where they have and put  out  a fire can report to the police nightmares about it. 
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It was a good thing that she consulted me, 
because there was some damaging evidence 
that  she  didn't know about that could have 
caused her to be suspected of child abuse too. 

The autopsy of the child showed old scars, 
and evidence of abuse over a long period of 
time. In the grand jury they questioned her 
about her relationship with the defendant, 
how often she  had taken care of the child, and 
other questions aimed a t  discovering whether 
she might have been abusing the child too. 
She was totally cleared after the grand jury 
investigation (and rightfully so), but  you never 
know what would have happened had she not 
been prepared for the grand jury ordeal. 

You never know. The physical manifesta- 
tions of shock, after being accused of such a 
heinous crime, could alone be misinterpreted 
by the grand jury as evidence of guilt. 

It i s  often said, amongst both criminal 
defense lawyers and prosecutors, that a grand 
jury will 'indict a ham simdwichw. That refers 
to how easy it is for prosecutors to get agrand 
jury to indict someone. 

The grand jury meets in  secret, with only 
the prosecutor and witnesses the prosecutor 
subpoenas allowed to attend the proceedings. 
One witness appears at  a time, in a very coer- 
cive atmosphere, in which most witnesses re- 
ceive at least subliminal threats that they may 
be implicated as well if they do not 'cooperate" 
with the grand jury investigation. 

Defense lawyers and the public are never 
allowed inside the grand jury room. The press 
i s  totally excluded. A court reporter takes 
down a transcription, but  it is immediately 
sealed, and only the prosecutor gets to see it- 
ever-with only one exception. 

If there is a criminal trial in a case the 
TAKING T H E  "FIFTHn MEANS grand jury votes to indict, the criminal de- 

EVIDENCE THEY WON'T fendant gets to see a transcript of the prior 
HAVE-AT LEAST NOT testimony of any government witnesses who 
FROM YOUR MOUTH testified in the grand jury on that case, but the 

transcript isn't required to be revealed to the 
By learning in  advance exactly where to criminal defendant until after the witness 

draw the line, and 'take the Fifth" instead of testifies a t  the criminal trial.254 And that's the 
answering questions, you can avoid giving only exception to grand jury secrecy. No one 
them statements from your own mouth that other than the criminal defendant who is tar- 
could be used against you. geted gets to see the grand jury testimony at 

You are probably wondering- Wouldn't that all. 
make the grand jury suspect you more, the fact 254 The Jencks Act, 18 U.S.C. Sub.3500. 
that you "took the Fifth" instead of answering The other reason you hire a lawyer if you 
the question? are subpoenaed before the grand jury is  that 

Maybe so, but suspicion is not evidence. the lawyer can sometimes get the government 
If they already have probable cause to be- to agree to give you 'use immunity". "Immu- 

lievr you have committed a crime, they will nity" means you would be 'immune" from be- 
indict you anyway. Anything you say will just ing prosecuted for anything you say to the 
help them build their case against you. And if grand jury. 'Use" immunity means they can't 
they don't have probable cause to indict you, use it'against you at trial. In other words, they 
don't give them extra ammunition to get an  could still prosecute you if they have evidence 
indictment-don't say anything. wholly separate from your statements to the 

grand jury. But at trial, they would not be 
allowed to use your statements before the 
grand jury, or any evidence your statements 
lead them to. 

ASSERT YOUR RIGHTS 

Hopefully this chapter has  taught you 
enough about your legal rights that  you will 
know when to assert them. If you think your 
property is  likely to be the target of a search 
warrant, don't keep anything illegal, obscene, 
embarrassing, or private there. And don't 
throw it in your trash without shredding or 
burning it. 

If the police show u p  with a warrant, coop- 
erate but keep your mouth shut. If they show 
up  without awman t ,  don't consent to asearch. 

And ifyou are subpoenaed to testify before 
the  grand^ jury, get a criminal lawyer immedi- 
ately. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

I won't comment on how much of this seems 
so far-out that you couldn't ever "be in such a 
situation". All of it is now within, not the 
possibility, but the PROBABILITY of happen- 
ing to you as you move on into the close-down 
portion of your non-Constitutional way of life- 
moving into a POLICE STATE. 

I will remind you, however, ATTORNEYS 
DO NOT COME CHEAPLY-AND NEVER 
'FREELYw-SO IT IS BETTER TO ACT ALWAYS 
WITHIN THE RULES AND REGULATIONS AND 
TAKE ACTION WHERE YOU ARE ALSO SE- 
CURE. YOU HAVE ENTERED A MOST SAD 
TIME, READERS-MOST SAD INDEED! Al- 
ways act within wisdom-and without foolish- 
ness and we can make it through. Charge 
forth with guns and force-and you will be 
stopped! Salu. 



New Gaia Products 
SPELT 

Spelt is the most ancient and very best grain. 
Spelta is a grain of its own unique being. It is the 
best fiber resource, and has large amounts of B- 
17 (anti-carcinoma). It is the grain GOD gave to 
the planet as "manna" when humans were placed 
upon it. 

Spelt was brought from the Middle East more 
than 9,000 years ago; it is a well tested product. 
It has since spread over the European Conti- 
nent. Very recently, Spelt has enjoyed renewed 
popularity in Europe as a result of translations 
of mystical writings of the 12th century healer, 
St. Hildegard of Bingen, who praised Spelt as the 
grain best tolerated by :he body. The Old Testa- 
ment mentions Spelt in Exodus 9:31, 32 and 
Ezekiel 4:9. 

Today it is used in the West in much the same 
way as wheat; one main distinction is that the 
people with allergies to wheat frequently do not 
react to Spelt. Although Spelt contains gluten, 
those with gluten sensitivity, even celiacs, can 
usually tolerate it. In ad- 
dition, Spelt is appreci- 
ated as much for its 
hearty nut-like flavor as 
for its healing qualities. 

The grain berry 
grows an exceptionally 
thick husk that protects 
it from pollutants and 
insects. It is stored with 
its husk intact, so it re- 
mains fresher. Thus, 
unlike other grains, it is 
not normally treated 
with pesticides or other 
chemicals. The strong, 
protective husk may also 
be a metaphorical sig- 
nature of this grain's 
capacity to strengthen 
immunity. Spelt con- 
tains special carbohy- 
drates (Mucopolysac- 
charides) which are an 
important factor in blood 
clotting and stimulating 
the body's immune sys- 
tem. 

Spelt is richly en- 
dowedwithnutrients. In 
general, it is higher in 
protein, fat and fiber 
than most varieties of 
wheat. An important feature is its highly water- 
soluble fiber, which dissolves easily and allows 
for efficient nutrient assimilation by the body. 
Spelt also contains essential amino acids, which 
combine with the protein in Spelt constitute a 
source for human plasma. To use Spelt in baked 
goods, cereals and other dishes calling for wheat 
or other grains, substitute it one for one. You will 
likely always have to add gluten (from wheat) to 
give satisfactory yeast products. 

At a major clinic in Konstanz, Germany, Spelt 
has been used as an adjunct in the treatment of 

many disorders, especially chronic digestive prob- 
lems of all kinds, chronic infections (herpes, 
AIDS), nerve and bone disorders (Parkinson's 
disease, Alzheimer's disease, arthritis), cancer 
and antibiotic side effects. 

GAIANDRIANA 

Gaiandriana is a non-alcoholic health tonic 
which provides basic "foods" to help cells, weak- 
ened by the stresses of modern life, to return to 
a state of health. 

The better our cells function, the greater is 
the stamina returned to our internal defense 
systems, and the better we can counter the 
constant onslaught of biological and viral invad- 
ers. The end result is a feeling of well-being by, 
of course, being well. 

The Gaiandriana (commonly referred to as 
"chondriana" in the Biological literature) are 
capable of intelligent, organized attack against 
cellular invaders like viruses. Think of it as a 
"pac-man" operation of sorts. However, beyond 

that ,  the 
Gaiandriana are ca- 

ALL NATURAL 
FAT-BURNING 

THE NATURAL FAT-BURNING 
SYSTEM TO HELP YOU LOOK 

GOOD AND 
FEEL GREAT. 

LET NATURE HELP YOU REDUCE. 

30 DAY SUPPLY: $35.00 
PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING. 

(See Next-To-Last Page for ordering information, 
see Next Page for more information.) 

recognized as adenosine triphosphate (ATP). 
About 95% of the energy needed to 'run the 

machinery" that keeps each cellgoing and healthy 
is produced in the mitochondria. Unfortunately, 
the mitochondria are particularly damaged by 
free radicals and cumulative levels of so-called 
"background" radiation in our modern environ- 
ment. These compromised mitochondria, like 
half-dead batteries, then lead to impaired cellu- 
lar functioning and health. Thus is the impor- 
tance of AquaGaia, with its assimilatable supply 
of healthy mitochondria - like "fresh batteries' 
for the body's cells. 

The better our cells function, the greater is 
the stamina returned to our internal defense 
systems, and the better we can counter the 
constant onslaught of biological and viral invad- 
ers. 

GALANDRIANA & AOUAGAIA 

To help in understanding the workings of 
these organic "pac-men" you must realize that 

pable of stimulating there is a coveringKcap" on viruses. The 
cellular structural  rotei in car, is centered on a charged zinc atom 
repairs due to dam- 
age caused by, for 
instance, free radi- 
cals and cumulative 
levels of so-called 
"background" radia- 
tion in our modem 
e n v i r o n m e n t .  
Healthy DNA and 
RNA within the nu- 
clei of our cells then 
lead to properly 
formed and concen- 
trated enzymes, 
upon which healthy 
cellular function de- 
pends. 

Gaiandriana liq- 
uid is made entirely 
from wholesome 
natural ingredients. 

AQUAGAIA 

Complementary 
to the Gaiandriana 
product, AquaGaia is 
also a non-alcoholic 
health tonic which 

provides basic "foods" to help cells, weakened by 
the stresses of modern life, to return to a state of 
healthy function. 

AquaGaia contains mitochondria These are 
the major biochemical energy "processors" within 
cellular metabolism. First, enzymes begin the 
breakdown process of organic nutrients (hke 
fats, carbohydrates and proteins) to intermedi- 
ate substances such as amino and pyruvic ac- 
ids. Then, in the next "bucket brigade" step, 
these various acid molecules are processed within 
the mitochondria to release chemical energy 

-and is theApart of the virus that r&gnizes and 
binds to DNA-in turn allowing the virus to 
reproduce. 

AquaGaia, in conjunction with the 
Gaiandriana, knock out the zinc atom (a simple 
"charge" change), which renders the protein 
ineffective. This is a breakdown of 'parts" of the 
Gaiandriana male-female DNA structure which 
releases many working variants but frees the 
Gaiandrionettes or "killers" to take out that zinc 
atom and pass right into the afTected cell. With- 
out the "cap", the virus cannot reproduce and 
infect more cells-further, the damaged virus 
feeds the Gaiandriana unified cells and the 
circulating mitochondria. 

Healthy cells are not affected because they 
lack the zinc-centered protein cap on the virus. 

These "Gaia" compounds have an effect on 
cancer cells because they stop an enzyme on the 
cancer cells from producing a "messenger" mol- 
ecule that blocks a second enzyme from attack- 
ing the cancer cell's DNA. The compounds (Gaia) 
have been seen to actually take out leukemia, 
breast, brain and colon cancer cells. We have no 
claim to anything other than stating that people 
utilizing these simple and natural substances do 
show improved well-being and do report feeling 
generally and, often remarkably, improved as to 
state of health, thought processes and stamina. 

The obvious conclusion is that there might 
well be good reports of better health and faster 
recovery, following infection by other viruses, 
than those mentioned above. All viruses known 
react in generally the same manner. 

It is known that many diseases are due to 
retroviral DNA and these are the most affected 
viruses by the Gaia-chondrianas (living crystal 
forms). We, again, make no medical claims-we 
are simplyreporting in an effort to explain WHAT 
takes place within the cellular structures of 
living organisms. 
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NOTE the tea itself-but as you know, even the MO-GU glutamic acid, proline, glycine, alanine, cystine, 
tea can make you quite light-headed. There is no valine, methionine, isoleucine, leucine, tyrsine, 

If any product you receive has an unpleasant alcohol in the beverage although you may very phenylalanine, ornithine, tryptophan. 
odor - it is from the fmishing culture process. well think so as the body rushes to uptake the The suggested daily consumption is 3 grams 
Leave the bottle open to air and it will quickly fuel supply. This is not a medical-chemical per day. 
dissipate. Then, depending on taste and prefer- concoction so you could take the entire bottle GaiaTiim 
ence-refrigerate after opening and reclosing. without damage or hazard-but you might well 

IMPORTANT: Do not mix the two, not feel so great for abit afterwardandit is totally Excerpt from 3 f 11 94 
Gaiandriana and AquaGaia, together for stor- UNNECESSARY for any expected positive re- CONTACT, p. 10 
age as the AquaGaia (mitochondria) are ag- sponse. 
gressive and begin to "eat" the Gaiandriana This is not like taking an antibiotic with flu or 2/23/94 #1 HATONN 
for fuel. Once ingested, they go about their sore-throat. This is a well-body systemic en- 
appointed tasks, but in bottle prisons they hancement. It sometimes, as with other per- I have been nagged and badgered to put 
are not particularly compatible once the avail- sons' elixir--takes weeks or months to feel any together something that would help to remove 
able fuel supply is exhausted. Juices are difference. ONCE balanced, however, you will and keep off excess body fat. You people are so 
excellent to take with the AquaGaia because note that at onset of infection, cold, etc., if you focused on the purely physical aspect of experi- 
the mitochondria must have the fuel derived take around six ounces of Gaiandriana and ence as to concern me. However, there IS need 
from same, the most effective juice being double up on the GaiaLyte-you will probably among the population for some help in con- 
from the tropical "Guava" fruit. Any juice is note positive response in about an hour. Re- trolling the negative problems of 'lipid and 
fine, however, and is most pleasant to intake. member-you are activating the enhanced im- horizontally challenged" people. Of course there 
Diabetics should utilize whatever juices are mune system and it takes a while to accomplish is an array of natural herbal assistants for the 
available on their food plan to keep within the this task. problem. There are also the very practical pro- 
safe guidelines for calories and other require- grams available for self-hypnotic training for the 
ments. ALOE JUICE body. Our people will, my request was by mid- 

The most innocuous and easy intake avail- (Whole Leaf, Cold Pressed March, have a full 'program" in herbal form to 
able is simply a few drops under the tongue, Aloe Vera Concentrate) interact with the fat molecules which will cause 
both products taken at the same time or at them to 'liquey and then with abundant fluid 
Herent  times of the day. Once the "initial" Aloe Vera has a long and impressive history intake, wash away the surplus cellular material. 
program is completed, and the maintenance that spans hundreds of centuries, countries and The reason this is so valuable is that you are 
level of intake is being followed, certainly the cultures, and appears in countless 'folk rem- leaving your necessary muscle tissue untouched 
drops under the tongue are the least annoy- edies" as a plant revered for its healing qualities. which produces the end results of alean, healthy 
ing to any daily reg$aren. Aloe Juice is a whole-leaf concentrate pre- body. You will have to check with the 'Gaia' 

pared from the freshly harvested leaves of the people for we don't stick our noses into the 
GaiaLvte Barbadensis Miner Aloe Vera plant. Aloe Juice business of the product offerings. Do 'I" present 

guarantees a minimum of 10,000 mg. of muco- the formulas and "createw the products? Not in 
GaiaLyte is brought forth from KargasokTea. plysaccharides per liter. all instances-but yes, I do. Dharma is stuck 

This IS the basic component of MO-GU tea as we The nutrients reported in Aloe Vera include with the nasty job of physically combining the 
have used the tea by that name. TheGaiaLyte is mucopolysaccharides and polysaccharides substances and doing the 'gardenin$. How- 
a fully integrated electrolytic liquid. The "drinK" (glucomannans), glycoproteins, glucose, man- ever, she then has nothing further to do with the 
is a 'concentrate" (3 to 1 minimum-as much to nose, galactose, xylose, arabinose, tannins, ste- management or presentation. I can promise 
one as you like maximum). It contains EVERY- roids, organic acids, antibiotic principles, glucu- you, for instance, that she thought she could 
THING supplemental to Gaiandriana-INCLUD- ronic acids, enzymes (oxidase, catalase and make bread until she reaches Heaven's gate. I 
ING A GROWING-PROGRAMMING BASE OF amylase), trace sugars, calcium oxalate, a pro- watched her 'trying" to put a loaf together from 
GAIANDRIANA AND BASIC DRIANAS. It also tein containing 18 amino acids, 'wound healing" a batch of spelt which had lost its instruction 
contains enough Carbragaia to equal afull sched- hormones, biogenic stimulators, saponins, vita- label-and GONE were the steps and amounts. 
ule of what is being used in Mexico-(shark-fm mins B 1, B2, niacin, B6, choline, folic acid, We remove these tid-bits from her memory 
cartilage), If you are using MO-GU-keep on-it chloride, sulfate, iron, calcium, copper, sodium, for the most part for she has enough other topics 
can only enhance your full-rounded intake-but potassium, silicon, manganese, plus many other with which to deal and we want NO connections 
it WILL NOT be the same. However, the 'new" metabolism-assisting components. with the other entities and companies handling 
drink will supply all you need without it. This is product-FOR OBVIOUS REASONS! 
NOT A MEDICAL PROGRAM OF ANY KIND. We CHLORELLA Now as to the self-help training program-it 
are not physicians as in Medical Doctor; we are IS hers. She developed it in 1986 for a totally 
not anything--except hopefully, sharers of infor- Chlorella is a nutritionally balanced whole different purpose but it has a weight reduction 
mation. food and contributes to the health and growth of program built in (or NO program at all is accept- 

The GaiaLyte has a full spectrum of vitamins, human cells like no single vitamin or mineral able-you can still fully utilize the tapes). The 
minerals, Ginkgo, Echinacea, Chlorella, Oxy- possibly can. tapes have been abundantly used in the man- 
genators, Aloe Vera--everything necessary to Chlorella is extremely high in protein (60%) agement ofbulemiaandanorexiaaswell. America 
"program" the cells in the tea membrane AND and contains more than 20 vitamins and miner- West offered the sets for a while until she with- 
the Gaiandrianaincluded. This does not replace a l ~ ,  19 of the 22 essential and non-essential drew them. There are probably a hundred or so 
the Gaiandriana used otherwise. This is a amino acids, enzymes and chlorella growth fac- sets left. The contact addresses, of course, are 
PERFECT medium to enhance the ability of the tor. It is one of the richest sources of RNA and now different but the personal interaction re- 
Gaiandriana you already take to enhance it- DNA known and has twenty times as much mains open and valid. They are recognized as 
self-reinforcement fuel, if you will. chlorophyll as alfalfa, 10 times more than other positive help programs and even the Master 

You can dilute the concentrate with water edible algae imAuding spirulina, and 10 times Hypnotist Teacher and head of the Council of 
AND/or anything you like. May we recommend more than barley grass. Hypnotist Examiners have featured and 'sold" 
apple juice and/or Cranberry. The apple juice is Chlonlla is a natural vitality enhancer. The the program to students. 
to flush out the gallbladder and the cranberry vitamins found in chlorella cellsinclude: vitamin It DOES mean however that you can't fail to 
juice flushes out the bladder (urine). You may C, provitamin A, B-carotene, chlorophyll-A, chlo- attend your own personal care for seIf-the 
use as much as you like of either OR both and we rophyll-B, thiamine (J3 I), riboflavin (B2), pyri- tapes or the capsules DO NO GOOD IN THE 
would hope you would do so on a continuing doxine (B6), niacin (B3), pantothenic acid, folk CLOSET--RESULTS ALWAYS DEPEND ON THE 
basis because of the value of these two products acid, vitamin B- 12, biotin, choline, vitamin K, DESIRE FOR CHANGE--THEY ONLY HELPYOU 
and their focus of use. PABA, lipoic acid, inositol and para-aminoben- ACCOMPLISH THAT CHANGE. 

We believe you will find it a very tasty bever- zoic acid. The minerals include: phosphorus, 
age but we ask that no matter how 'good", just potassium, iodine, magnesium, sulphur, iron, To order 
keep to the "program" amounts or you may find calcium, manganese, copper, zinc and cobalt. call,,, 
yourself a bit "wooy" immediately after intake. The amino acids include: lysine, histidine, 
This is due more to the Aloe Vera present than arginine, aspartic acid, threoinine, serine, 1-800-639-4242 
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Hydrogen Peroxide Use For N e w  Gaga Product Update 

~o~at~~. tb&5%&2&-  Hydrogen Peroxide can be . Cgzfim~ia [see 3/ 1 / 9 4  CONTACT, MS. 10 (B 37, for description] 
a pfoblem qs the Elite effort to close down x v e q h m g  <that 
promotes health, from" products to therapies. Food Grade 

' 

Since it  will be several weeks before the first of these 
Hydrogen Peroxide is necessary. as the drugstore (3%) products become available to  order, please keep your eye on 
variety contains additives and stabilizers not good for this box for availability updates! 
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New Gaia Products 1994 Order Form +* SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES: 

FOR: CA. WA. OR. A 2  I FOR THE REST OF 
MT, UT, i ~ ,  do, NM, 

- I CONTINENTAL USA 
WY, N V  
5 0-1 00 56.00 5 0-1 00 58.00 

N Q E  
Street Address ** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska. please call for rates. 

** For Prlorlty Mall to any locations, please call for rates. 
City/Town State/Prov. Zip Code ** All Foreign orders, please contact our office In writing 

for spedfic rates as rates vary greatly. . . 
Daytime Phone No. ** When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates. 

New Gaia Products, 
P.Q. Box 2771 0, 
Las Vegas, NV 891 26 

(800) (6394242) 

Credit Card NO. (Visa, Master Card or Discover) Expiration Date FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR 
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAIN- 

Signature For Credit Card Orders TENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS. I 

5 101-200 . 57.00 
, $ 201 -300 $8.00 

I CAIANDRIANA 8 or. LIQUID ' N " , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b e r s  

X 101 -200 - $9.00 
5 201 -300 $1 0.00 

5 301-400. 29.00 
(Please Print) 5 '401-500 $10.00 

- 5501-600 511.00 

Subscribers I CAIANPRIANA 16 OZ. LIQUID Non-subscribers 

5 301-400 51 1..00 
5 401-500 512.00 
5 501-600 $13.00 

I GAIANDRIANA 32 oz. LIQUID ~ ~ $ ~ ~ ~ b e r s  

Name Date A W K A  & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHlPPlNG RATES 

AQUACAIA Subscribers I IMitochondria) 8 oz. LIQUID Non-subscribers 

AQUACAIA Subscribers 
(Mitochondria) 16 oz. LIQUID Non-subscribers 
AQUACAIA Subscribers 

(Mitochondria) 32 oz. LIQUID No"-subscribers 

CAIALYTE (2 liters) 
Subscribers 
Non-subscribers 

CAlATRlM - 30 Day Supply. $35.00 

[A-C-E k n t i - o x i d a n t  Formula (180 TABLETS) 1 s24.95 1 1 1 1  
- 

ALOE JUICE (1 IITER) (WHOLE LEAF ALOE $ 18.00 
VERA CONCENTRATE) (1 OX STRENGTH) 

ALOE JUICE (1 6 02.1 (WflOLE LEAF ALOE $16.00 
VERA CONCENTRATE) (1 5X STRENGTH) 

CHLORELLA (1/2 Lb.) (500 TAB~/SOOrng .  EA) $32.00 

ECHINACEA C O L D  PLUS (90 TABLETS) $24.50 

GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract) $24.95 

SUPER O X Y  (1 qt.) (CHERRY-BERRY) S 18.00 
(CRAN BERRY-APPLE) 

SUPER OXY (1 gal.) (CHERRY) (CRANBERRY) 1 $60.00 

TOTAL THIS COLUMN 
.ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR CONTACT SUBSCRIBERS ONLY. 

.ASK ABOUT OUR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. . .ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER ALOE PRODUCTS. 

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR A I L  NON- 
BREAD or PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE PACKAGES. -- New Gaia Products. 

l tern Qty. A m o u n t  

HlTACHl  (HBIOI)  BREAD MACHINE 
[FACTORY BI F-IRFFURBWFD) I .  I 

s 149.00 
I 

I GAIA SPELT BREAD MIX (Pure Spelt) I s  3.501 I I I 
I I I I 

4 Ibs. @ Sl.ZS/lb. 5.00 
WHOLE W E L T  KERNELS 10 I .  S I .  . -  8 12.50 - - -  1 . 
WHOLE GRAIN 
SPELT FLOUR 

PROGRAM STARTING 

2 ibs. @ $1 .2S/lb. 
4 Ibs. CP S1.25/lb. 
8 Ibs. O Sl.ZS/lb. 

PACKAGE 
I 1 Bottle Caiandriana (1 qt.) I I 

1 Bottle AquaCaia (1 q t . j  
2 Bottles CaiaLyte (2 l i ters each) 
4 pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix  
5 Audio-cassettes 

+ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE 
1 Bottle Caiandriana (1 qt.) 
2 Bottles CaiaLyte (2 liters each) 
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix 

for 
CONTACT 

subscribers 
only. 

S 1 1 5.00 
S 90.00 

for CONTACT 
subscribers 

anlv. 

NEUTRA-BOND ( 2  02.) 
NICOTINE-CAFFEINE-ALCOHOL-. 
SUCROSE-STARCH, 
CAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK 

Please make 
all checks and 
money orders 
payable to: 
New Gaia Products, 
P.O. Box 277 1 0, 
Las Vegas, NV 
891 26 

SALES TAX Nevada residents only, 
add 7% 1 1 

TOTAL THlS COLUMN I 

TOTAL FROM OTHER COLUMN 
i 
! 

1 TOTAL ENCLOSED 1 1 1  

SHIPPING & HANDLING 

SUB TOTAL 

I 
I 

i 
i 
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST 
, -- 

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES 19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 57. GOD. TOO. HAS A PLAN 2000. 

F O R  I N F O R M A T I O N  A B O U T  
JOURNALS, BOOKS,  ETC., 
MENTIONED IN THIS NEWS-  
PAPER,  P L E A S E  INQUIRE: 

- 

CALLED THE PHOENIX JOURNALS *20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION DIVINE PLAN VOL.II 
AND HAVE BEEN WRIlTEN TO AS- *f2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED 58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO 
SIST MAN TO BECOME AWARE O F  UNIVERSE THE PIT O F  FIRE 
LONG--STANDING DECEPTIONSAND -3. BURNT OFFERINGS 59. "REALITY" ALSO HAS A 
OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS -4. SHROUDS OFTHE SEVENTH DRUM-BEAT! 
SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES. SINGLE SEAL 60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS 
JOURNALS ARE $6.00, ANY 4 JOUR- 9 5 .  THE BITTER COMMUNION 6 1. PUPPY-DOG TALES 
NALSARE$5.50 EACH, l O O R  MORE -6. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 62 .  CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY 
JOURNALS ARE $5.00 EACH THE ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY 63. THE BEST O F  TIMES 
(Shipping extra - see right). NAME: KHAZARS 64.  TO ALL MY CHILDREN 
"Thase marked JOURNALS are out 27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 
of stock until further notice. OWNER MANUAL 66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS 
-1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY -8. OPERATION SHANSTORM 67. THE BEAST AT WORK 

2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME -9. END OF THE MASQUERADE 68. ECSTASY TO AGONY 
IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA 38. THE DARK CHARADE 69. TATTERED PAGES 

3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL R E  39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 70. NO THORNLESS ROSES 
MOVED THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 71. COALESCENCE 
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